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Cover Letter
January 5, 2018
State of Oregon
Department of Administrative Services
Procurement Services
1225 Ferry Street SE
Salem, Oregon 97301
Attention: Ms. Shirley A. Smith, State Procurement Analyst
State of Oregon Solicitation Number DASPS-2183-17
NASPO ValuePoint
Dear Ms. Smith:
On behalf of Grainger’s more than 25,000 employees, we appreciate the opportunity to provide our response to
Solicitation Number DASPS-2183-17, the NASPO ValuePoint Master Agreement for Facilities Maintenance and
Repair & Operations (MRO), Industrial Supplies. Over the past 16 years, we have been privileged to partner with
NASPO ValuePoint and its members to help keep citizens and employees safe and facilities well-maintained. We
are committed to continuing this relationship.
Grainger understands the challenges public sector agencies face in carrying out their responsibilities. We highly
value the important work of public servants and have gained deep insights that helped us develop this proposal to
be the most competitive NASPO ValuePoint offer to date. It combines outstanding service and pricing that
encompasses a comprehensive exact match market basket, access to Grainger’s extensive catalog, and
incentives for every participating agency.
Our offer is supported by the deep expertise of Grainger Team members who are committed to assisting NASPO
ValuePoint entities find and procure the right MRO products. We are confident that we can fulfill this commitment.
It is supported by the breadth of Grainger’s inventory, distribution centers and branches and our efficient supply
chain that ensures products are available and delivered when needed. Our broad offering is enhanced by
sustainable products and promoted by opportunities for small businesses.
Grainger’s innovation in e-commerce and digital solutions provide government agencies ever-improving
technology that improves day-to-day operational efficiency and ensures compliance levels. As always, we remain
a dedicated partner who will deliver the quickest response and reliability in emergencies.
At Grainger, our strategy is to provide value. Our offer is tailored for today’s government’s requirements and is
robust and flexible to be relevant in 5 years as government, industry, markets, technology and workforces
continue to evolve.
You have my commitment that Grainger will continue to serve NASPO ValuePoint members by understanding the
work of each agency and individual and by delivering each day to earn your trust.
Sincerely,

D.G. Macpherson
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
W.W. Grainger, Inc.
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Attachment E revised
OFFEROR INFORMATION AND CERTIFICATION SHEET
This form must be completed and returned with the Proposal in response to Section 2.21 of
this RFP. Failure to submit this form with the Proposal may result in disqualification for nonresponsiveness.
1. Offeror Information:
Offeror/Firm Name (Printed):
Address:

W.W. Grainger, Inc.

100 Grainger Parkway
Lake Forest, IL 60045

Citizenship, if applicable: Non-resident alien

Yes

No

Business Designation (Check One):
 Professional Corporation
 Liability Company
X Other Public Corporation

Federal Tax ID #:
State Tax #:

Partnership
Ltd. Liability Partnership

Ltd. Partnership Ltd.
Sole Proprietorship

36-1150280

017532190-72

Secretary of State Corporations Division Registration #: 396226
2. Identify Individual with Authority to Obligate the Offeror Contractually:
Name/Title:

Chris Porter, Sr. Government Sales Manager

Telephone Number:
Fax Number:

940-867-7602

NA

E-mail Address: Chris.Porter@grainger.com
3. Identify Person Authorized to Negotiate the Master Agreement on Behalf of
Offeror:
Name/Title: Chris Porter, Sr. Government Sales Manager
Telephone Number: 940-867-7602
E-mail Address: Chris.Porter@grainger.com

Fax Number: NA

4. Identify Person Authorized to be Contacted for Clarification of Proposal:

Name/Title: Chris Porter, Sr. Government Sales Manager
Telephone Number: 940-867-7602
E-mail Address:

Fax Number: NA

Chris.Porter@grainger.com

5. CONTRACTOR CERTIFICATION CLAUSES IN RESPONSE TO RFP
a. Offeror understands and accepts the requirements of this RFP. By Proposal
submission, the Successful Offeror(s) agree(s) to be bound by the Master Agreement
attached hereto as ( Attachment B), as modified by Addendum, except for those terms
and conditions that DAS PS has reserved for negotiation in the RFP.
b. Offeror acknowledges receipt of any and all Addendum to this RFP.
c. Proposal is FIRM for 180 days following the Closing.
d. If awarded a Master Agreement, Offeror agrees to perform the scope of work and meet
the performance standards set forth in the final negotiated scope of work of the Contract.
e. Offeror does not discriminate in its employment practices with regard to race, creed,
age, religious affiliation, sex, disability, sexual orientation or national origin. Nor has
Offeror or will Offeror discriminate against a subcontractor in the awarding of a
subcontract because the subcontractor is disadvantaged business enterprise, a
minority-owned business, a woman-owned business, a business that a servicedisabled veteran owns or an emerging small business that is certified under ORS
200.055.
f. Offeror certifies that, to the best of its knowledge, there exists no actual or potential
conflict between the business or economic interests of Offeror, its employees, or its
agents, on the one hand, and the business or economic interests of the State, on the
other hand, arising out of, or relating in any way to, the subject matter of the RFP.
Offeror shall provide prompt written notification to the State of any change occurring
with respect to Offeror’s business or interests which is reasonably likely to result in
(or has resulted in) an actual or potential conflict between the business or economic
interests of the Offeror and those of the State, arising out of, or relating in any way
to, the subject matter of the RFP. In its notice, Offeror will describe the nature of such
actual or potential conflict of interest or remuneration in question in reasonable detail.
Offeror and Offeror’s employees and agents are not included on the list titled “Specially
Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons” maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets
Control of the United States Department of the Treasury and currently found at
http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/t11sdn.pdf.

g. Offeror certifies that all contents of the Proposal (including any other forms or
documentation, if required under this RFP) and this Proposal Certification Sheet,
are truthful and accurate and have been prepared independently from all other
Offerors, and without collusion, fraud, or other dishonesty. Offeror acknowledges
these certifications are in addition to any certifications required in the Master
Agreement (Attachment B) at the time of Master Agreement execution.
h. Participating Entity Only: While the primary purpose of this RFP is to select one
or more contractor(s) who can offer the Facilities Maintenance and Repair &
Operations (MRO), Industrial Supplies for all Participating States, Offerors are
permitted to submit a Proposal for one or more State(s). However, if a Offeror
elects to submit a Proposal for one or more State(s), then the Offeror must be
willing to supply the entire State and will not be allowed to add additional States
following award or at any time during the term of the Master Agreement(s)
resulting from this RFP, including all optional renewals. Offerors must propose to
all RFP Mandatory Requirements.

I, the undersigned, certify that I am duly authorized to legally bind the Offeror to
the provisions of the RFP and the Master Agreement.

Authorized Signature
Chris Porter, Sr. Government Sales Manager
Typed or Printed Name and Title of Signatory

01/05/18
Date

RFP DASPS-2183-17 (MRO) Industrial Supplies
Executive Summary
The State of Oregon’s RFP No. 2183, the multi-state contract for Facilities Maintenance and Repair & Operations
(MRO), Industrial Supplies, is a high priority for Grainger. By focusing on four fundamentals throughout the
contract - Competitive, Innovative, Relevant and Compliant we will continue our commitment to support NASPO
ValuePoint members:
•

Competitive - Grainger’s offer is our most comprehensive and competitive NASPO ValuePoint package.
Drawn from actual public agency experiences, it is available nationwide and encompasses all categories.
It presents the broadest availability of exact match market basket items and access to Grainger’s
extensive catalog at competitive pricing and meaningful incentives. Comprised of Grainger expertise and
value oriented service and product quality, the NASPO ValuePoint MRO contract will continue to expand
its reach to State, local government and education agencies.
As part of Grainger’s 2017 strategic pricing initiative, Grainger introduced Contract Reference Prices
(“CRP”) as the new basis for its contract customer pricing. Grainger’s CRP prices are market-based and
lower than Grainger’s historic List Prices. Because CRP prices are lower than Grainger’s prior List Prices,
contract category discounts are also lower. As a result, a larger category discount percentage offered by
a competitor may not yield a lower product price.
Our pricing offer for NASPO ValuePoint includes contract incentives, a fixed category discount structure
tied to CRP, pre-paid standard ground shipping, product warranties, inventory management solutions,
and market basket pricing that is firm for 12 months.

•

Innovative - Rapidly changing demands placed on the state and local government workforce, including
digital proficiency and innovation, are critical. Advances in e-procurement, oversight and data analytics,
vital today, must keep pace. Grainger’s e-commerce and digital platforms are easier to search, navigate,
check out and access transactional data than a year ago. eCommerce platforms include grainger.com,
mobile applications and e-Procurement integrations.
Our technical expertise extends to assisting agency operations and compliance responsibilities. We
embrace the premise that our value is as much in providing quality MRO product and services as being a
meaningful resources to drive agency productivity. Grainger possesses the technical innovation, financial
strength, and track record to contribute meaningfully to mission effectiveness and efficiency.

•

Relevant - Grainger serves all agencies, small, medium and large, across all public sector jurisdictions.
We recognize and integrate varying requirements and policies. Our resources are available and
structured for each - the breadth of our $1.3 billion in US inventory, 1.6 million product (SKUs), 13
Distribution Centers with 16.5 million square feet and 249 US branch locations, each carrying nearly $1
million of inventory.
A centralized technical product support team with in-depth product expertise is but part of Grainger
investment in team member skills, experience and vitality and serves all agencies. This is shown by over
126,000 counter transactions in our local branches and over 943,000 orders shipped to NASPO
ValuePoint Members in 2017.
A seamless implementation plan will support legacy and new members across all 50 states, the District of
Columbia, political subdivisions and US Territories.
Our commitment to sustainability and green initiatives is reflected in access to 72,000 products and
expertise that assists in determining the right green substitute. Grainger holds itself to corporate- wide
sustainability efforts that are reported annually. 14 Grainger facilities have been built with or retrofitted to
include building management systems coordinating and managing mechanical and electrical equipment
for maximum energy efficiency and productivity. The effort includes four distribution centers recently
retrofitted with building management systems.
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Providing small and disadvantaged businesses opportunities to assist in meeting public sector MRO
procurement requirements and in agency small business goals is integrated into our business plans and
strategy. We acquire product from diverse suppliers. Our distributor alliance reseller program provides
frontline service to public agencies. We assist both diverse suppliers and the distributor alliance resellers
in gaining insight and experience in the MRO market and in responsibilities associated with public sector
budgets, operations and compliance. Grainger relies on small and disadvantaged suppliers of goods and
services to run our business.
We remain a steadfast partner delivering expeditious response and proven reliability in emergencies. Our
supplier relationships and supply chain capability assures that product is directed to where and when it is
needed. Grainger’s reliability, expertise and experience in Continuity and Emergency Response results
from participating in first responder and emergency management agency planning exercises. We commit
resources throughout all stages of disaster and emergencies. In any emergency, large or small, our
pricing and services remain as provided in the contract.
•

Compliant - Grainger’s offering extends beyond core compliance obligations associated with public
sector agencies. A comprehensive audit program addresses adherence to total contract requirements,
including pricing in accordance to NASPO ValuePoint terms. Employee training, including a mandatory
annual ethics curriculum addressing the government sector, is integral to our compliance program.
Grainger’s SAP Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) platform provides agency driven requirements that
assist internal oversight and supervision. By working closely with agency personnel, reporting and
compliance structures can be tailored to reflect workflow management parameters and to establish
controls to monitor and limit spend and access.

Grainger is proud of its work supporting NASPO ValuePoint members in the critical responsibilities that serve
each end user. We pledge fidelity to the fundamentals of being Competitive, Innovative, Relevant and Compliant.
Our offer is tailored for today’s government’s requirements. It is robust and flexible to be relevant in five (5) years
as government, industry, markets, technology and workforces continue to evolve.

Best Regards,

Chris Porter
Sr. Government Sales Manager
W.W. Grainger, Inc.
Chris.Porter@grainger.com
940.867.7602
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SECTION 2: Solicitation Requirements, Information and Instructions to Offerors
2.19 Certification of Non-Debarment
Grainger confirms and certifies we have not, nor have our principals presently debarred, suspended, proposed for
debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction (Master Agreement) by
any governmental department or agency.
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SECTION 3: Administrative and Technical Response Requirements
3.2 NASPO ValuePoint Master Agreement Statement of Compliance
NASPO ValuePoint Master Agreement(s) resulting from this RFP will constitute the final agreement except for
negotiated terms and conditions specific to a Participating State’s or a Participating Entity’s Participating Addendum.
This section highlights particular terms and conditions of NASPO ValuePoint Master Agreement, although Offerors
will be bound to all the terms and conditions when executing a Master Agreement as shown in Attachment B. Offeror
must include a statement in its Proposal that it has read and understands all of the terms and conditions as shown in
the Master Agreement (Attachment B).

Grainger has read and understands all of the terms and conditions as shown in the Master Agreement
(Attachment B).

3.4 Technical Requirements
This section contains technical requirements pertaining to the Maintenance and Facilities Repair & Operations (MRO)
industrial Supplies. Other sections of this RFP contain additional requirements that must be met in order to be
considered responsive. Offeror must identify in its Proposal how it will meet (or exceed) all requirements listed in this
Section 3, Section 4, and Attachments A, B, and D-1 of this RFP solicitation.

3.4.1 Offeror Profile
Provide the following information specific to Offeror’s company:
a.

Company’s full legal name: W.W. Grainger, Inc.

b.

Primary business address: 100 Grainger Parkway, Lake Forest, IL 60045

c.

Describe company ownership structure: Public Corporation

d. Employee size (number of employees): 25,000+
e.

Website: www.grainger.com

f.

Sales contact information: Chris Porter, Sr. Government Sales Manager, Chris.Porter@grainger.com,
Mobile: 940-867-7602

g.

Company’s client retention rate during the past 3 years: Grainger’s overall customer retention rate for all
customers (large and small) 90%

h. A brief history of the company and the year it was founded
Grainger was founded in 1927 and incorporated in the State of Illinois in 1928, as W.W. Grainger, Inc. Grainger is
a publicly held Fortune 500 company with shares traded on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). With 2016
sales of over $10 billion, Grainger is the leading North American provider of maintenance, repair, and operating
(MRO) supplies. Grainger’s capabilities include:
•

A strategic US distribution network of 249 branches and 13 distribution centers supporting NASPO
ValuePoint Members for 16 years.

•

An extensive product line, now more than 1.6 million products and repair parts and over $1.3 billion
of on-hand inventory that meets every agency’s requirements.

•

95% of customers receive next day product delivery; 99.6% of in-stock orders are shipped within 24
hours.

•

Proven experience in negotiating and implementing multi-state, complex, nationwide contracts.

Grainger’s continued investment in exceptional service, value-added programs, eProcurement solutions,
KeepStock inventory management solutions and physical presence has enabled 38 states, hundreds of political
subdivisions, and thousands of end-users across the US to benefit from the NASPO ValuePoint contract. We are
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proud to work with NASPO ValuePoint to provide a contract of scope and scale meeting every MRO requirement
at a competitive overall value.
i.

Describe the company’s growth during the past three years.

3.4.2 Customer Service
a. What are Offeror’s hours of operation and when are key account people available to Participating
States/Entities and Purchasing Entities?
In addition to the normal hours of operation, Grainger key account team members will be available when needed
to help government customers in times of need. Just this year, Grainger team members operated 24/7 in support
of Hurricane Harvey, Hurricane Irma and the Northern and Southern California Wildfires response and recovery
efforts among other natural disasters and emergencies.
Personnel

Hours of Operation

Contact Center (telephone and email)

Monday thru Sunday, 24/7

Grainger Store Personnel (customer walk-in)

8:00am to 5:00pm, Monday thru Friday,
within respective US time zones

Government Sales Team Members
(Key Account People)

Monday thru Friday, 7:00am to 5:00pm,
within respective US time zones

Technical Product Support Representatives

7:00am to 7:00pm, Monday thru Friday,
Central Time Zone

Grainger.com

Order processing available 24 hours a day –
7 days a week

Emergency Services Hotline

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

b. Describe how problem identification and resolution will be handled.
Grainger understands that communication and responsiveness are essential to meeting a member’s needs.
Grainger’s multi-channel approach for problem identification and resolution allows members to communicate in
ways that work for the member and Grainger’s responsiveness ensures that their issues will be addressed and
resolved. Grainger has invested in sound quality management principles within
its operating philosophy such as Lean, Six Sigma and ISO 9001. This
innovation in technology and expertise minimizes problems.
Should a problem occur, our goal is to make it right for the NASPO ValuePoint
Member. The key to problem identification and resolution is open
communication between NASPO ValuePoint Members and Grainger’s
experienced team. Grainger continuously solicits customer feedback via
multiple channels to improve the Member experience and resolve Member
issues.
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•
•
•
•

Grainger Sales Team Members engage Members directly on a daily basis
Customer Service Associates through phone and email channels
Multiple feedback links on Grainger.com including on-line chat
Customer Business Reviews and other direct customer engagement with Grainger sales team
Members

Grainger assesses the information Members provide, seek clarification when necessary, and immediately
address the Member’s needs so that they can continue to serve the public. Grainger will remain engaged
with the Member to ensure their issue has been resolved. Grainger also offers an expeditious escalation
process that includes senior level leadership engagement thus insuring resolution of a Member’s issue to
complete satisfaction.
c. How does Offeror propose to service the NASPO account? Describe the system Offeror will use to
manage the account.
Grainger’s service centric approach is designed to help Members get the products they need through various
channels via a world-class distribution network that builds and maintains reliable Member relationships.
Resources include:
•
•
•
•

Government Sales Managers - State and Agency Levels
Government Account Managers (AM) and Government Account Relationship Managers (ARM)
- Local Level
Technical Support - Product experts, administrative and reporting, eCommerce and eProcurement
for all levels of Members
In-Field Specialists - Safety, Lighting, Inventory and Metal Working for all levels of Members

Grainger assesses the information Members provide, seeks clarification when necessary, and immediately
address the Member’s needs so that they can continue to serve the public. Grainger will remain engaged with the
Member to ensure their issue has been resolved. Grainger also offers an expeditious escalation process that
includes senior level leadership engagement thus insuring resolution of a Member’s issue to complete
satisfaction.
d. How does Offeror respond to customer complaints and service issues?
In response to a Member complaint or service issue, Grainger Government Sales Managers, District Sales
Managers, Account Managers and
Online Feedback
sales support team
will first
collaborate
with
the
NASPO
ValuePoint Member to gain a full
understanding of the issue. These
experienced resources will assist the
Member in identifying available
product and service options in order
to achieve immediate resolution for
the Member. If the issue cannot be
resolved promptly, they will escalate
the issue to the appropriate Sales or
Service Director for additional internal
NASPO ValuePoint Members can provide direct online feedback to
support.

Grainger to improve member experience.

a. How does Offeror assess customer satisfaction?
The breadth of Grainger’s interactions on a daily basis with NASPO ValuePoint Members encourages Member
feedback. Grainger’s sales team and Customer Service Representatives continually solicit Member’s views as to
service level and product quality.
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Customer Satisfaction Tracking Surveys are conducted and assessed nearly every business day. The surveys
measure customer satisfactions based on most recent transaction, and are conducted in person, by phone, and
virtually through Grainger.com and email.
f.

Describe Offeror’s quality assurance measures and how are they handled within the organization.

Grainger holds its business functions to the highest quality standards with established quality assurance
benchmarks. Grainger’s three key focus areas are: customer service satisfaction, supply chain functionality,
and eCommerce responsiveness and reliability. Using continuous improvement procedures, targets are
established to exceed Member expectations and achieve the highest standards. Improvement and corrective
measures are implemented to maintain or advance NASPO ValuePoint Member performance.
Customer Service: Grainger pursues multiple methods to learn of Members’ experiences and recommendations.
These evaluations are reviewed to improve performance and overall Member satisfaction.
Metrics collected and monitored include:
• Overall satisfaction with recent purchase
• Overall expectations of Member effort
• Overall order origination channel satisfaction
• Detailed order origination channel diagnostics
• Overall order fulfillment channel satisfaction
• Detailed order fulfillment channel satisfaction
• Multi-channel impact on satisfaction (how satisfaction differs by what resource they used to
research order prior to placing the order)
• Challenges encountered by the Member due to lack of product assortment, availability or price
Metrics collected and monitored ensure that our coaching and process improvements are focused on further
enhancing Members’ experience. Evaluation and survey feedback is shared with team Members in weekly
coaching sessions to ensure prompt response to identified issues and to ensure NASPO ValuePoint Members’
needs are being met.
To promote our expeditious and meaningful response to Members’ needs, Grainger’s Customer Service
Representatives (CSRs) are committed to answering phone inquiries in less than nine seconds and to respond to
Member emails in less than six hours.
Supply Chain; Distribution Centers: Grainger utilizes SAP’s innovation to ensure adequate inventory levels and
timely delivery to Members. Rate-of-Sale forecasts are continually updated in context of the available inventory.
This end-to-end process allows Grainger to quickly react to increased Members’ demands so that disruptions are
resolved or mitigated.
Within Grainger’s distribution centers and branches, orders are picked, packed and shipped according to
establish standards to meet delivery and accuracy requirements established in the RFP. Procedures and
protocols are also in place that address damaged product during transit. Similarly, standards are established for
timely delivery and confirmation of delivery to ensure Members’ orders are fulfilled. Where necessary, orders are
drop shipped directly from the manufacturer. The scale of resources committed enables Grainger to meet every
NASPO ValuePoint Member’s requirements to their satisfaction on a daily basis.
Supplier Responsibilities: Grainger holds its suppliers to the highest standards through our strictly enforced
supplier responsibility policy. An integral element to this policy is our Supplier Acceptance Letter (SAL) that
requires responsible performance, quality products and compliance with all rules and regulations as to product
labeling, design and manufacturing, including environmental laws and Grainger’s Corporate, Social Responsibility
initiatives.
Additionally, Grainger maintains a supplier handbook that outlines supplier performance requirements. Ongoing
supplier performance is tracked on each Supplier’s Scorecard during Grainger’s operational reviews.
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Grainger’s expertise and breadth of supplier oversight systems provide NASPO ValuePoint Members assurances
as to quality of product and performance. Evaluated data points include on-time shipping, inventory availability,
labeling requirements, and exception notification along with other performance measures
eCommerce: Grainger’s eCommerce team keeps pace with advancing technologies to ensure that Members
have access to a State-of-the-art eCommerce experience. Grainger’s experienced eCommerce technical team is
dedicated to maintaining and improving site performance, thus providing an effective and safe eCommerce
experience. Protocols and procedures addressed focus on ensuring Member data privacy and security, effective
and accurate search capability, Member pricing compliance, system stability, and overall Member satisfaction.

3.4.3 Technology
a.

Describe Offeror’s online system that Purchasing Entities would use to place orders and receive
results? Include all methods of order submission.

Grainger’s innovative online ordering system, www.grainger.com, provides NASPO ValuePoint Members the
following features:
• Work Flow Order Management tailored for each agency
• Custom Personal and Shared Lists
• Custom Catalog, Custom Home Page or Landing Page
• Expanding User-Friendly Shopping Tools to find products and
prices quickly and easily
• Extensive and updated Product Information including item
details and technical specifications
• Comprehensive Product Comparisons
• SDS sheets (formerly MSDS)
• Contract Pricing
• Real-time Product Availability
• Auto-Reorder capabilities
• Online Special Order and Catalog Item quotes
• Customizable Order and Line Level Data Fields
• Order Status and History with download capabilities
• Invoice copies and secure Payment Options
• Online Help with Click to Chat
Grainger’s innovative technology solutions help NASPO ValuePoint Members drive efficiencies throughout their
agencies. Grainger’s digital solutions afford Members time savings via an efficient and effective purchasing
process. Grainger has and continues to lead the MRO industry with technological advances. For example,
Grainger was the first MRO distributor to make its catalog available to its customers via the internet. We are proud
of the innovative technological solutions we have offered our customers and remain committed to leading the
MRO industry in providing future innovative and relevant technology solutions to NASPO ValuePoint Members.
Grainger offers NASPO ValuePoint Members multiple online ordering methods:
1. Grainger.com
2. eProcurement (Hosted or Punch-Out shopping and electronic
transactions)
3. KeepStock® (inventory management solutions) at the Member’s
workplace
4. Mobile Offering
5. ePro Mobile
1. Grainger.com: offers online ordering capabilities from a broad array of product
categories structured to support the 15 NASPO ValuePoint MRO categories, with
more than 1.6 million items.
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2. eProcurement: Grainger is able to offer Hosted or Punch-Out shopping and electronic transactions support
for all Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) platforms in use by NASPO ValuePoint Members.
.
Electronic Marketplaces: Grainger has extensive experience in facilitating Members’ purchasing through all
major electronic marketplaces such as Jaggaer and Ariba. Members can connect (punch-out) to Grainger’s
real time online catalog from their system to see NASPO ValuePoint’s specific pricing, create a requisition
and return the shopping cart back to the marketplace for review and approval.
Direct connections to Members’ Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems: Grainger offers the
ability to integrate our online catalog with Members’ purchasing and ERP systems. Members who wish to
punch-out directly from their ERP system can access Grainger’s online catalog and return the shopping cart
back to their purchasing system to manage the order workflow.
Content File: Grainger offers Members the option of loading a content file which includes all contract
products and their contract price into the Member's system thus enabling the Member to shop and purchase
Grainger product through their internal systems. Often the content is associated with the Member’s webbased purchasing application.

3. KeepStock® Inventory: Grainger offers the ability to integrate Inventory Management orders through our
online ordering channels at the Member’s workplace.
KeepStock® orders can be accessed on
Grainger.com and routed through the Order Management System, providing full visibility to their orders.
NASPO ValuePoint Members can approve, modify or deny these orders. KeepStock® onsite orders can also
be accessed within a Grainger punch-out and returned to NASPO ValuePoint Members purchasing system
for order generation.
4. Mobile Offering: Grainger makes it easy for NASPO
ValuePoint Members to get the products they need
no matter what device they use or where their work
takes them through use of our mobile offering, which
provides Member employees the ability to order from
the job site, which results in fewer work interruptions
and enhanced productivity.
The Mobile apps and Mobile web offer most of
the power of Grainger.com including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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5. ePro Mobile: Those Members wishing to route all orders through their procurement system can also take
advantage of the Grainger mobile offering. For example, Members utilizing a Jaggaer Public Sector Solution
(Jaggaer) purchasing system can use Grainger’s mobile apps to generate requisitions directly from the work
site, and direct that requisition to the Grainger punch-out. This functionality allows a Member’s purchasing
agent to access the order and process it through their Jaggaer system.
b. Describe Offeror’s ability and process to support a decentralized system of orders submitted from many
end users in multiple States and locations.
Nationally as of December 22, 2017, Grainger shipped over 943,000 total orders to NASPO ValuePoint
Members and processed over 126,000 counter transactions via our extensive network of local Grainger
branches. Our experience and continued investment in our distribution and branch network system ensures
timely service and delivery of product to State and local agencies throughout the US. Grainger’s NASPO
ValuePoint solution is focused on aligning Members to the NASPO ValuePoint Master Agreement while also
identifying specific Member operational requirements such as ship-to addresses, special shipping instructions and
other unique requirements.
Additionally, Grainger aligns NASPO ValuePoint Members within a given State to a specific track code in our
advanced SAP system. Grainger technology and systems ensure the correct pricing is applied to each of the 1.6
million Grainger products offered in accordance with NASPO ValuePoint Member contractual terms. To further
promote compliance, all NASPO ValuePoint Members are aligned to their respective State’s specific track code
through the Participating Addendum process.

3.4.4 Products and Services
Offeror must review the Product and Services Descriptions and requirements set forth in (Attachment A)
and submit with its Proposal. Offeror shall indicate which categories Offeror intends to provide; which
Products and Services Offeror intends to provide; and whether Offeror intends to provide the Products
and Services on a national, regional or one State only basis.
Grainger intends to provide a catalog solution for all products and services in all categories as presented in the
RFP on a national basis.

3.5 Data Security
What measures does Offeror take to protect sensitive customer information?
Portions of information within this section are considered confidential and will be redacted. Please see Exhibit A.
Protection of customer data requires information security controls, processes and policies which align with an
established information security framework. Grainger manages its customer data in accordance with an
internationally accepted information security management framework, ISO/IEC 27001. The framework provides
direction for Grainger’s information security program and established information security policies and
procedures.

Grainger accepts credit cards as a payment method. We are required by the card brands (Visa, MasterCard and
American Express) to assess compliance against the PCI DSS standard. We perform that assessment annually
and report to the card brands through our acquiring banks, as required by the standard.
Grainger undergoes an annual Information Technology General Controls (ITGC) audit under Section 404 of the
US Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
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The resulting audit opinion is filed as an attachment to Grainger’s annual report to the Securities
and Exchange Commission.
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SECTION 4: Market Basket Cost Proposal
Market Basket Cost Proposal will be evaluated independent of the technical evaluation. Offeror shall
submit the Market Basket Cost Proposal to the Lead State as a separate document. Do not embed the
Market Based Cost Proposal in the technical response.

4.2 Price and Rate Guarantee Period
The prices, rates and costs proposed in the Offeror’s response will be valid for an initial term of one year
after any resulting Master Agreement is signed. Offeror’s cost proposal must describe how future cost
increases will be minimized and capped and how both increases and decreases will be passed on to the
Lead State if the Master Agreement is renewed after the initial term. The Offeror must explain the
proposed process to implement cost changes, and how the Lead State will be notified. Any request for
price or rate adjustment following the initial Master Agreement term, is detailed in Section 11 of the
Master Agreement.
Grainger’s confirms our market basket proposed costs are valid for an initial term of one year (12 months) after a
signed Master Agreement. Grainger has read and understands all of the terms and conditions as shown in the
Master Agreement, Section 11.
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Attachment A - revised 11-2017
Description of Products and Services- Evaluation Criteria
THESE SECTIONS ARE MANDATORY- OFFERORS MUST MEET THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA FOR THEIR PROPOSAL
TO BE ACCEPTED AND SCORED BY THE SOURCING TEAM

6.1 Categories
The scope of work consists of 15 categories. This proposal has been divided into categories with items that generally
represent those most frequently purchased during the previous contract period including environmentally preferable
options. Proposals will be considered from qualified Offerors that can provide all products at minimum of one entire
category listed below and be able to supply the products to a minimum of one entire State.
The United Nations Standard Products and Services Code (UNSPSC) codes are identified on Attachment D-1 to
further describe each category.
Janitorial Equip. & Supplies (does not include Sanitation Cleaning Chemicals)
Sanitation Cleaning Chemicals (does not include Janitorial Equipment & Supplies)
Fasteners
Material Handling
Plumbing
Power Sources
Outdoor Garden
Lamps, Lighting, Ballasts
HVAC
Hand Tools
Power Tools (excluding automotive related tools and products)
Electrical
Paint
Security
Safety (does not include any public safety equipment)

Grainger’s catalog offer includes pricing for all categories on a national basis.

6.2 Experience and Capabilities
This procurement contemplates a multi-state scope and may result in more than one award. The following are the
weighted evaluation criteria for this procurement.

6.2.1 Experience in Performance of Comparable Engagements/References
References provided in Appendix.

6.2.2 Conformance with the terms of this RFP;
6.2.2.1 Return Policy;
6.2.2.2 Distribution points;
6.2.2.3 Delivery;
6.2.2.4 Shipping;
6.2.2.5 Range of commodities offered;
6.2.2.6 Scope of geographical coverage offered;
6.2.2.7 Accurate and meaningful marking of green products in the on-line catalog when applicable;

6.2.3 Expertise and availability of key personnel;
6.2.3.1 Contract Management Retail Store/Will Call Availability;
6.2.3.2 The favorability of the terms under which the Offeror will do business;

6.2.4 Demonstrated Competence;
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6.2.4.1 Reporting Capabilities Disaster Recovery Plan;
6.2.4.2 Web based ordering System;
6.2.4.3 The number of available green environmentally preferable products that meet the solicitations
specifications available, showing a robust supply of green products

6.2.5 Reasonableness of pricing
While the primary purpose of this solicitation is to select a Offeror(s) who can offer the supplies for all
Participating States, Offerors are permitted to submit a proposal on more limited geographical areas,
however, not less than one entire Participating State. Offerors must clearly describe the geographical limits
(e.g. by State name) if proposing a geographical area less than that of all Participating States. However, if a
Offeror elects to submit a Proposal for a single State then the Offeror must be willing to supply the entire
State and will not be allowed to add additional States following award or at any time during the term of the
contract or any renewals.
A Participating State may evaluate and select an Offeror for award in more limited geographical areas (e.g. A
single State) where judged to be in the best interests of the State or States involved. Administration of any
such award(s) will be done by the Participating State(s) involved unless the awarded contract includes the
Lead State in its geographical area.
Participating States, and Purchasing Entities reserve the right to competitively solicit for additional sources
for commodities during the contract term, where deemed to be in the best interests of the State(s) or entities
involved. Further, Participating States may have existing awards for commodities within the scope of this
solicitation.
Any Participating State reserves the right to award partial commodity categories or not participate in the
award if deemed to not be in the best interests of that Participating State.
All pricing listed shall be ceiling prices with the option for Participating States to negotiate more favorable
discounts for large orders.
Pricing shall be firm for the first year and may be changed with thirty (30) day notice after initial term.
Products may be changed with thirty (30) day notice every six (6) months after initial term.
The Participating States and Purchasing Entities reserve the right to update product specifications based on
changes in regulations, in addition to third party certification criteria.
The Participating State may elect to designate the resulting contracts as permissive, or mandatory.

Grainger acknowledges all statements in section 6.2.

6.3 VOLUME DISCOUNTS
6.3.1 General
Additional volume and other price discount options are encouraged, which can distinguish
between individual order minimum quantities, cumulative volume discounts, and other
discount terms that may be defined by the Offeror. Extensions of additional discounts are not
required but may be evaluated if offered.
Grainger’s Offer: Our pricing offer for NASPO ValuePoint includes contract incentives, a fixed category discount
structure, market basket pricing that is firm for 12 months, pre-paid standard ground shipping, product warranties,
and inventory management solutions.
Grainger’s New Pricing Structure - Contract Reference Price: As part of Grainger’s 2017 strategic pricing
initiative, Grainger introduced Contract Reference Prices (“CRP”) as the new product pricing basis for its contract
customers.
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Grainger’s CRP is market-based and lower than Grainger’s historic List Price. CRP makes more of Grainger’s
products attractively priced and simplifies the purchasing process for Grainger contract customers. CRP is stable
and only subject to change three times per year. Because CRP is lower than Grainger’s prior List Price, contract
category discounts are also lower. It is therefore important to compare the “final” product prices, as a larger
discount percentage offered by a competitor may not yield a lower price.
Grainger’s NASPO ValuePoint pricing proposal is tied to CRP. For NASPO ValuePoint Members, CRP is found
on Grainger.com when Members log into their Grainger.com account. The CRP at the time of purchase will be the
price to which any contract discounts will be applied. Again, because the CRP is lower, the contract category
discount percentages we are offering are smaller than the discount percentages historically provided from
Grainger’s previous List Price structure. It is important to compare actual prices, not discount percentages.
Customized Contract Incentives: Grainger recognizes that each State has unique procurement goals and
objectives for contract purchasing incentives, administrative fees and desired additional discounts. To identify
which incentive(s), administrative fee(s) and/or additional discount(s) are best aligned with their respective
procurement goals and objectives, Grainger will work with each State/purchasing agency during their participating
addendum onboarding process. Depending on factors such as contract commitments, single award status, and
market competition, our offer of contract incentives, administrative fees and discounts may include the following
options:
• Member State Administrative Fee Structure
• Annual Growth incentives (Explained in more detail in Section 6.6.11)
 Incremental Sales Growth Incentives
 Annual Green/Sustainability Growth Incentives
 Annual Grainger Choice Product Growth Incentives
 eCommerce Growth Incentives
• Additional Category Discounts
Customer Specific Pricing (CSP): Grainger recognizes the importance of providing Members with relevant
pricing for specific products in special circumstances. As a value-add to the NASPO ValuePoint contract, deeper
discounted pricing can be sought in the form of Customer Specific Pricing (CSP) as it relates to a specific
opportunity.
Additional Discounting: Grainger recognizes the operational importance of providing Members access to MRO
items that fall outside the market basket which may not be aligned to a pre-defined category as listed by the
NASPO ValuePoint RFP. Grainger presents a 5% discount off of CRP on items that fall outside the market basket
and pre-defined NASPO ValuePoint RFP categories.
Individual State Custom Market Baskets: Grainger offers each State a custom market basket of up to 500
items in addition to the NASPO ValuePoint MRO market basket. To drive additional cost savings while enhancing
procurement stability, Grainger’s Individual State Custom Market Basket option offers each Member State the
ability to define a custom market basket that consists of products that the individual State most frequently
procures. Grainger’s Government Sales Managers will work with each State to identify this product list and price
these products accordingly based on volume procured.
Large Order Discounts: Grainger will continue to work with NASPO ValuePoint Members to leverage additional
discounts for large, single orders, based on size and scope. Grainger has many years of experience working with
NASPO ValuePoint Members on significant projects and discounted product pricing specific to such projects.

6.3.2 Cumulative Ordering Volume Discounts
The Offeror is invited to identify additional percentage discounts if total cumulative ordering
volumes (by all Purchasing Entities) exceed an amount specified by the Offeror. If the volume
of total orders exceeds that amount in any quarter, the offered discount will apply to future orders
during the term of the award(s), as extended through option exercises.
Grainger will offer an additional tiered incentive to all Members tied to annual incremental purchase growth. If the
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annual increase in Total Member Purchases meets or exceeds annual calendar year incremental purchase
growth by more than 5%,10% or 15%, then each of Grainger’s 15 category discounts identified in this proposal
will be increased by 1%, 2% or 3% respectively for the term of the following calendar year.
Total Member Purchases is defined as net invoice price of product purchases made by all Members affiliated with
this contract less freight, taxes, returned products and credits made by all Members affiliated with this contract
during the calendar year. Purchases from Members who affiliate after the start of the calendar year will be
included in the following year’s baseline. Annually, Grainger will calculate the Total Member Purchases figure for
the preceding calendar year. Any adjustment to category discounts associated with this tiered incremental
purchase growth incentive made by Grainger will be effective 45 days after the end of the preceding calendar
year.
Example:
Incremental Growth in Total Purchasing
Entity Purchases as Compared to
Previous Contract Year
5%
10%
15%

Contract Year
Total Purchasing Entity
Purchases
Incremental Purchase Growth
Percentage as compared to the
preceding contract year
Contract Year Qualified

Category Discount Increase for
Following Contract Year
1%
2%
3%

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

$300M

$330M

$346.5M

$398.48M

$414.42M

N/A

10%

5%

15%

4%

N/A

Yes
45 days after
the end of the
previous
Contract Year
2%

Yes
45 days after
the end of the
previous
Contract Year
1%

Yes
45 days after
the end of the
previous
Contract Year
3%

No

Additional Discount Start Date

N/A

Additional Discount

N/A

N/A
0%

6.3.3 Additional Volume Discount for Minimum Order Quantity
The Offeror is also invited to identify additional discounts for minimum order quantities.
Purchasing Entities may consolidate purchases in order to take advantage of any volume
discount extended by Offeror for minimum orders, so long as a single delivery location at the
discretion of the Purchasing Entity is specified
Buy More and Save: Grainger’s Buy More & Save program offers additional discounts to customers who
consolidate purchases into larger orders of select items at one time. Buy More & Save program volume discounts
will be displayed on item screens within the customer’s Grainger.com online account. See example below:

Volume Discounts: Grainger may offer volume discounts to customers based upon the quantity of products
purchased in a single transaction. Volume discount pricing is subject to product availability and quantity limits may
apply.
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6.3.4 Minimum Orders
No minimum dollar or item count is allowed on orders from Authorized Purchasers.
Participating States reserves the right to authorize a minimum via their Participating Addendums.
For NASPO ValuePoint Members, there is no minimum order requirement.

6.4 ESTIMATED PURCHASES
The total purchase of any individual item on the contract is not known. The Purchasing Division has
attempted to give an accurate estimate of probable purchases of each item for the contract period. The
Purchasing Division does not guarantee that the Participating States will buy any or all estimated
amounts of any specified item or any total amount.

6.5 SCOPE OF WORK
6.5.1 Ordering Capabilities
Orders resulting from this contract will be placed directly with the Offeror by the individual
Purchasing Entity. The Offeror must have toll free telephone, fax numbers and email address for
use by those entities located outside of the Offeror’s toll free area. The Offeror will ship and bill as
requested by the purchasing agency. The purchasing agency will remit payment directly to the
Offeror. As an example, there are approximately 1,000 possible separate delivery locations within
the State of Nevada. The number of locations will vary by Participating States.
Grainger acknowledges the Statement in section 6.5.1 and will work with each purchasing entity specific to their
unique ordering capabilities and associated requirements.
.
Please supply your toll free telephone, facsimile number and email address.
Email:

Customersupport@Grainger.com

Phone:

800-472-4643 (800-GRAINGER)

Fax:

855-281-3749

In addition to the market basket items, Purchasing Entities will be allowed to order from a successful
Offeror’s catalog(s) and website for delivery anywhere within the Participating States. NASPO
ValuePoint requires internet catalogs.
Grainger will continue to provide an online internet catalog and website for all participating NASPO ValuePoint
Members. All Member orders will be delivered anywhere within the Participating State.
..

6.5.2 FOB Destination
Prices for all items associated with this contract are to be FOB Destination anywhere within
the Participating State or geographic area offered.
All product pricing submitted by Grainger includes FOB Destination. FOB Destination includes pre-paid, standard,
ground delivery for all orders, including orders to Hawaii, Alaska and US Territories.

6.5.3 On-line Ordering
6.5.3.1 Successful Offeror shall provide Internet Catalogs for all agencies as described below.
Grainger acknowledges statement 6.5.3.1. On-line Catalogs available?
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6.5.3.2 Provide a descriptive narrative for the type of internet catalog offered, and a URL link.
Grainger’s catalog offer is available at www.grainger.com. Grainger’s eCommerce platform delivers “Easy to
Find”, “Easy to Use” and “Easy to Connect” acquisition solutions allowing NASPO ValuePoint Members to save
time and money. Grainger.com includes:
Contract Price

Order Management

Customized Shopping Cart

Detailed Product Specifications

Delivery Date
Alternate Products
Product Selection Tools
& Payment (coming Jan 2018

Order History
Product Comparisons
Invoice Lookup
Replacement Parts

Personal & Shared Lists
Instruction and Training Videos
Personalized Account Information
Click to Chat Help

SDS Sheets
Order Approvals
Product Reviews
Real Time Availability 2018

6.5.3.3 Offerors must designate market basket items in their on- line catalogs for ease of ordering. What
symbol or marking will you use to identify market basket items?
All NASPO ValuePoint market basket products will be clearly identified on Grainger.com
with the NASPO ValuePoint logo to help NASPO ValuePoint Members identify market
basket products online at Grainger.com.
6.5.3.4 Offerors shall designate all environmental preferable products (EPP) in their on-line catalogs.
Describe the designation (symbol) that you will use to identify these EPP products.
Environmentally preferable products (EPP) are marked with our green leaf icon for easy identification.
The green leaf icon allows Members to identify products with certifications and environmental
attributes that meet their requirements.
6.5.3.5 Offerors shall provide accurate and meaningful labeling of environmentally preferable products
offered in the on-line catalog when applicable.
Grainger provides NASPO ValuePoint Members with the ability to shop for all certified products by clicking the
certification logo provided on the grainger.com/green website. In addition, Members have the ability to narrow
search results in order to identify environmentally preferable certifications and attributes that meet their specific
requirements. All EPP products on Grainger’s shelves will have EPP product labels.

NASPO
Members can
narrow their
search results
by checking
the
environmenttally preferable
certification
and attribute
they are
searching.
6.5.3.6 Offerors shall explain or describe what they do to clearly identify in their online catalogs and on
their shelves how they designate all environmentally preferable products (EPP) that have received any of
the following appropriate 3d-party designation certifications:
Grainger enables NASPO ValuePoint Members to shop all certified products by clicking the certification logos
provided on the grainger.com/green website. In addition, Members have the ability to narrow search results in
order to identify the environmentally preferable certifications and attributes that meet their requirements. All EPP
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products on Grainger’s shelves will have EPP product labels.
Grainger presents third party certification as illustrated below:
(1) Biodegradable Products Institute (compostable bags, food service ware);
Biodegradable
Products
Institute
products are identified within technical
specifications on Grainger.com.

(2) Consortium for Energy Efficiency (lamps);
Consortium for Energy Efficiency (DLC)
products are identified within technical
specifications on Grainger.com.

(3) Cradle to Cradle (building materials, construction adhesives, etc.);
Reviewing the Cradle to Cradle registry:(http://www.c2ccertified.org/products/registry, its product
range is limited in number and scope specific to MRO. We can identify no Cradle to Cradle product
in the market basket nor are we aware of any MRO products in our general catalog offering.
(4) Design Lights Consortium (LED lighting equipment);
NASPO users can search through Design Lights
Consortium certified products by clicking on that
selection from the Green Certification Drop down
menu.
(5) ENERGY STAR (HVAC and lighting equipment);
NASPO ValuePoint Members can
search
through
Energy
Star
products by clicking on an Energy
Star link in the Green Products
portion of Grainger.com

(6) Forest Stewardship Council (wood and paper products);
Forest
Stewardship
Council
products are identified within
technical
specifications
on
Grainger.com.

(7) Green Seal (cleaners, hand soap, janitorial paper products, paint);
NASPO ValuePoint Members can search
through Green Seal products by clicking
on the Green Seal link in the Green
Products portion of Grainger.com.
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(8) Master Painters Institute (MPI) Green Performance Standard (paints and coatings);
Master Painters Institute products
are identified within technical
specifications on Grainger.com

(9) NEMA Premium Efficiency (motors, ballasts);
NASPO ValuePoint Members can
search through NEMA products by
clicking on an NEMA link in the
Green
Products
portion
of
Grainger.com
(10) Scientific Certification Systems (SCS) Indoor Advantage Gold (building materials, furniture)
SCS Indoor Advantage products
are identified within technical
specifications on Grainger.com
(11) Scientific Certification Systems (SCS) FloorScore (carpet, flooring, flooring adhesives, underlayment,
etc.);
Grainger is working toward identification of SCS FloorScore certified product offered, but does not identify
SCS FloorScore certified items at this time.
.
(12) UL GREENGUARD (adhesives, flooring, insulation, sealants, etc.);
NASPO ValuePoint Members can
search through UL Greenguard
products by clicking on the UL
GREENGUARD logo in the Certified
Products portion of Grainger.com.

(13) UL EcoLogo (cleaners, deodorizers, hand soaps and sanitizers, floor polish and strippers, etc.);
NASPO ValuePoint Members can
search through US Ecologo products
by clicking on an UL EcoLogo in the
Certified
Products
portion
of
Grainger.com.

(14) USDA Biobased (lubricants, building materials, etc.);
USDA Biobased products are
identified
within
technical
specifications on Grainger.com.
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(15) USDA Organic;
USDA
Organic
products
are
identified
within
technical
specifications on Grainger.com.

(16) US EPA Safer Choice (cleaners, hand soaps, deicers, floor maintenance chemicals);
US EPA Safer Choice products are
technical
identified
within
specifications on Grainger.com.

(17) WaterSense (water efficient fixtures, toilets, etc.);

NASPO ValuePoint Members can
search through Water Sense
products by clicking on a Water
Sense link in the Green Products
portion of Grainger.com
Offerors shall also explain or describe how products meet the following standards are clearly
identified:
(18) Restriction of hazardous Substances (RoHS) Directive;
Restriction of hazardous Substances
(RoHS) Directive products are identified
within technical specifications on
Grainger.com.
(19) South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) limits on volatile organic
compounds (VOCs, which apply to adhesives, sealants, coatings, etc.)
SCAQMD products are identified within
specifications
on
technical
Grainger.com as shown below. Users
can also search those items by
entering that keyword.

(20) US EPA’s (recycled content) Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines (CPGs);
US
EPA’s
Comprehensive
Procurement Guidelines products are
identified
within
technical
specifications on Grainger.com
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(21) Rechargeable Batteries; and
NASPO ValuePoint Members can use the search tool on Grainger.com to find Rechargeable Battery products. If
a battery offered by Grainger is rechargeable, the product will be designated as such in in the product title or
product description on Grainger.com.

(22) Solar Powered Equipment.
NASPO ValuePoint Members can use the search tool on Grainger.com to find Solar Powered Equipment
products. If a product offered by Grainger is solar powered, the product will be designated as such in the product
title or product description on Grainger.com.
Offerors may suggest other 3rd party certifications as applicable and include a description.
GREENGUARD GOLD: Grainger also recognizes the certification GreenGuard Gold relating to products for
children and schools GREENGUARD Gold Certification (formerly known as GREENGUARD Children &
Schools Certification) offers stricter certification criteria, considers safety factors to account for sensitive
individuals (such as children and the elderly), and states whether a product is acceptable for use in environments
such as schools and healthcare facilities. (Greenguard Gold is not Greenguard listed above in 12). It is referenced
by both the Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS) and the Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) Building Rating System.
In addition, offer shall describe the designation (symbol) that you will use to identify
these EPP products provided, including the certification or standard that it meets, and
where a buyer would find clarification on the website about what the designation means.
GREENGUARD Gold products are identified by the following symbol:

6.5.4 E-commerce description
The successful Offeror shall have a proven record of E Commerce capabilities, with the
technology and support personnel to provide content deployment or punch out access to their
online catalog, for the purpose of supporting the purchasing web sites of the Participating
States. Provide a clear narrative addressing the Statement above. Integration of a punch out
site is required per Section 9d of the NASPO ValuePoint eMarket Center Section of Attachment
B, NASPO ValuePoint Master Agreement Terms and Conditions.
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Proven Record of eCommerce: Grainger’s web based ordering system (eCommerce purchasing system) has a
proven record as the largest e-Retailer in the MRO industry. Grainger has the most comprehensive website
platform with user friendly, customer focused, flexible web portals, mobile apps, and eProcurement offerings in
the industry. The solutions deliver “Easy to Find”, “Easy to Use” and “Easy to Connect” procurement solutions that
help NASPO ValuePoint Members save time and money.
Grainger’s eCommerce investment continues and has received awards as a result of
our eCommerce focus. In 2016, it was recognized by Internet Retailer magazine’s B2B
E-Commerce as the Website Design of the Year Award the award recognized the
website that most effectively guides customers to the products they want, assists new
customer acquisitions, offers flexible shipping options, connects approval and workflow
systems, and leads to higher online sales.

In 2017, Grainger’s
eCommerce solution
processed over
600,000 NASPO
ValuePoint
transactions

In 2015 and 2016, Grainger earned the B2B E-Commerce Player of the Year Award and earlier this year Grainger
was named 11th on Internet Retailer magazine’s list of e-retailers in the US We are proud of these
accomplishments and they are reflective of one of our key pillars of striving to ensure an effortless customer
experience.
Integration: As an incumbent MRO supplier for NASPO ValuePoint, Grainger works with Jaggaer and other
purchasing systems and has successfully integrated many State agencies with content deployment and punchout access. These integrations support approximately 106,000 eCommerce transactions and $37 million in
purchases from NASPO ValuePoint Members with Grainger in 2016. Below is a summary of the resources
supporting integrations with NASPO ValuePoint Members.
Technology and Support Personnel: As a NASPO ValuePoint contract holder for the past 15 years, Grainger
offers the following internal support to provide punch-out access and content deployment to Members.
.
• eCommerce Solutions Manager (ESM) Team: Grainger’s ESM Team is experienced and seasoned.
ECommerce Solutions Managers perform baseline reviews of NASPO ValuePoint Members’ eCommerce
platforms. The team works with our Government Sales Managers to identify and prioritize eCommerce
Member
electronic
connection
opportunities based on Member
requirements and timelines. Team
Members
perform
technical
assessments
ensuring
Grainger
connectivity with Member’s software
platform and system integration.
Technology standards are developed
and
implemented
to
ensure
compatibility
with
Member
requirements. The Team also provides
customized user training via a
collaborative approach to the system
upgrade
•

eProcurement Implementation &
Operations
Team:
Grainger’s
eProcurement Operations Team manages customer projects from inception to implementation. These
professionals work hand in hand with the Member to create project plans which form the foundation of the
integration. Grainger’s seasoned team ensures that a customer’s content, punch out and transaction
integrations are completed efficiently and supported effectively post-implementation. Grainger knows how
to get NASPO ValuePoint Members connected

•

Enterprise Systems Team: Grainger’s Enterprise Systems team focuses on planning, analysis, and
developing new software functionality for the Grainger.com and eProcurement sites. The innovation team
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also automates and manually tests all releases and provides advanced support for Member issues on
Grainger.com. Its operational responsibility centers on continued support and functionality of Member’s
punch-out access and content deployment

6.5.5 E- Commerce and Web Catalog Capabilities
(1) Multiple search options from narrow options to specific search criteria;
Grainger.com allows NASPO ValuePoint Members to search and filter by the following attributes:
• Keyword(s)
• Grainger item number
• NASPO ValuePoint Market Basket items
• NASPO Member part number
• Manufacturer/brand
• Supplier Diversity products
• Manufacturer model number
• Green products (Logo for green)
• National Stock Number (NSN)
• Categories or product index
Grainger’s extensive investment in technology, specifically “search capability”, is further represented by
the following Search functionality:
•

Wildcard Search: By using an asterisk (*), Members may perform a wildcard search. If a Member is
looking for a model number but doesn’t reMember the full number, the Member may type in the first three
characters followed by an asterisk (*). Grainger’s site will search all of the model numbers that start with
those three characters.

•

Refined Search: Members may further refine their search results by clicking “Search Within these
Results”. This feature filters the search results by an additional keyword or description. In addition,
Members may further refine their search term by “Product Categories”, “Brand” or “Price”. As refinements
are made, detailed technical specifications are shown to allow Members to narrow down to the exact
product, quickly procure it, and resume work.
Once a search result is presented, Members may:










•

Add or remove refinements to their search without
leaving the results page
Refine their results by product specifications
Sort by price, availability, model number, brand name
and more
See additional product information without leaving the
results page
View items in table format for easier comparison
View a Mini-Item Detail Page for quick reference
Find Green and Supplier Diversity products quickly
Use Search results to compare up to eight products at a time
See product availability in real time during checkout

Search
Suggestions
(Type
ahead):
This
functionality
provides
suggested terms, item
numbers,
product
categories, and brands as
the user inputs a search
term or item number as
presented below. Additionally, it retains a search term history and recommends products.

• View Previously Purchased: Grainger has a feature allowing users to narrow their search results to those
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products they have purchased in the past. This makes it easier to find the products you need.

•

Table View: Organizes
like products into logical
groupings and provides
additional product
information. The table
format facilitates easier
comparisons between
products.

•

Mini Item Detail Page (IDP): When viewing like products in table format, users can click on any of the
individual items to view a mini-IDP containing basic information on the product, and an ability to add that
item to the cart.

•

NASPO ValuePoint Member Part Number: NASPO ValuePoint Members now have the option to search
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by their own part numbers on Grainger.com and their punch-out. Once a cross reference list is
established, Grainger can load the Member part numbers for easy reference on the site. These part
numbers appear in multiple item specific sections of Grainger.com and on shipping documents and
invoices as well.
•

Visual Attributes: Visual attributes help users by displaying imagery in addition to text and technical
language. Users can click on an image to refine the search results by the selected value. Supplemental
content is also available as banners to further help members with their purchase decision.

•

Videos, CAD Drawings, 360° Spins: Users have the ability to see a complete view from various angles
of many products from the Item Details page.
NASPO ValuePoint Part #

Visual Attributes

Videos, CAD Drawings

NASPO ValuePoint Member part
numbers appear throughout
Grainger.com

(2) Display contract pricing;
Once logged on to Grainger.com or if accessing Grainger product via a Grainger punch-out, all NASPO
ValuePoint contract pricing will be clearly displayed on item detail pages, within search results and in the
shopping cart. Furthermore, all NASPO ValuePoint market basket products will be clearly identified with the
NASPO ValuePoint logo.
NASPO ValuePoint Members will also be able to search for products with the NASPO ValuePoint logo in their
market basket or search Grainger’s entire online general catalog offer, providing Members with the ability to take
advantage of their contract benefits. Additionally, NASPO ValuePoint Members can identify the product’s Contract
Reference Price from which contract discounts are applied by hovering over the product price displayed for each
item.
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Contract pricing is
presented when a member
is in an item SEARCH,
on the item detail page
and in the SHOPPING
CART

(3) Have workflow management controls;
NASPO ValuePoint Members are able to control and manage their workflow and spend management when
registered and logged into Grainger.com. Grainger’s order management system allows the member greater
purchasing control and visibility through customizable and flexible spend management authorizations. The
workflow controls described here are administered by the individual Purchasing Entity and do not require
centralized administration by the Participating State.
Grainger's online Order Management System allows NASPO ValuePoint Members to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish an approval process for orders that exceed NASPO ValuePoint Member-specified dollar
limits
Designate a specific individual for default approvals
Apply spend limits & default approvers across multiple users or groups of users
Add notes to the order as it is sent for approval
Modify delivery and payment information on orders submitted for approval
Add, remove or change item quantities on orders submitted for approval
Apply a payment method from your profile to a pending order
Set order approval rules based on Market basket items

Set individual user spend limits, approval limits and default approvers on the OMS dashboard
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Pending
orders can be
approved on
site or via
mobile apps.

(4) On-line ordering capability;
Ordering 24/7: NASPO ValuePoint Members can submit orders 24 hours per day, 7 days a week, and 365 days
per year on Grainger.com and mobile applications. This allows for quick and easy ordering for each NASPO
ValuePoint Member anytime, anywhere.
(5) Order status and order tracking capabilities;
NASPO ValuePoint Members can use Grainger.com to track the status of any pending order, regardless of
ordering channel (online, phone, fax, e-mail). Members can determine shipment status, backorder status, and
partial order shipments, will call order pick-ups and order cancellations for orders placed within the past 36
months by clicking on the Order History link at the top of any Grainger.com page.

Members can quickly access their order status on Grainger.com
1 product shipped
Expected to arrive Wed.
Nov 29
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NASPO ValuePoint Members will receive a shipment notification with carrier tracking information once an order
has shipped.

Tracking information can be accessed from the shipment notification

(6) Order history;
The innovative Home Page on Grainger.com includes relevant user information such as order history, invoices,
and other useful information in support of efficient procurement management. Order history can be accessed for
36 months.

Home page illustration
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Members can select search criteria to search order history. Order history information is
available online for the previous 36 months.

Member may ❶ check order status, ❷ print invoices or reorder

❶

❷
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The order history file contains detailed information about each order. Reports may be customized based
on the NASPO ValuePoint Member’s specific needs. This report includes the following fields:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Item Total Cost
Item Description Grainger Account Defaults
(line level)
P.O. Line, Member Part, Member Item
Notes
Item Brand UNSPSC Product Category
Code
Quantity
Categories and Sub-Categories
Order Date and Order Number Price
Shipping Information
Method, First and Last Name, Company,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Address, City, State, Zip, Country, Phone,
Fax, Email
Extended Price
Grainger Account Defaults (header level)
P.O or AMEX™ Ref, P.O. Release, Project
Job, Requisition Name, Department, Phone
Extension, Attention/Delivery Instructions
Subtotal
Payment Method Tax
Line Item Number Freight

(7) Allow users to develop personal lists and profiles, and a secure means for storing procurement card
information;
Personal Lists and Profiles: NASPO ValuePoint Members can create “Personal Lists” on Grainger.com and
punch-out integrations for frequently purchased items. Multiple personal lists can be created and shared among
Members using the same Grainger account to streamline the acquisition process. This functionality allows
Members to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create lists by product category, service location, usage, or specifications and then organize those lists
in folders
Order directly from their list by clicking "Add to Order" next to any item
Assign a location to a list allowing for easy access of that list from the Grainger Mobile app
Add min/max quantities, bin locations, and print labels of the items in your list for easy inventory
tracking
Share lists with other people on the same account, so they can view and order from other Members’
Personal Lists
Add or delete products on the list, combine lists or organize lists in multiple folders
Shared usage of these easy-to-access lists can assist NASPO Members in consolidating product
orders, avoiding duplication and driving product standardization to reduce costs
To keep a record of previous purchases

Members can easily
reorder their entire list
❶ or individual items
from “My Lists”. Note
this customer has 11
different products listed
in the Maintenance
list.❷
❶

❷
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Portions of information within this section are considered confidential and will be redacted. Please see Exhibit
A.
Procurement Card Information: Grainger.com has an easy and secure means to use the Personal Profile
feature allowing each individual NASPO ValuePoint Member to establish specific user-based profiles to view
and edit contact, default payment and delivery information:
Payment Information
• Select permanent payment method for individual account users
• Establish permanent method of payment (Purchase Order or Credit Card) for all account users
• Expedite check out by enabling express checkout (requires permanent default shipping and payment
options)

.
(8) Online help to use site should be available at minimum during normal work hours.
Click-to-Chat: Grainger offers Click-to-Chat Assistance for Members on Grainger.com and punch-out
integrations. Agents are available from 7 am to 5 pm, Monday – Friday, in all time zones to assist Members with
their product questions or anything related to the purchasing process. Agents in the click-to-chat function can
access technical product experts to answer detailed questions on product application or specifications affording
NASPO ValuePoint Members a prompt means to get answers to their questions.

Members can chat live with a Customer
Service Representative (CSR) on
Grainger.com. Once “Chat Now” is
clicked, a message box opens up allowing
members to communicate with the CSR
Help Button: Grainger.com offers a “help” button featured on the top right of every page of Granger.com to
access additional information.
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Once “Help” is selected the following screen appears with multiple topics for selection including Getting Started,
Order Placement, and Manage My Account.

Members may quickly and easily find answers
to the most commonly asked questions and
received guidance while shopping on
Grainger.com.
Key Help Topics:
Getting Started
Where is My Order
Find Products
Order Placement
Manage My Account
Admin Setting
Order Management System
eProcurement Solutions
Mobile Solutions

(9) Technical data, illustrations, Material Safety Data Sheets, parts availability, and access to web-based
product sourcing is required;
Technical Data and Illustrations: Grainger’s General Catalog is available in its entirety on Grainger.com and
includes technical data and illustrations.
Safety Data Sheets (formerly MSDS): NASPO ValuePoint Members may view and print SDS online at
Grainger.com.
Parts Availability: Grainger gives NASPO ValuePoint Members access to approximately 200,000 repair parts
for products in the Grainger General Catalog, including hard-to-find and discontinued items from more than 325
brand-name manufacturers. Parts list and expanded-view diagrams are available online 24 /7 at Grainger.com.
Click on the “Repair Parts” tab to access Grainger’s online Repair Parts center.
Web-based Product Sourcing: Grainger’s online special order functionality is a value-add resource extending
our catalog offering to provide NASPO ValuePoint Members a relevant solution for acquiring products.
(10) Allow viewers to view on line Offeror’s product availability by location;
NASPO ValuePoint Members are able to determine real-time product availability by Grainger location.
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Grainger.com
enables NASPO
ValuePoint
Members
to
check the realtime
product
availability and
expected arrival
date of shipped
orders.

Members can designate a default branch within their account Member profile or allow Grainger.com to provide
availability based on the branch closest to their location.

By selecting
“Pick Up”
members can
see which
branch
location has
the item in
stock

(11) Ability to block certain items or categories.
Upon request, Grainger can block certain items or product categories

(12) Ability to accept “P-Card” payments.
Grainger accepts P-card payments via VISA, MasterCard and American Express as a means of payment for
orders.
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(13)

Web-based Catalog available?
√_ Yes __ No

(14)

Contract pricing available on line?
√_Yes __No

(20)
What are you doing to ensure that your EPP
products are properly identified and labeled in your
Catalogs?

(15)

Online workflow management?
√_Yes __No

Grainger identifies Environmentally Preferred Products (EPP)
with a green leaf in our online catalog. Grainger’s paper catalog
contains categorizations of products by EPP third party
certifications.

(16)

Order Status/Tracking Online?
√_Yes __No

Grainger’s Product Management team continually verifies and
pursues EPP offerings.

(17)

Order History?
√_Yes __No

(21) Offeror is able to highlight EPP products either through

(18)

Personal Lists?
√_Yes __No

_
√_Yes __No

(19)

Online Availability?
√_Yes __No

prioritizing the EPP products in the online catalog, or by
offering to substitute conventional with greener products?

6.5.6 Storage Of Electronic Data
6.5.6.1 Describe in detail how the electronic information for each Participating State shall be stored.
Portions of this information within this section are considered confidential and will be redacted. Please see
Exhibit A.
Grainger values and understands the importance of properly storing electronic information for each Participating
State. This information is critical to Grainger and NASPO Members for decision making and auditing purposes.
Grainger has implemented systems that protect, preserve, and maintain information obtained from each
Member.

Data protection is critical to Grainger. This requires creation and implementation of Information Security
controls, processes and policies which align with an established information security framework. Grainger chose
an internationally accepted information security management framework, ISO/IEC 27001. This framework
provides direction for the Grainger information security program and established information security policies
and procedures.

Grainger accepts credit cards as a payment method. We are required by P-card brands (Visa, MasterCard and
American Express) to assess compliance against the PCI DSS standard. We perform that assessment annually
and report to the card brands through our acquiring banks, as required by the standard.
Grainger undergoes an annual Information Technology General Controls (ITGC) audit under Section 404 of the
US Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
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The resulting audit opinion is filed as an attachment to Grainger’s annual report to the Securities
and Exchange Commission.
6.5.6.2 Do you have a dual system as a backup in the unlikely event that the main information storehouse
becomes unusable?
Yes, Grainger’s critical databases are mirrored in near real time providing backup support in the unlikely event
that our main information storehouse becomes unusable.
6.5.6.3 Provide a general description of security protocol including storage of data, ordering security
and data file security.
Portions of information within this section are considered confidential and will be redacted. Please see Exhibit
A.
NASPO ValuePoint Members can rest assured that Grainger takes data security serious. To ensure the
appropriate protection of all Grainger data, both internet-facing and critical internal systems are protected by
next generation firewalls, which allow us to segment our environments as needed.

.
Grainger undergoes an annual Information Technology General Controls (ITGC) audit under Section 404 of the
US Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. This assessment is in further support of Grainger’s security protocols
addressing data storage, ordering and data files.

6.5.7 Catalogs
The successful Offeror must provide paper and/or computer media catalogs to all agencies
upon request for the duration of this contract. Offeror to explain if catalog identifies
environmentally preferable products with associated EPP certifications.
Upon request, Grainger will send a hard copy or computer media catalog to NASPO ValuePoint Members. The
Grainger catalogs include designators of Green Products or EPP certifications, as illustrated below.

Grainger uses specific designators in our hard copy catalog to identify green products
Grainger’s online catalog, Grainger.com, provides information and specifications for over 1.6 million products
including designations of 72,000 Green products and EPP certifications.
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Grainger also provides NASPO ValuePoint Members detailed product data in various electronic formats (tab
delimited, Excel, Access) for loading into Jaggaer or other purchasing systems. This data is customizable in
format and content to include a designation for Green Products.

6.5.8 Procurement Card Policy
6.5.8.1 The successful Offeror must offer the capability to accept procurement cards as an
acceptable form of payment. Level III reporting is preferred.
Procurement Cards Accepted?

_√

Yes

No

6.5.8.2 Explain in detail your reporting capabilities for procurement card transactions.
Grainger processes Visa, MasterCard and American Express Level I, Level II and Level III transactions.
Grainger Credit Card Purchase Report: Grainger will offer NASPO ValuePoint Member a Credit Card report
which includes the following:
•
•
•

Payment method for purchases
Purchase amount aggregated by State Agency and Political Subdivision level
Procurement card type – American Express, MasterCard or Visa

Financial Institution Reporting (Level III): Grainger realizes that Level III
reporting is critical for effective transaction and spend management when
using a procurement card. To meet the needs of NASPO ValuePoint
Members, Grainger provides line item invoice data to the credit card
company. The credit card company will provide itemized reports to the
NASPO ValuePoint Member. The offerings and associated fees vary by
provider, allowing the NASPO ValuePoint Member to determine what best
fits their needs.
(Note that the Member must have a Level III purchasing card program in
place with its financial institution to see this data on their Statements. A
Level II program does not provide all data available via Level III reporting).

6.5.9 Forced Substitutions

Grainger provides the following
data fields to American Express,
Visa and MasterCard for use in
Level III reporting:

1. Grainger SKU
2. Item Description
3. Unit Price
4. Quantity
5. Extended Price
6. Tax Rate (if applicable)
7. Tax Amount
8. Customer #
9. Destination Zip Code
10. Order Date

6.5.9.1 Forced substitutions are not allowed.
Grainger will not force substitutions. If an item is not available, Grainger will inform the NASPO ValuePoint
Member and provide the Member with the option to choose an alternate product or wait for delivery if the
product is on back order.
6.5.9.2 Explain how you will notify customers about out of stock items and how you will provide
information about how the substituted product compares with the product that is out of stock.
Grainger utilizes several methods to notify NASPO ValuePoint Members if an item is out of stock, depending on
order method. For online orders, Members will have real time visibility to out of stock or discontinued items.
Grainger.com functionality includes a “compare items” feature which provides a side by side comparison of
available alternates for the Member’s consideration. In all instances, the decision to accept a substitute product
is solely that of the NASPO ValuePoint Member.
If the Member places an order either via a branch or phone, the Member is immediately notified by a Customer
Service Representative (CSR) who will inform them of options for substitute or alternate items. Grainger’s ERP
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system easily allows the CSR to search for available alternates for the member to consider. Product information
can also be emailed or faxed to the NASPO ValuePoint Members to review.
For faxed or emailed orders, a CSR will notify the Member and inform them of options for substitute or alternate
items. Product information can be emailed or faxed to the NASPO ValuePoint Member.

Once products have been
selected for comparison to an
out –of- stock item, details
can be immediately viewed to
determine a substitute
product.
NASPO ValuePoint
Members can choose a
substitute product or wait for
the out of stock product to
arrive.

6.5.10 Customer Service Representatives
6.5.10.1 Offerors shall provide each authorized purchaser with customer service representatives
assigned to handle questions and resolve all problems that arise.
NASPO ValuePoint Members have access to Grainger’s family of approximately 3,000 Customer Service
Representatives (CSRs) to address questions and resolve issues that arise. Each CSR has use of State-of-theart technology tools needed to address inquiries and ensure Member’s expectations are met.
6.5.10.2 Service representatives shall be available, at a minimum, from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm in EACH
time zone, Monday through Friday. Service representatives shall be available by phone (via local or
toll free number), fax, or email during the required times for each participating State.
Grainger’s Customer Service Representatives
(CSRs) within the branch network will be available
8:00 am to 5:00 pm each day. Additionally, CSRs
are available 24/7 via a toll free number, fax, and
email for NASPO ValuePoint Members. Grainger’s
national footprint provides NASPO ValuePoint Members with
questions and resolve inquiries.

Email:

Customersupport@Grainger.com

Phone:

800-472-4643 (800-GRAINGER)

Fax:

855-281-3749

comprehensive resources needed to answer

6.5.10.3 This solicitation is for all states and all time zones. Describe how you will manage the
servicing of the contract for each time zone.
Grainger’s Government Sales Organization is divided into 3 regions – West, South Central and Northeast to
ensure service to NASPO ValuePoint Members. We have coverage in all time zones including 24/7 online,
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phone and email support. Government-dedicated Grainger sellers manage and service the contract through
an experienced team of over 500 government sellers, throughout all 50 states, Washington D.C. and US
Territories. Grainger provides full geographic coverage to all state, local, and education government Members.
Government sellers are trained and certified to manage government specific contracts and customers. All
sellers annually complete government ethics and
Grainger’s Government Regional Sales Coverage
compliance training.
Grainger’s Customer Service Representatives will
be available 24/7 via a toll free number; fax and
email in each time zone for NASPO ValuePoint
Members
For NASPO ValuePoint Members with KeepStock®
Inventory Management solutions, Grainger’s Onsite
Service Representatives are available during
normal business hours at member specific locations
to help Members manage their inventory, place
orders and provide other assistance as needed.
6.5.10.4 Provide an Emergency number and
contact for afterhours use.
Grainger support is available at phone number
800-472-4643 24/7, 365 days a year for all NASPO
ValuePoint Members with a critical need.
6.5.10.5 All service representatives shall have online access to account information and provide a
timely response to inquiries concerning the status of orders (shipped or pending), delivery
information, back-order information, contract pricing, category discounts, product availability, product
information, account and billing questions, and contract compliance requirements.
Grainger’s online system and network gives its government sellers and customer service representatives
immediate online access to real time Member account information to help NASPO ValuePoint Members and
provide information including, but not limited to: Status of orders (shipped or pending) as well as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Backorder status
Contract pricing
Category discounts
Product availability
Product information
Account and billing questions
Contract compliance
Technical product support
Cross referencing

6.5.10.6 Describe in detail the process that shall be used to ensure adequate service representatives will
be available.
Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) utilize a workforce planning software to ensure that CSRs are
available 24 hours a day. Utilizing this software, Grainger is able to accurately forecast volumes and handle
work schedules based on historical and real-time needs. This capability allows Grainger to ensure adequate
staffing levels to provide a consistent level of service throughout every interval of the day. Grainger utilizes a
sophisticated phone network with phone routing logic that routes calls to the first available CSR. In emergency
circumstances direct calls are routed to the appropriate local resource.
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With approximately 3,000 Customer Service Representatives working with customers nationwide and over 500
dedicated Government Sales Representatives; Grainger has the resources available to meet the needs of any
NASPO ValuePoint Member.

6.6 Administration and Marketing
6.6.1 Return Policy
What is your standard return policy?
Grainger’s Standard Return Policy: Returns for Grainger catalog products can be made up to one (1) year from
the date of purchase. Returned product must be in original packaging, unused, undamaged and in saleable
condition. Proof of purchase is required. Grainger will either replace the product or issue a credit for the product
purchase price.
The above represents Grainger’s policy, however; in practice Grainger attempts to put the Member first and in
many instances Grainger may accept returns that do not meet all of the above criteria. For assistance with
returns, Members should call Grainger Customer Care at 800-GRAINGER (800-472-4643).

6.6.2 Distribution Points
It is desirable that a successful Offeror has inside and outside sales staff and distribution
facilities located in all Participating States or geographic area offered. Offerors must provide
the locations of their distribution points and information regarding sales staff for each
Participating States or geographic area offered.
Grainger’s Government Inside and Outside Sales Staff are solely dedicated to the public sector market
across all 50 NASPO ValuePoint Member States, Washington D.C., US Territories and the federal government.
Grainger created this government-dedicated sales team to better serve this sector, to understand specific
customer challenges and
to drive overall savings in
procuring products.
Distribution
Points:
Grainger's
standard
operations consist of
methods
to
make
inventory available to
customers on a just-intime
basis.
Through
Grainger's
logistic
network, which includes
249 branch locations and
13 distribution centers
(DCs), Grainger’s over
$1.3 billion in on-hand
inventory is supported by
a network of over 4,800
Grainger suppliers and
manufacturers.
Please
see
the
following
distribution
center
location chart for detailed
information
regarding
each DC and the map

Grainger’s Sales Staff Per State as of December, 22, 2017.
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illustrating branch and DC locations.

Grainger US Distribution Network - Branch & DC Locations
January 2018

Grainger US Distribution Centers
Location
Kansas City, MO

SKU's
131,000

Square Feet
1,300,000

Inventory Value
$ 50,100,000

Employees
265

Greenville, SC

305,000

1,100,000

$113,400,000

492

Patterson, CA

269,000

820,000

$ 91,100,000

358

Minooka, IL

464,000

1,100,000

$174,100,000

632

Bordentown, NJ

283,000

1,300,000

$115,400,000

574

Denver, CO

73,000

45,000

$ 6,700,000

30

Plymouth, MN

89,000

35,000

$ 8,000,000

34

Seattle, WA

88,000

56,000

$ 10,400,000

46

Mira Loma, CA

133,000

345,000

$ 46,400,000

181

Cleveland, OH

134,000

395,000

$ 44,600,000

218

Dallas, TX

150,000

560,000

$ 66,400,000

322

Jacksonville, FL

119,000

230,000

$ 35,400,000

145

Southaven, MS

111,000

230,000

$ 32,800,000

144
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A complete list of branch locations is located in the Appendix.

6.6.3 Contract Management
6.6.3.1 Describe the Offeror’s strategy for contract management and sales support including roles
and responsibilities as they relate to each participating state for each of the proposed account
teams that will handle contract management issues.
Grainger has established a framework to address NASPO ValuePoint contract management. Inquiries are
addressed initially by the Member-aligned Grainger seller who engages necessary resources to address
customer inquiries. If any matter cannot be resolved by Grainger’s aligned Member seller, the seller will engage
their immediate supervisor and escalate the matter to Grainger leadership until the issue is resolved.
Team Roles and Responsibility
The chart below illustrates the roles and responsibilities of the team that as of January, 2018, support our
existing State of Nevada/NASPO VP contract #1862.

SUPPORT

Regional VP,
Government Sales
(RSVP) (3)

REGIONAL

VP

Grainger’s Government Teams
Dedicated Government Resource
to NASPO Members
Role/Responsibility
Responsible for all aspects of Grainger’s business with our Government customers and for
VP, Government
creating and fostering partnerships with our Government customers and understanding
Sales (1)
their MRO needs. Also ensures Government account representatives are properly trained
and understand their customer’s procurement processes and ethics rules.

Directors,
Government Sales (4)

Govt. Sales Mgr.
(GSM) & Sr. Manager,
Govt. Sales (41)

SALES & SUPPORT TEAMS

Govt. District Sales
Mgrs. (DSM) (38)
Govt. Account Mgr.
(GAM) (353)
Govt. Account
Relationship Mgr.
(GARM) (69)
Govt. Site
Relationship
Mgrs.(GSRM), Field
Sales Reps (FSR) &
Govt. Sales Account
Reps (GSAR) (9)
Sr. Government
Program Manager (1)
Govt. Program
Managers –Safety
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Responsible for all aspects of Grainger’s Government within their particular region
(Northeast, South Central, and West). RSVPs facilitate and guide their sellers to ensure
that the Members’ and other customers’ needs are met. Assist sellers with critical
processes such as contract implementation, and new program deployment.
Responsible for Grainger’s Government contracts in their aligned region (Northeast, South
Central, and West and inside sales). Manage Government Sales Managers aligned to all of the
states and engage with government procurement directors and other key procurement leaders to
ensure that Grainger is meeting Members’ needs.

100% dedicated to NASPO ValuePoint and have the lead for ensuring the success of our
contract working directly with NASPO ValuePoint leadership.
Responsible for managing the Government dedicated front line sales force. Help promote
the NAPSO ValuePoint contract and coach and guide their aligned sellers to grow the
NASPO ValuePoint business in their aligned geography.
Grainger’s sale’s team members working face to face with NASPO ValuePoint Members
and are dedicated to serving and addressing Member’s MRO needs.
Grainger’s sale’s team members working virtually, generally on the phone with Members,
and are dedicated to serving and addressing Member’s MRO needs and growing the
NASPO ValuePoint contract by demonstrating its and Grainger’s value as their partner of
choice.
Partner with Government Account Managers to help support Members, particularly at large
Member locations. They perform the same sales and service activities as a Government
Account Manager, but focus more on those Members and buyers at a specific location.

Manages the Public Safety Program and also supports all Government sellers.
Responsible for executing our safety strategy.
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Grainger’s Government Teams
Dedicated Government Resource
to NASPO Members
(GPM) (6)
Govt. Contract
Enablement Mgrs.
CEM) (6)
Government
Sourcing Manager (2)
Government
Sourcing Specialist
(28)
Dedicated
Government
Customer Service
Representatives
(CSR) (60)

Role/Responsibility

Responsible for assisting the SR. GSM (NASPO) with contract implementation. Activities
include cross functional project management, development of implementation plan,
stakeholder’s management and progress reporting to ensure all Members within a state can
readily and quickly access the benefits of the NASPO contract.
Responsible for managing the Government Sourcing Specialists to ensure that those
Members seeking Grainger’s sourcing service.
Respond to all requests for product not available in Grainger’s catalog. Activities include
researching product requests and ensuring products meet Members’ requirements.
Responsible for addressing Members’ inbound inquiries (Phone, Email, Fax and Chat).
Customer inquiries may include but not limited to product identification, order management,
account management, product returns and assistance on Grainger.com, among others.

Sr. Managers,
Government Strategy
(4)

Responsible to develop the programs to assist the sales team and Members in meeting
their MRO needs. This team researches the needs and challenges of different public
sector sub-segments including State, Local, Federal, K/12 and Higher Education and
develops programs to help them better meet their MRO needs.

Customer Life Cycle
Managers and
Commitment
Management (5)

Responsible for supporting the Government sales team with bid and contract development.
CLPM activities include but are not limited to cross functional project management, risk
assessment that includes operational and financial viability and proposal development.

6.6.3.2 It is desired that Offerors have a representative(s) that has the sole responsibility of management
of this NASPO ValuePoint contract. Provide a list the name(s) and title(s) of the dedicated
representative(s) per region or state.
Grainger has designated the following team responsible for management of the NASPO ValuePoint contract:

Primary Contract Management Responsibility to Manage NASPO
ValuePoint Contract
Title

Sr. Director,
Government
Sales; Co-Ops

Sr.
Government
Sales Manager

Name

Geography
David Joyce

National

Email / Phone / Phone
David.Joyce@grainger.com
(203) 232-4147

25 Years’ Experience with Grainger
• Senior Director, Government Co Ops
• Director of Government Sales SE Region
• Director of Government Inside Sales
Chris Porter

National | All
NASPO States

Chris.Porter@grainger.com
(940) 867-7602

12 Years’ Experience with Grainger
• Senior Government Sales Manager
• Government District Sales Manager
• Government Sales Manager

Grainger’s dedicated representatives are aligned by region and presented below. Each region is governed by a
Regional VP listed below.
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Key Regional Leadership
Title
VP
Government
Sales

Name

Geography

Ben Nichols

National

20 Years’ Experience with Grainger
• VP Government Sales
• Regional Sales Vice President• Government Sales Manager
Kelly
Berube

Regional VP

•

NC, SC, GA, FL, AL, MS, LA, TX, KS, OK, , MO, TN

Director of Healthcare
District Sales Manager

Jeff
Dolan

Northeast
ME, NH, VT, MA, RI, CT, NY, NJ, PA, DE, MD, DC, VA, WV, NE, IA, IL,
IN, MI, OH, KY

Jeffrey.Dolan@grainger.com
(610) 382-1264

28 Years’ experience with Grainger
• Director Territory Sales
• Interim Director Government Sales
• District Sales Manager
Tim
Sweat

Regional VP

Kelly.Berube@grainger.com
(281) 650-4906

South Central

13 Years’ Experience with Grainger
•

Regional VP

Email / Phone
Benjamin.Nichols@grainger.com
(847) 535-1222

West
AZ, NV, UT, MT, ID, WA, OR, CA, HI, AK, WY, CO, NM, ND, SD, MN, WI

Tim.Sweat@grainger.com
(214) 274-2331

13 Years’ experience with Grainger
•
•
•

Sr. Director of Sales
Director of Government Sales - West
District Sales Manager

6.6.3.3 Does your contract management include customer training? Please provide a detailed
narrative including, at a minimum, the following:
Yes,
Grainger’s
contract
management provides contract
and eProcurement training at
no additional charge to NASPO
ValuePoint Members.
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6.6.3.4 Sustainable Products (e.g., energy efficient, water efficient, low toxicity, recycled content, etc.);

SUPPLIER /
NAME OF SERVICE
Cree
Lighting Audit
Cree /
SmartCast Wireless
Lighting & Controls
Commissioning
Cree /
Photometric
Application for
Indoor & Outdoor
Lighting

NO
CHARGE
FEE
BASED

Grainger offers the following training on Sustainable Products:







Cree application Engineering develop a report identifying fixture locations and light levels for the
specific application which is critical for outdoor lighting and large indoor applications. Provides
point by point lighting calculations on the end user's CAD drawing, resulting in optimized energy
savings.



Cree /
Engineering Site
Audit for Lighting &
Controls

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
For customers considering large indoor or outdoor lighting projects, Cree offers lighting audit
services. The audit consists of a site walk-thru, fixture count, energy audit, return on investment
and payback analysis, utility rebate assistance, applications (photometrics) and future
commissioning.
Cree’s SmartCast PoE embeds intelligence to make buildings more efficient and people more
productive, while delivering far better light for less energy than ordinary LED lighting systems. Cree
will provide onsite resources to support the commissioning of SmartCast enabled fixtures to
optimize energy saving benefits.



For large sophisticated lighting and controls projects Cree offers an on-site walk-thru conducted by
a Cree Engineer who will perform audit on applications and other services. Cree does the complete
upfront engineering of the project, maximizing lighting performance, reducing maintenance and
optimizing energy savings.

Cree /
SmartCast PoE
Energy Advisor



The Cree SmartCast Advisor™ is a powerful suite of applications that offers immediate and
actionable business insights. It intelligently monitors your building with the SmartCast® PoE lighting
network and provides tips on making your business more profitable with recommendations for
energy efficiency, putting your spaces to better use, and much more. SmartCast Advisor™ is
available for a monthly fee.

Cree /
Turnkey Project
Management



For customers seeking specialized expertise and support on large lighting & control opportunities Cree offers a fee-based Turnkey Project Management service to manage lighting projects from
engineering to installation to commissioning. Every aspect of the project is billed on one invoice.

Cree /
Utility Rebate
Assistance



Cree's Rebate Team works directly with Grainger's Mid-Stream Rebate Team and sellers to identify
and offer mid-stream rebate opportunities for light fixtures and retrofit kits.

Diversey /
Greenguard
Certification



Minimize contaminants introduced to the air during cleaning and improve indoor air quality.
Greenguard certification identifies the proper products, tools and processes to clean the facility.
Diversey supports certification efforts via on-site setup, training and system auditing.

Diversey /
Floor Care
Productivity Survey



Improve productivity, appearance and reduce waste in your floor care processes. Diversey provides
support via a facility survey identifying potential improvements to your current floor care program.
Identifies opportunities to realize potential cost savings in overall labor costs and/or chemical usage
costs.

Air Handler Air /
Filtration Audits



Realize opportunities to reduce pressure drop and save energy. This filter audit analyzes air
filtration systems and current filter list to generate recommendations that will reduce operating
costs.



Providing an end of life solution for old paper towel and toilet paper dispensers. GP team removes
old dispensers and reuses components. Old dispenser components are utilized in manufacturing
new products, such as computers and automobile parts. Dispensers are picked up at the end user's
location.

Georgia-Pacific /
Dispenser Refurbish,
Recycle, Reuse (RRR)
Program
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Georgia-Pacific /
Harmon Recycling
Program



Georgia-Pacific /
LEED® Calculator &
LEED® Reporting



Georgia-Pacific
/Battery Recycling
Program



Georgia-Pacific /
Packaging System
Optimization
GOJO / Dispenser
Disposal & Recovery



BRIEF DESCRIPTION
GP Harmon's Retail & Distribution Solutions recycling program diverts paper, plastic and metal from
landfills in order to avoid waste and minimize the environmental impact of your business. Our
recycling program is unique and custom-designed to help meet, and even exceed, your
sustainability goals.
For customers interested in earning LEED® credits under the LEED® v4 Operations & Maintenance
(O+M) Rating System. Georgia Pacific can generate a report for you illustrating & calculating how
GP Pro products can support your efforts. Reports can be downloaded and provided to your LEED
auditor.
Reduce the number of batteries in landfills. Through this service boxes are provided to enable the
collection of used batteries in the area of your choice. Boxes are picked up at the facility and new
boxes are provided for continued collection and environmental disposition.



Collaborate with a team of engineers and packaging scientists to develop innovative packaging
solutions that improve functionality and reduce waste.



GOJO will coordinate the removal, transport, and sustainable disposal of old hand soap and sanitizer
dispenser materials when completing a GOJO managed dispenser installation project. This is a great
option for large installation/conversion projects and a great way to support sustainability initiatives
within your facilities.

GOJO /
Pre-Installation Site
Survey



For large hand soap & sanitizer installation or conversion projects (> 250 dispensers), GOJO will
conduct a site walk-thru with material planning and project management. This service addresses
challenges related to storage space constraints and reduces materials that must be moved, stored,
shipped, or disposed of.

Acuity /
Lighting & Controls Audit & Design



For large lighting projects Acuity offers on-site audit of lighting & controls, recommendations, layout
& design, ROI analysis, assistance with utility rebates & project management support with installer.

Zing /
Lockout Audit



To ensure compliance of lockout programs Zing offers a site survey conducted by a specialist to
audit your current lockout program and provide recommendations.

Rubbermaid /
Innovative Solutions
- Mobile Showroom



Discover more ways to reduce cost, improve productivity and enhance employee safety.
Rubbermaid's mobile showcase vehicle provides an interactive experience and hands-on
demonstrations featuring innovative solutions.

Rubbermaid /
Recycling Solutions



Explore solutions designed to support your recycling efforts. Rubbermaid's mobile showcase vehicle
presents innovative solutions to help you achieve your recycling goals.

Rubbermaid /
Waste Audits



For those interested in waste-reduction or recycling initiatives Rubbermaid offers on-site audits
designed to help educate users on the impact of implementing a recycling system. This service
provides an evaluation of current waste stream habits and processes and diversion practices and
provides recommendations and assistance in designing a recycling system.

Rubbermaid /
Site Assessments &
ROI Calculators



Rubbermaid representatives share their expertise and recommendations through an on-site
assessment with ROI calculators to support recycling, hand hygiene and many other common facility
initiatives.

Rubbermaid /
LEED® Certification
Support



For customers pursuing LEED Certification Rubbermaid offers a site visit providing guidance, product
recommendation and support with LEED implementation initiatives.
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Hubbell / Energy
Audit

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Gain insight into opportunities to leverage occupancy sensor technology to reduce energy costs.
Service includes a site audit, occupancy sensor layout recommendations -drawing, detailed bill of
materials and a return on investment (ROI) calculator to estimate savings potential and project
payback.



Henkel-LOCTITE /
Air Leak Survey



The sooner any loss of air, steam or other pressurized gases is detected in equipment, the faster it
can be returned to optimal efficiency. To reduce consumption and costs this service includes a site
survey, documented findings, cost savings analysis and training.

Henkel-LOCTITE /
Terracycle Program



For customers utilizing LOCTITE Anerobics or Light Cure Technologies Henkel has a solution to help
you meet recycling goals and recycle items that were previously non-recyclable. Through an
innovative partnership with TerraCycle® boxes are provided to enable convenient return shipping.

6.6.3.5 Review of environmentally preferable products with third party certifications (see section
6.5.3.6 above for a list of some of the 3rd party certifications).
Grainger works with NASPO ValuePoint Members to identify EPP products with third party certifications for
which they would like training. Grainger collaborates with our manufacturers and suppliers to develop training
programs tailored to meet Member needs.
6.6.3.6 New products:
Grainger introduces new products continually which may be viewed by NASPO ValuePoint Members at: NEW
PRODUCTS
Training for use and/or utilization of any of these products can be coordinated through Grainger’s local
Government Sales Representatives, local branch personnel and / or General Catalog manufacturers and
suppliers. Grainger will work with NASPO ValuePoint Members to schedule training on new products for which
they identify a need.
6.6.3.7 Equipment and operation- Manufacturer/certified set up and training:
Grainger will assist via our local Government Sales Representative, NASPO ValuePoint Members in working
with manufacturers, suppliers and third party installers for equipment and operation manufacturer-certified set
up and training, post-installation services and maintenance as needed.
6.6.3.8 Seminars and other learning opportunities:
NASPO ValuePoint Members will have free access to various Grainger resources such as our “On the Job
Webinar Series” that relate to work environment topics.
Grainger’s “On the Job Webinar Series” addresses work environment issues such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety
OSHA Regulations
Productivity
Procurement & Inventory
Management
Green Solutions
Emergency Preparedness

At Grainger’s On the Job website, (https://www.grainger.com/content/webinars) you will be able to register
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and attend FREE online Webinars, all at the convenience from your desk. If a Member is unable to attend the
scheduled live Webinar date, recordings of previous Webinars are readily available online.

In addition to Grainger’s “On the Job Webinar Series”, NASPO ValuePoint Members will have access to a
variety of additional training at no charge. Through our relationship with industry leading manufacturers and
suppliers, Grainger offers a variety of product training topics. While most of these training seminars are
conducted at Member locations, other options are available. These programs include:
•

Proto Tools Hand tool safety seminar and film – Training includes a demonstration of the correct
method of tool usage through a presentation by Proto and Grainger representatives. A certificate is
issued upon completion of class.

•

DeWalt Power Tools – Training and customer safety presentations includes demonstrations of safe
operating practices for power tools. Presented jointly by Grainger and DeWalt representatives.

•

Fire-Resistant Workwear Training - Evaluation and training of hazards to help determine proper
product selection and use, and identifying cost savings.

•

Fall Protection Training - Specific courses designed to train for safety at heights, equipment
inspection, rescue planning and tower climbing. Customized training courses are also available.

•

Hearing Protection & Conservation Training – Training includes
instruction on the importance of proper use of hearing protection devices
and is designed to assist your business in becoming compliant with
OSHA standard 29 CFR 1910.95.

•

Gas Detection Equipment Training - Instruction on how to use gas
detection products, including calibrating the equipment.

•

Arc Flash Awareness Seminar - Designed to bring awareness to the
National Fire Protection Agency. Topics include methods of assessment,
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), proper electrical tools, test
instruments and labeling of hazards.

•

Fuses & Power Distribution Training - Seminars are tailored to site
safety requirements in proper application of fuses to help protect electrical equipment and power
distribution systems.

•

Spill Containment Training - Employees are trained to use correct products and procedures for
specific spill control and absorbent applications. Assessment involves detailing current spill
maintenance procedures, identification of new and enhanced procedures and suggested
improvements.

•

Climbing Pro Ladder Training - Includes training literature and video on safe and proper ladder use,
how to select the correct ladders for the job and ladder inspection.
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6.6.4 Delivery
6.6.4.1 Delivery time for in-stock items should not exceed 24-48 hours for all points within in the
Participating States. Non- stocked items must be delivered within 10 working days. The Participating
States reserve the right to impose restrictions. Explain in detail your delivery policy.
Grainger provides delivery for its in-stock items in 24 and 48 hours for all destination points within a
Participating State. Non-stocked items will be delivered within 3-10 working days. Historically, 95% of all
NASPO ValuePoint Member ordered items have been delivered within 24 hours.
6.6.4.2 Specify Guaranteed Delivery Time for In-Stock Items.
Grainger will guarantee delivery for local In-Stock items within 24-48 hours from the time an acceptable order is
received. Delivery times for product shipped to Hawaii, Alaska and US Territories may vary.
6.6.4.3 Specify Guaranteed Delivery Time for Non-Stock Items.
Grainger will guarantee delivery for Non-Stock items within 3-10 business days from the time an acceptable
order is received. Delivery times for product shipped to Hawaii, Alaska and US Territories may vary.
6.6.4.4 SDS must accompany all orders at the time of delivery (where applicable).
An SDS is added for every applicable item in the order and is also available on Grainger.com.
6.6.4.5 The Participating States expect high delivery standards from all contractors. Penalties may
be imposed on contractors that have continual late deliveries. These penalties may include but are
not limited to cancellation of orders, request for discounted pricing, non-use of an offending
contractor or cancellation of the contractor’s participating addendum(s).
Grainger acknowledges that penalties may be assessed and will provide high delivery standards to NASPO
ValuePoint Members.

6.6.5 Shipping
6.6.5.1 All shipments are to be delivered directly to the purchasing department/division address. All
shipments shall include a packing label that includes at a minimum the following information on
the outside of the package: Authorized Purchaser; Delivery, Address; Purchasing entity and floor;
Contact; and Telephone number.
Shipping labels include all required information listed above and are on every order and delivered to the
address specified by the Member. See the following graphic.
6.6.5.2 A packing slip shall also be included with each shipment, which shall include at a minimum the
following information in no particular order: Line item description; Date ordered; Quantity ordered;
Quantity included in shipment; Any backordered items; Unit Price and extension; Number of parcels;
Purchase Order Number; Purchasing entity name; and F.O.B. Destination.
As illustrated below, packing lists include all required information listed above and are included in every order.
See the following graphic.
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Authorized Purchaser
Delivery Address
Purchasing entity & floor
Contact & Phone

Purchasing
entity
name;

PO Number
Date Ordered
FOB Destination

Line item description
Quantity ordered
Quantity shipped
Backordered items
Unit Price &
extension
Number of parcels

6.6.5.3 Describe in detail how your company has implemented environmentally sound shipping and
transportation practices. For example

•

Is your company a US EPA SmartWay Partner?

Yes, Grainger is a SmartWaySM Transport Partner. Since launching in 2004, SmartWaySM partners have
saved nearly 1.5 billion gallons of diesel fuel and prevented the formation of 14.7 million metric tons of carbon
dioxide (CO2) and other emissions that contribute to climate change. By continuing to examine Grainger's
freight operations, as well as working with carriers who are SmartWaySM certified, Grainger will continue to
refine its environmentally sound shipping and transportation practices aimed in part at reducing its carbon
footprint.
• Does your company use alternative fuel vehicles (e.g., electric, battery hybrid electric, biobased diesel, etc.?
Yes, a portion of Grainger vehicles use alternative fuel.

•

Does your company reduce energy usage or other environmental impacts during shipping?

Yes, in 2016 Grainger improved container utilization, resulting in an annual reduction of 27.4 CO2 metric tons.
Grainger continues to be recognized by the US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) as a SmartWay®
partner. Grainger’s transportation team continually looks for ways to ship products in a manner that minimizes
fuel usage, which includes evaluating order size and the most efficient delivery route, including shipping by rail
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rather than road. Grainger also works with some of our largest suppliers to conserve space when loading
product to minimize the overall number of trailers.

6.6.6 Implementation
6.6.6.1 Implementation of this contract is vital to the Participating States. Describe in detail your
implementation program including an estimated time line to include at minimum the following points.
The success of Grainger’s NASPO ValuePoint MRO contract is directly attributed to working together with
NASPO ValuePoint Members on a comprehensive contract implementation process. As the current incumbent
of contract 1862 and former incumbent of contracts 6416 and 7066 respectively, Grainger will continue to
leverage proven processes and practices to ensure seamless transitions to this contract for existing NASPO
ValuePoint Members and application of an efficient and effective onboarding for new participating Members.
Our objective is to implement new contract terms and conditions impacting service and support to NASPO
ValuePoint Members be they existing or new. Simply stated, our objective is to make it easier for more public
agencies to adopt the NASPO ValuePoint contract. In order to do so, Grainger will utilize a three phase
implementation approach:

Phase

Description

I

Execute Participating
Addendum

II

Contract Implementation
Process

III

Grainger’s
Actions

Days

ValuePoint Contract
Management Process

0 – 30
days
30 – 90
days &
ongoing
Contract

life
cycle

Member’s Actions

Promote contract

Execute Participating
Addendum

Enable contract
benefits

Define goals
Align resources

Leverage
contract value

Participate in business
reviews
Assess satisfaction
Prioritize new Initiatives

Outcome
Pricing & contract
terms activated
Cost savings
solutions
implemented
Continuous
Member
satisfaction &
contract benefits

6.6.6.2 Describe in detail the Offeror’s implementation plan, including all process steps.

I

Phase I: Execute Participating Addendum
Timeline: First 30 Days
Goal: Promote and leverage the value of the NASPO ValuePoint-Grainger contract, sign Participating
Addendums and activate contract terms

Grainger will align current NASPO ValuePoint Members and explain the benefits of the new NASPO ValuePoint
contract so each Member can realize the new contract’s value. Grainger’s Government Sales Manager’s will
prioritize Grainger’s participating Members and also pursue the remaining states who currently do not
participate under Grainger’s existing NASPO ValuePoint contract 1862.
Day 1 – 30: NASPO ValuePoint Implementation Kick-off
Grainger Resources: Grainger NASPO ValuePoint Leadership Team, Government Sales Managers, Account
Managers; Corporate Communications Team, Marketing Team
Grainger Actions
• Conduct national conference calls internally with Grainger Executives providing the details of the
NASPO ValuePoint contract and implementation plan. The agenda includes an overview of the
products and services that Grainger will provide Member States, a list of key Member leaders, and
specific assignments for the Grainger Executive team to promote the new contract
•

Conduct national conference calls internally with Grainger Government Sales Force providing
details of the NASPO ValuePoint contract and implementation plan. Details of these calls include a
complete overview of products and services to be provided, a deep-dive on the new pricing offer, the
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go-to-market plan promoting the new contract, and a list of target states and agencies
•

Communicate NASPO ValuePoint contract details to other Grainger teams supporting NASPO
ValuePoint Members including Customer Service (Call Centers and Branches), eCommerce, Inventory
Management, Enterprise Systems/IT, Shared Financial Services, Emerging Small Business, Minority
Business Enterprise, Women Business Enterprise, And Disabled Veteran Owned Business
(ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE) Team and others necessary for a seamless contract launch

NASPO ValuePoint Existing and New Participating Members
•





•

Grainger will engage State participating Members to gain CPO approval and execute a Participating
Addendum to ensure that Members achieve the benefits of the new NASPO ValuePoint contract
Activate NASPO ValuePoint dedicated online portal for local and education sector contract affiliation
Grainger will leverage its 500+ strong Government sales force to promote and launch the contract
Continue engaging unaffiliated states and other targeted Members that will include highlighting and
explaining the benefits of the new NASPO ValuePoint contract and Grainger’s unique offer
Announce award through social media, Grainger website (www.Grainger.com), and other media
channels
Email communication to all current Members buying from Grainger’s current NASPO 1862 contract
notifying them of award and benefits of the new contract
Within 48 hours of each affiliation to new contract, terms and conditions will be activated
inclusive of new contract pricing

II

Phase II: Contract Implementation Process

Timeline: 90 DAYS Each Member State and/or agency or political subdivision’s implementation timeline can
vary depending on customization requirements. Simple implementations (little to no customization) average
approximately 30 calendar days and more complex (heavy customization) average 90 calendar days.
Goal - The goal in Phase II is to enable the realization of NASPO ValuePoint contract benefits for Members.
This includes cost savings strategies, services, and other values associated with the contract.
Grainger Resources: Contract Enablement Manager, Government Sales Manager; Customized Solution
Resources. Each state’s activity will be led by the state’s Government Sales Manager.
Participating Member Resources: State or Political Subdivision Contract Administrator and Contract
Implementation Champion, Small Business Advocate / Hub Coordinators, and customized solutions such as
Purchasing, IT, Accounts Payable, Inventory Management, etc.
Grainger will utilize a 5 step process and align a Grainger Contract Enablement Manager within Phase II:

Day:

0 – 10

10 – 30

20 - 40

30 – 60

60 – 90

DEFINE | Validate Objectives and Goals
Begins after the state has signed the Participating Addendum (PA)

•

Meet and understand Member’s key initiatives and needs
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•
•

Determine Member’s implementation scope of work criteria, priority and timelines
Determine and allocate specific Grainger and Member resources required for implementation

PLAN: Jointly Define Success Factors and Implementation Requirements

• Identifying specific Grainger value-add, no-charge or fee services and solutions to advance Member’s
goals
• Identifying Member specific requirements and customization of Grainger solutions required
• Customized positioning, communication and training plans
• Key performance indicators to determine success
• Implementation timeline and major milestones
• Awareness and adoption pieces (Communications; Training; Marketing)
• Solution feature options & functionality (e.g. eCommerce; Inventory Management)
• Member coverage and service plans(e.g. Sales; Customer Service)
• Product categories opportunities, consolidation
• Programs (e.g. Sustainability; Safety; Channel Procurement Partnerships)
• Contract Management (e.g. Reports)

LAUNCH: Deliver Consistent Site Level Direction

•
•
•
•

Drive awareness by delivering communications across all Member locations – for Grainger and Member
teams
Conduct implementation meetings for Grainger and Member teams to train on specific solutions
Engage Grainger sellers with Member specific site level action plans
Provide actionable messaging

EXECUTE: Realize the Value of the NASPO ValuePoint Contract

•
•
•
•
•

Work the implementation plan
Install solutions
Lead change management
Identify, escalate as necessary, and resolve issues
Realize value of Contract

MEASURE: Evaluate and Adjust to Achieve NASPO ValuePoint Member Needs

•
•
•

Review site level results
Review value and initial costs savings
Check and adjust to meet objectives

Phase III – ValuePoint Contract Management Process

III

Timeline: Begins immediately at the completion of Phase II for each Participating Member
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Goal: The goal in Phase III is to create ongoing contract activities and programs to continuously leverage the
NASPO ValuePoint benefits for the life of the contract.
Overview: Grainger will utilize a 2 step process within Phase III as part of our ongoing management for each
Member implementation. This enables further partnership as needs evolve or goals change within the
Member’s infrastructure to leverage the NASPO ValuePoint contract at the department level and provide
improvement opportunities back to State or Political Subdivision Contract Administrators.
Grainger Resources: Government Sales Manager; Government Account Manager, Customized Solution
Resources. Each state’s activity will be headed by the state’s Government Sales Manager.
Participating Member Resources: State or Political Subdivision Contract Administrator and Contract
Implementation Champion, and customized solution resources such as Purchasing, IT, Accounts Payable.

MONITOR & EXECUTE: Drive Adoption of the NASPO ValuePoint Contract

State Agencies and Political Subdivisions
• Assess Member satisfaction
• Address issues and resolve concerns
• Engage with state, county, municipal and other procurement officials to understand specific department
needs and current procurement vehicles
• Assess continuous improvement opportunities to ensure contract compliance
• Jointly develop member/ Grainger strategy and proposal based on Member’s needs and benefits of
NASPO ValuePoint contract
• Prioritize Member initiatives to gain an understanding of which activity/program to focus
• Present relevant solutions to Members
• Execute on Member’s key initiatives and implement mutually agreed upon solution(s)

GROW: Implement Improvements

Further Engagement with State Agencies and Political Subdivisions
•
•
•

Regular site visits and engagements
Conduct Quarterly Business Reviews
Continue to drive and grow productivity, cost savings, consolidation and process improvement by
leveraging NASPO ValuePoint Grainger contract and addressing Members’ changing initiatives or
needs

6.6.6.3 Detail the specific information, resources, and assistance the Offeror will require from each
Participating State to implement the contract.
Information, resources and assistance needed from each Participating State include: (I) sign Participating
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Addendum (II) Identify Primary point of contact for Contract Implementation; (III) Define any additional terms
and conditions for negotiation.
In order to successfully implement and drive the NASPO ValuePoint Contract in each state, the CPO will be
involved both at the state level, as well as agency level, to drive compliance and facilitate key relationships.
Noted below is the specific information and assistance requested within Grainger’s three phase implementation
approach.

Information

Phase

Resource: State Contract Administrator and/or Contract Implementation Champion

Phase I
Execute Participating
Addendum
•

•
•

•

Assistance

Sign Participating
Addendum

Phase II
ValuePoint Contract
Implementation Process

•

•

Meet with Grainger
Government Sales
Manager
Provide direction on
State’s or Political
Subdivision’s key
initiatives and goals
Determine Online
Ordering System
Options

•
•
•
•
•

Phase III
ValuePoint Contract
Management Process

Identification of Participating State agency and
political subdivision locations and primary
contacts (known as Site Champions)
Procurement process and data history related to
but not limited to product categories and item
usage for each location
Collaborate with Grainger implementation
resources to define scope, plans, and allocate
local resources
Provide access to relevant data, locations, and
people
Lead Change across local agencies and political
subdivisions
Resolve barriers and conflicts
Hold accountability on State and Political
Subdivision resource actions

•

Details on changes to
State’s or Political
Subdivision’s key
initiatives and needs

•

Collaborate with Grainger
Government Sales Manager
Provide direction on State’s
and Political Subdivision’s
key initiatives and goals (if
changed)
Resolve barriers and
conflicts
Lead Change Management

•

•
•

6.6.6.4 Describe how soon from execution of the Participating Addendum the online ordering
system will be available to each Participating State. If a phased implementation is planned in
terms of limited functionality vs. complete functionality, please specify.
Within 48 hours after signing the Participating Addendum, Grainger will provide full web site functionality
for all Participating States and Political Subdivisions. Grainger recognizes the sense of urgency of implementing
the benefits of the new contract expeditiously.
6.6.6.5 Describe in detail the Offeror’s experience when implementing customer relationships of
equivalent size and complexity.
Grainger possesses a strong history of developing and implementing large and complex customer
engagements. Our experience spans multiple aspects of size and scale. Grainger’s results deliver extensive
costs savings, increased productivity, consolidation, and process improvements.

Scale

Scope

Success Drivers

NASPO ValuePoint/WSCA Contracts – 16 YRS
Customer: 50 states
5k+ Political
Subdivisions
Grainger: 500+ Sellers
& Leaders
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Incumbent of Contracts 6416,
7066, 1862 Contract
transition

1.

Participating Addendums
Existing & New States
Political Subdivisions

3.

2.

Leveraged existing relationships with key State and
Political Subdivision stakeholders
Grainger pursued and executed successful Participating
Addendums
Increased participation and grew contract substantially
through our broad product offering and value services
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Scale

Scope

Success Drivers

GSA Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative (FSSI) - 2014
Customer: Federal
Government
Grainger: 500+ Sellers
& Leaders

Buy American/Trade
Agreements Act
AbilityOne
eCommerce
Small Business

1.
2.
3.
4.

Grainger collaboration with GSA and federal agencies
Joint development of a solutions implementation plan
Prioritized customer targets
Robust communication plan to drive awareness for
customers & Grainger
5. Delivered training to increase adoption within customer
locations

Vizient Healthcare GPO - 2017
Customer: 50 states
3,100 Health Systems
8,500 Locations
Grainger: 380 Sellers
& Leaders

Merger of 2 Health systems
(Novation & MedAssets)
Participating Addendums
eCommerce
Inventory Management
Safety

1. Collaboration of solutions and implementation plan
2. Defined mutually accountable site level action plans to
provide awareness and drive adoption
3. Grainger provided education and training for Safety and
Compliance Programs

State of North Carolina - 2015
Customer:
1,872 State Agency
and Political
Subdivisions

eCommerce
Inventory Management
Communications & Marketing

1.
2.
3.
4.

Joint development of a solutions implementation plan
Defined implementation key performance indicators
Implementation progress reporting
Increased participation and contract relevancy through
broad product offering and value services

6.6.6.6 Describe any customization abilities for different states or political subdivisions within a
Participating State.
Yes, Grainger’s broad offering has many opportunities for customization through collaboration between
Grainger resources and the NASPO ValuePoint Member. Some customization options include:
Customization
Ability
Driving awareness
and Adoption
Solution Feature
Options &
Functionality
Customer Coverage
and Service
Product Categories
Programs
Contract
Management

Description
Grainger can support, design, and/or deliver communications and co-branded
marketing materials to increase knowledge of the contract and promote adoption of the
NASPO ValuePoint contract benefits through the contract lifecycle.
These may include co-branding and messaging for printed and electronic materials
A NASPO ValuePoint Member may select specific features and functionality such as:
Punch out, eCommerce integration, configuration of tool cribs, among others.
Grainger and the NASPO ValuePoint Member collaborate on appropriate coverage
from Grainger Sales and Customer Service.
A NASPO ValuePoint Member may customize Grainger catalog offering.
A NASPO ValuePoint Member may leverage Grainger’s extensive offerings including
safety programs, training, sustainability, lighting, energy etc. and customize
accordingly.
Grainger has robust reporting capabilities, order tracking, sustainability progress,
consolidation spend, etc. that NASPO ValuePoint Members can customize to their
requirements

6.6.7 Reporting Capabilities
6.6.7.1 The Offeror shall provide information on all reports that are available without charge, to include
a brief description of the report and the frequency. If there are other reports available at additional
pricing, information on these reports is also required. Please note the reporting requirement in the
NASPO ValuePoint terms and conditions; in addition states may have additional reporting
requirements.
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Grainger has the ability to offer various reporting tools which may be generated at different levels of NASPO
ValuePoint Member’s organizational structure. Reports are available to Members as value-adds. Grainger’s
integrated ERP platform is capable of providing reporting to meet Member’s requirements.
Grainger acknowledges the reporting requirements in the NASPO ValuePoint terms and conditions.
Information within this section is considered confidential and will be redacted. Please see Exhibit A.
Reporting Capabilities

6.6.7.2 Explain your company auditing policy to ensure that pricing and services are in compliance with
the contract. Explain your policy for revenue recovery in the event that any auditing reveals
incorrect pricing.
Grainger has a comprehensive audit program to ensure adherence to all contract requirements. This includes
that items are priced in accordance to terms of the contract. Presented below is Grainger’s process for category
discounts and market basket pricing compliance.
Category Discount Compliance: At the start of a new contract, a dedicated team is responsible for contract
compliance to review all category discounts in the contract management system and in Grainger’s ERP system.
In the event the systems do not match, an exception report is created. This dedicated team reviews the
exceptions, determines root cause, corrects the issue, and contacts the Sales Representative to facilitate a
revenue recovery for that customer.
Throughout the term of the Master Agreement, a dedicated team is responsible for category discount
compliance. This team looks at the category discounts in the contract management system and in Grainger’s
ERP system. In the event the systems do not match an exception report is created.
This dedicated team reviews the exceptions and determines why the exception occurred, corrects the issue,
and contacts the appropriate Grainger representative to work with the Member to facilitate the Member’s
desired form of revenue recovery.
Market Basket Compliance: At the start of a new contract a dedicated team is responsible for contract
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compliance to review the NASPO market basket in the contract management system and in Grainger’s ERP
system. In the event the systems do not match an exception report is created. This team reviews the
exceptions, determines why the exception occurred, and corrects the issue. The Sales Representative is
contacted to work with the Member to facilitate the Member’s desired form of revenue recovery.
Throughout the term of the Master Agreement, a dedicated team is responsible for the market basket
compliance. This team looks at the market baskets in the contract management system and in Grainger’s ERP
system. In the event the systems do not match an exception report is created.
This dedicated team reviews the exceptions and determines why it occurred, and corrects the issue. The Sales
Representative is contacted to work with the Member to facilitate the Member’s desired form of revenue
recovery.
6.6.7.3 Does your company provide a green product spend report? Please describe how your company
reports environmentally preferable product purchases.
Yes, Grainger provides a green product spend report. This reporting identifies Green product purchases based
within a requested timeframe. Grainger’s sustainability reporting can also suggest green product alternates to
current procured items, if available.
Snap-shot of Green Product Spend Report

In addition to other specific
product information,
Grainger’s green report
tracks the product’s Green
Certification and / or the
Green Environmental
Attribute.
6.6.8 Sustainability/Environmental Practices
Sustainability and sound environmental practices are important to many of the Participating States.
Thoroughly describe your sustainability and environmental practices that you currently have in
place. This description should include the following:
(1) Sustainability Program
a.

Does your company have a corporate-wide sustainability policy? If yes, attach or
provide a link to your sustainability policy as well as any related policy initiatives such
as a Climate Action Plan, a Zero Waste Policy, a Toxics Reduction Strategy, or a
Green Fleet Policy. Also, please summarize what your corporate sustainability policy
directs your company to do.

Yes. Grainger has a corporate-wide sustainability policy. Click here to access Grainger’s Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) website.
Grainger’s Environmental Health and Safety Policy states: Grainger drives Environmental, Health and
Safety (EHS) excellence by promoting a safe environment through proper product procurement, handling,
storage and waste minimization for all business areas. Full cooperation and engagement of all managers,
supervisors and team Members throughout the world is required. In support of this policy, Grainger is
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committed to high standards of EHS performance. In addition to its own operations, Grainger requires suppliers
to comply with environmental regulation globally via its Supplier Code of Ethics, which states that suppliers
shall be sensitive to its impact on the environment (including but not limited to air emissions, water discharge,
toxic substances and hazardous waste disposal) and local communities.
We work to continuously improve our environmental performance across our value chain from our suppliers
through our operations and to our customers. We encourage stewardship in our operations, and seek to share
the lessons we have learned with others. We partner with several third party sustainability organizations, such
as the CDP (formally known as the Carbon Disclosure Project), the GreenBiz Executive Network, the US
Environmental Protection Agency, Smartway program, UL Inc. (formerly Underwriter’s Laboratories, Inc.) and
the US Green Building Council to help us align our environmental investments with our stakeholders’
expectations.
Our CSR Report is prepared with reference to the Global Reporting Initiative’s (GRI) Standards. According to
the Securities and Exchange Commission Guidance Regarding Disclosure Related to Climate Change: The
GRI framework sets out principles and indicators that organizations can use to measure and report their
economic, environmental, and social performance, including issues involving climate change. Sustainability
reports based on the GRI framework are used to benchmark performance with respect to laws, norms, codes,
performance standards and voluntary initiatives, demonstrate organizational commitment to sustainable
development, and compare organizational performance over time.
b. Describe the key elements of your company’s sustainability program
sustainability staff positions, qualifications and training.

including

KEY ELEMENTS: Sustainability means meeting the present generation’s needs without compromising the
future generation’s ability to do the same. Our sustainability efforts are focused on four key areas: Energy,
Water, Waste and Air.

Energy: Grainger’s facilities account for more than 90 percent of our annual energy use in North America. A
key focus for the company is improving energy efficiency at its largest buildings, including corporate offices and
distribution centers. Of those, Fourteen (14) Grainger facilities have either been built with or retrofitted to include
building management systems that coordinate and manage mechanical and electrical equipment for maximum
efficiency and productivity. This includes the four distribution centers the company retrofitted with building
management systems. On average, Grainger has realized a 10 to 15 percent reduction in energy use and
energy expenses at its facilities after installing the building management systems.
Grainger has been a Member of the US Green Building Council since 2007 and remains committed to building
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certified facilities. Grainger recently opened a state of
the art, LEED Certified distribution center, in Minooka, Illinois. Grainger’s new Minooka facility is classified as
the largest LEED Commercial Interiors Platinum facility in the world.
Water Conservation: Grainger does not directly manufacture the products it sells so our water consumption is
minimal. However, we do measure our water footprint and look for opportunities to reduce usage, such as
installing water efficient fixtures and evaluating the landscaping irrigation programs at our largest facilities.
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Recycling and Waste: By standardizing recycling practices and sharing best practices across its network, we
are continually improving the recycling rate in our US distribution centers. Teams are trained to use a colorcoded system to separate and bale materials such as cardboard, plastic wrap and metal and are encouraged to
share and test ideas for ongoing improvements. As a result of these efforts, our diversion rate has increased for
four consecutive years.
Air (Climate Change): Grainger recognizes that climate change is a significant global issue, and the company
is taking steps to more effectively manage its energy use and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Grainger has
participated in the CDP since 2009 and in 2012 the company became the first industrial distributor to publicly
disclose its carbon footprint. In 2016, the company maintained its A- performance rating reflecting the
company’s progress toward transparency in reporting and reducing GHG emissions.
SUSTAINABILITY STAFF: Grainger’s sustainability team’s goal is to drive environmental sustainability and
innovation within the organization. The team is led by our Senior Manager, Jeff Rehm, and includes two Energy
Managers.
Qualifications: The Senior Manager is a certified LEED-GA and has extensive experience in sustainability.
Our Energy Managers hold the following designations: LEED AP OMN, Professional Engineer, MA,
Conservation Biology & Ecosystem Management, MBA, Sustainable Business, GRI Certified.
Grainger Team Member Training: Grainger has a program aimed at educating team Members focused on
what sustainability means to the business and encourages them to interact and share their ideas. Grainger’s
“Right Idea” initiative provides team Members with the opportunity to share best practices with others across the
network and serve as Green Ambassadors.
Cross Functional Team: Grainger also maintains a cross-functional team with representatives from product
management, external affairs and sales that focuses on promoting environmentally preferable product (EPP)
solutions for customers. This team has more than 20 years of collective experience in managing
environmentally preferable product certifications and attributes, reporting, measurement, regulatory, compliance
and marketing of EPP solutions.
Both the Members of our cross-functional sustainability team and the Members of the sustainability operations
team sit on the Corporate Social Responsibility Working Group. The Corporate Social Responsibility Working
Group is led by a senior executive sponsor and is composed of leaders and subject matter experts in several
functional areas. For more information on the governance of sustainability at Grainger Click Here
c. Describe Proposer’s environmental practices that are applicable to items that Proposer
markets. Provide links to your published statements, policies and reports and
summarize key accomplishments.
Environmental Practices: Grainger incorporates the following environmental practices into key operational
and support areas that are applicable to the items and materials that Grainger markets including:
1. Transportation
2. Product Packaging
3. Facilities Operations & Infrastructure
1. Transportation: Grainger’s transportation team continually looks for ways to ship products in a manner that
minimizes fuel usage. This includes evaluating the size of orders to determine the most efficient delivery
route for outbound packages and receiving product by rail rather than road whenever possible. The
company works with Grainger’s largest suppliers to conserve space when loading product to help minimize
the overall number of trailers used. These efforts reduced Grainger’s carbon footprint by more than 1,500
metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) in 2015.
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2. Product Packaging: Grainger works with its suppliers and identifies opportunities to employ sustainable
packaging materials and techniques. By standardizing our recycling procedures and sharing best practices
company wide, Grainger continues to enhance the reach of its recycling effort in US distribution centers.
Grainger teams use color-coded systems to separate and bale materials such as cardboard, plastic and
metal. In 2016, we recycled 5,592 tons of cardboard, plastic and metal in our US Distribution Centers, an
8 % decline in diversion rates within these three categories. However, our overall total network diversion
rate improved .6% over the same time period.
3. Facilities Operations & Infrastructure: Grainger’s primary focus is where we can have the most influence
– our Distribution Centers (DCs). Grainger currently maintains 4.1 million square feet of LEED certified
space over 17 facilities in North America. Grainger’s newest 1.3 million-square-foot distribution center in
Bordentown Township, NJ, features more than 13,000 high-efficiency SunPower solar panels on its roof
capable of producing 4.3 megawatts of electrical power. To date, Grainger has installed 5.3 MW of solar
panels on the roofs of its Distribution Centers.

Grainger’s Facilities Infrastructure and Environmental Practices

Summary of Key Accomplishments & Recognition:
•
•
•
•
•
•

More than $556,000,000 in environmentally preferable product sales in 2016
Newsweek - Top Green Companies in the US - 2016
W.W. Grainger Inc. Now Listed on the Dow Jones Sustainability Index
FTSE4Good Member Company (4 years)
Grainger has maintained an A- CDP Score for three (3) years in a row highlighting our commitment to
transparency on Green House Gas emissions.
In 2013, Grainger became the first industrial distributor to set a Greeenhouse Gas (GHG)
reduction goal. Our target is an intensity goal for GHG over revenue: to reduce our North American
Scope 1 and Scope 2 GHG emissions per unit revenue 33 percent by 2020. We are currently more
than half way to our goal, and have reduced intensity to 14.7, a 20% reduction since 2011. A 33
percent reduction by 2020 goal focused Grainger on doing business the right way by investing in
renewable energy and energy efficiency.

(2) Product Take Back/End of Life:
a. Provide a list of products for which you provide end of life take-back and recycling (e.g.
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fluorescent lamps, batteries, solvents, metals, etc.). List subcontractors if any you use for
these services. List any fees or conditions for these services. Certificates of Disposal
must be provided for hazardous waste. This is an EPA requirement.
Grainger offers end of life take back and recycling options for the following product types through recycling
partnerships, product portfolio and through value-added (no-charge) recycling programs offered by our key
suppliers.
BATTERIES
•
Alkaline
•
Lead acid
•
Lithium metal
•
Lithium ion
•
Mercury
•
Nickel-cadmium
•
Nickel metal hydride
•
Silver
•
Zinc Carbon
•
Dry cell and sealed lead acid

LAMPS
•
Linear fluorescent
•
Compact fluorescent (CFL)
•
Circular fluorescent
•
U-bend or U-tube
•
High intensity discharge (HID)
•
Neon
•
Shatterproof & other specialty
•
Broken or crushed
•
LED
LAMP BALLASTS
•
PCB
•
Non-PCB

OTHER
•
Mercury devices, thermometers &
thermostats
•
Electronic waste, cell phones &
inkjet cartridges
•
Generators, wire & motors
•
Dispensers:
o Paper towel
o Toilet paper
o Hand soaps
o Hand sanitizers
•
Anaerobic or Light Cure
Adhesives
•
Power tools

•

Grainger offers NASPO ValuePoint Members the opportunity to deposit recyclable items in collection
boxes in Grainger branches through our partnership with EnviroLight , specialized recycling services.

•

Grainger offers recycling kits available for purchase on Grainger.com for many of the items listed above
provided by EVERLIGHTS, RECYCLEPAK & SUPPLYPAK. Further details and kit specifications can
be easily obtained by entering the search term “recycling kits” on Grainger.com.

•

Georgia-Pacific’s (GP) Dispenser Refurbish, Recycle, Reuse (RRR) Program provides a no-charge end
of life solution for old paper towel and toilet paper dispensers. The GP team removes old dispensers
and reuses components. Old dispenser components are utilized in manufacturing new products, such
as computers and automobile parts. Dispensers are picked up at the end user's location.

•

Georgia-Pacific provides a no charge service developed to reduce the number of batteries in landfills in
partnership with CALL2RECYCLE. Through this service, boxes can be provided to NASPO ValuePoint
Members for collection of used batteries. Boxes are picked up at the facility and new boxes provided
for continued collection and environmental disposition.

•

GOJO will coordinate the removal, transport, and sustainable disposal of old hand soap and sanitizer
dispenser materials when completing a GOJO managed dispenser installation project.

•

For customers utilizing LOCTITE® Anerobics or Light Cure Technologies, Henkel offers a solution to
help you meet recycling goals and recycle items that were previously non-recyclable. Through an
innovative partnership with TerraCycle®, boxes can be purchased that enable convenient return
shipping and recycling.

•

Stanley Black & Decker offers a no-charge end of life solution for DEWALT, BLACK&DECKER,
STANLEY TOOLS & BOSTITCH brands.
b. Proposers are to minimize or eliminate the use of disposable containers; is made from
recycled content or other bio-based fibers; is easily recyclable, contains a minimum of
25% by weight of post-consumer materials; and/or meets or exceeds the minimum post-
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consumer content level for respective packaging in the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines.
Grainger utilizes recycled materials in our packaging in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Grainger boxes are made from 43% post-consumer content and are fully recyclable. Grainger's boxes
are made from SFI (Sustainable Forestry Initiative) certified fiber sourcing systems
Grainger has transitioned to a custom wrapping solution that employs technology to provide rightsized packaging for oversized items, reducing the overall amount of packaging required
In 2016, Grainger eliminated all non-recycled foam packaging material and transitioned to recycled
Kraft paper
Grainger continues to expand their use of plastic air pillows as dunnage for small parcel shipments, of
which most are bio-degradable (non-oxo-salt containing material). In 2016 Grainger transitioned our
air pillows to a high efficiency film – which helps reduce overall plastic use
Grainger’s Distribution Centers manage carton consolidation and identify a key metric "Carton to order
ratio." This metric shows that the more we can consolidate cartons the less impact we have on the
environment. As a result of this initiative, Grainger has seen a 6% improvement overall
As part of Grainger’s commitment to ethical sourcing, we work closely with suppliers to identify
potential opportunities to minimize unnecessary packaging while reducing the risk of damage to the
products we offer. In 2015, the company introduced Supplier Packaging Guidelines to its US and
Grainger Global Sourcing suppliers to encourage suppliers to take sustainability into account when
making packaging decisions. The guidelines include best practices to help reduce damage and waste
while maximizing recyclable materials
Grainger recycles more than 200,000 pallets annually or 54% of all pallets purchased. Grainger also
focuses on sustainability by purchasing mostly B-grade pallets versus A-grade/virgin pallets

c. Proposers are to provide packaging that does not contain inks, dyes, pigments, adhesives,
stabilizers, or any other additives to which any lead, cadmium, mercury or hexavalent
chromium has been included as an element during manufacture or distribution in such
a way that the sum of the concentrations levels of such lead, cadmium, mercury or
hexavalent chromium exceed the following concentration level: 100 parts per million by
weight (0.01%).
Grainger purchases packaging material from Sealed Air, who certifies the following to Grainger: We certify that
all packaging and packaging components sold by Sealed Air Corporation and its subsidiaries comply with the
requirements of RoHS2, California Toxics in Packaging, EC Directive on Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment (WEEE) and CONEG. Specifically:
•

We certify that the restricted substances – lead, mercury, cadmium, hexavalent chromium,
polybrominated biphenyls (PBB), polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE) and octabromodiphenyl ether
(ODBE) -- were not intentionally added to any package or packaging component during the
manufacturing process.

•

We further certify that the sum of the incidental concentration levels of lead, mercury, cadmium and
hexavalent chromium present in any package or package component does not exceed 100 parts per
million by weight.
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d. All drums shall remain the property of the supplier. Empty drums shall not become the
property of the affected state entity under any circumstance or condition. All empty drums,
including their respective caps, plugs, or bungs, shall be collected by the supplier within a
reasonable time frame specified by the affected state entity for reuse or recycling via the
most reasonable transport method.
Grainger will work with individual Members and suppliers to adhere to this requirement.

(3) Product Choice:
a. Proposers green claims are consistent with the Federal Trade Commission’s Green
Guides. (for more information visit: https://www.ftc.gov/news- events/mediaresources/truth-advertising/green- guides)
Yes. Products designated on Grainger.com by a green leaf symbol fall into two categories: 1) those
maintaining a third-party certification, and 2) those that have one or more environmentally preferable
attributes. In each case, the basis for the presence of the symbol is explained, including information either
about the specific third-party certification, or the relevant product attributes. Grainger relies on information from
our third-party suppliers for claimed certifications and relevant product attributes. To provide an additional
measure of confidence, Grainger works with outside experts to review the basis claimed by our third-party
suppliers to verify respective product referenced standards.
Yes

√ No

(4) Other Sustainability Practices:
a. Offerors may provide additional information their company’s sustainability policies,
practices and/or achievements. Attach appropriate documentation to substantiate claim.
•

Grainger’s Mid-Stream Utility Rebate Program helps customers located in eligible zip codes take
advantage of available utility rebates applicable to eligible LED Lighting and other Grainger purchases.
Grainger provides NASPO ValuePoint Members with a list of eligible SKUs and the corresponding
rebate value. Rebates are credited to customer’s Grainger Account within 1-5 business days of
invoicing

•

In 2016, more than 100 Grainger team members registered to serve as
Green Ambassadors, a group of team members who are passionate
about the environment and work together to raise awareness and change
behavior for the good of our business and the planet. The program
encourages sharing sustainability best practices among Grainger
locations and offers opportunities for grassroots involvement. For example, in 2016, the Green
Ambassadors organized an Earth Day event at our Lake Forest headquarters. More than 20 vendors
displayed green products from Grainger.com® that help team members reduce their environmental
footprint at home and at the office. The team also ran a recycling drive for household materials that
often are hard to recycle at home. They collected shoes, paper shredding, batteries and wine corks.
During the year, our ambassadors completed more than 1,300 sustainability tasks and are the lifeblood
of our sustainability efforts.

• Sustainable Contributions: The Grainger Matching Charitable Gifts Program aims to amplify our US
team Members’ personal community support. Through the program, the company offers a 3:1 match of
eligible team Member contributions (up to $2,500 annually) to qualifying organizations. In 2016 and
2017, Grainger contributed nearly $60,000 to support environmental and sustainability-focused
organizations in our communities.
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6.6.9 Emerging Small Business, Minority Business Enterprise, Women Business Enterprise,
And Disabled Veteran Owned Business.
6.6.9.1 Some Participating States, may desire to purchase products and services from
ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE companies. Some Participating States may or may not have an
ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE program and therefore each state will integrate this desirable into its
Participating Addendum, if applicable. In some Participating States, to qualify as an
ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE supplier the listed companies must be registered with either the
government or a recognized certifying entity and provide a certification type and number.
Registered ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE companies must be operating from a legitimate commercial site,
carry all applicable insurance policies, required business licenses, and have operated continuously for
at least two years. Please explain how the Offeror will provide opportunity for, ESB/MBE/WBE/DV &
DBE companies.
Grainger has over 20 years of successful experience offering ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE companies
opportunities through two core programs.
Grainger’s Small and Diverse Supplier Program affords NASPO ValuePoint Members with
access to ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE manufacturers and suppliers through our catalogs and
distribution channels. Products provided by Grainger ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE manufacturers
and suppliers are identified as part of the supplier diversity program with the following symbol.
Grainger’s Distributor Alliance Program enables ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE
companies to assist government agencies to meet their MRO product and
service requirements. In the Distributor Alliance reseller program, NASPO
ValuePoint Members leverage these companies’ experience and expertise to
meet ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE goals. Grainger has actively supported diversity
spend programs for more than 10 years and currently is contractually partnered
with more than 60 certified resellers across the country
6.6.9.2 At a minimum, the following policies and practices must be described in detail:
6.6.9.2.1 Describe in detail how the Offeror will work with the registered companies to determine what
products can be a part of the contract.
Grainger managers review ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE supplier profiles when examining product opportunities
generated by our customers. Additionally, qualified companies can also approach Grainger directly to discuss
possible contractual partnering relationships. Companies certified by a State or local government as an
ESB/MEB/WBE/DV company who are interested in doing business with Grainger can register online at
Grainger’s Supplier Portal. This innovative initiative provides Grainger and interested ESB/MEB/WBE/DV
companies with yet another vehicle to explore possible business opportunities associated with our small and
diverse supplier and distributor alliance programs. The ESB/MEB/WBE/DV companies may register in the
Jaggaer purchasing or on Grainger’s Supplier Portal.
Once an ESB/MEB/WBE/DV company is reviewed and approved, a supplier is added to our database and
their product is made available in our general online catalog which is visible to our product and procurement
managers. NASPO ValuePoint Members can look to our online website to access these supplier products.
Grainger will also look to registered or certified ESB/MEB/WBE/DV companies to meet a NASPO Member’s
unique product requirements if or when the Member’s desired products are not currently available in
Grainger’s general catalog. Through Grainger’s sourcing program, we can also leverage our extensive and
diverse supplier base to explore procurement options specific to satisfying a Member’s procurement needs..
6.6.9.2.2 Describe in detail how the Offeror will track all ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE Products and
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services, including ordering, delivery, and invoicing.
Through our robust ERP and SAP systems, Grainger can track all NASPO ValuePoint Member
ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE purchases of product and services and provide Members with reporting that
addresses ordering, delivery, and invoicing to Members. Our reporting can also provide Members with insight
into their purchases from our Distributor Alliance contractual partners.
6.6.9.2.3 Provide a list of Products that may be available to be purchased from
ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE companies under the proposed Contract.
As noted, the products made and or supplied by ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE suppliers are identified
within grainger.com with the Supplier Diversity symbol. Our extensive list of ESB/MBE/WBE/DV &
DBE products may be viewed at the following link: https://www.grainger.com/content/supplierdiversity-customer-information.
All of Grainger’s 1.6 million plus products may be available for purchase from our Distributor Alliance partners.
6.6.9.2.4 Describe how Offeror will make best efforts to increase the number of Products available to
Authorized Purchasers under the Contract acquired from ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE businesses.
Grainger seeks to increase the number of products acquired from ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE companies in
several ways. We routinely meet with government agencies to understand their needs and objectives. In
addition, Grainger participates in a wide range of conferences and seminars to assist ESB/MBE/WBE/DV &
DBE businesses to establish or strengthen themselves. Grainger’s Supplier Portal invites ESB/MBE/WBE/DV &
DBE suppliers to consider doing business with Grainger. Grainger pursues outreach opportunities with
ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE organizations to understand their Member offerings and to promote opportunities
with Grainger. These include the following associations or agencies:
•
•
•
•
•

National Minority Supplier Development Council (NMSDC)
Women’s Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC)
Small Business Administration (SBA)
National Gay and Lesbian Chamber of Commerce (NGLCC)
Veteran Owned Businesses and Veteran Associations

Grainger also promotes existing ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE suppliers to expand their
market share to Members in the following ways:
•
•
•
•

Grainger also
uses
ESB/MBE/WBE/
DV suppliers of
goods and
services to run
our business

Individual marketing brochures featuring ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE
suppliers and products provided to Members
Logos that identify ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE products on Grainger.com, as being manufactured
by certified diverse companies
Details addressing our Supplier ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE efforts and news about Grainger’s
diverse suppliers are provided in our annual Corporate Social Responsibility Report
Inclusion of Grainger’s ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE suppliers at the Grainger National Sales Meeting
which provides enhanced profile to customers in the public and private sector and to Grainger
sellers.

Grainger also works closely with our ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE Distributor Alliance partners. We review our
partners to assess ability to meet specific NASPO Members ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE needs and add value to
the relationship among three parties: the NASPO Member, Grainger, and the ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE
Company. The objective is that the ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE Company and Grainger provide the NASPO
ValuePoint Member with products addressing their procurement needs. Distributor Alliance partners are
important participants in Grainger’s National Sales Meeting.
6.6.9.2.5 Describe what other products or services the Offeror can offer within a category that
supports ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE suppliers.
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Grainger’s Distributor Alliance Program provides Members an additional avenue to meet their
ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE goals. In expanding the traditional model to purchase from ESB/MBE/WBE/DV &
DBE suppliers, the Distributor Alliance program brings ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE partners with expertise in
government procurement. The selection process ensures NASPO ValuePoint Members will have quality
provided products and support. Distributor Alliance partners provide additional MRO services such as kitting,
local product delivery, product expertise, inventory services and training. Members who purchase MRO
products from Grainger’s Distributor Alliance companies gain the following benefits:
•
•
•
•

Members have access to additional points of contact with product expertise, procurement expertise,
or other valuable capabilities
Members may meet their ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE goals or needs by purchasing from these
companies
Most Distributor Alliance companies offer eCommerce solutions affording online access and ease
of ordering products
Many Distributor Alliance companies provide customized e-commerce platforms for their customer
labeling, storage, installation or inventory management services may be available

6.6.9.3 Community Rehabilitation Program (CRP)/Qualified Rehabilitative Facilities (QRF):
Describe how the Offeror supports the use of products and/or services sourced from QRF and the CRP
programs.
Grainger has an enduring commitment to Community Rehabilitative Programs (CRP), Qualified Rehabilitative
Facilities (QRF) and similar programs dedicated to assisting individuals with disabilities.
As an element in supplying MRO products to government agencies, Grainger has far-reaching relationships
with AbilityOne, NIB/NISH and the non-profit agencies they supervise. AbilityOne is the agency responsible for
promoting employment opportunities for individuals that are blind/visually impaired or with disabilities. Grainger
offers over 1,250 products from non-profit entities employing individuals that are blind/visually impaired or with
disabilities. Revenue has exceeded $20 million annually in the last five years. Grainger works closely with the
individual non-profit entities to ensure reliable and efficient availability of their product.
Grainger engages the appropriate CRP/QHF agency and/ non-profit entity to develop and implement a strategy
across multiple agencies. Grainger’s expertise in supply chain, product knowledge, marketing,
customer/supplier relationships and eCommerce is dedicated to providing CRP, QRF and similar agencies
effective and efficient means to distribute product.

6.6.10 Retail Store Purchases/Will Call
NASPO ValuePoint 2017 Delivery Channels
6.6.10.1 Describe the availability of contracted
items through Offeror’s branch locations. Please
provide a list of branch locations that provide a
will call service in each of the Participating
States.

As of December 22, 2017

Based on the depth of our product inventory across
our supply chain, all contracted items are available
at one of our 249 local branches which has
approximately 20,000 SKUs with $1M onsite
inventory, throughout the Participating States via will
call. A complete branch list is located in the
Appendix. During 2017, Grainger received over
171,000 orders from NASPO ValuePoint Members
that were picked up at one of our local branches.
Grainger can also customize inventory at our local
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branches based on Member preferences and actual product demand.
If by chance an item is not available to pick up at time of order, our customer service team will ask if the
member still needs to pick up the order or have it shipped directly to them. With over $1.3 billion of product
within our network, Grainger’s proven next day availability directly to the member or pick up at the local branch
is 97%.
Grainger’s after hours emergency service provides, at no extra cost to the NASPO ValuePoint Member,
assistance through a toll-free number (800-472-4643). The call center will engage local Grainger team
Members as needed to provide Member assistance within 1 hour of receiving a call and identifying an
appropriate course of action to satisfy the Member’s needs. If and as required, Grainger will open a branch
after hours in support of NASPO ValuePoint Members operational requirements.
6.6.10.2 Provide a narrative that explains how authorized purchasers will be able to make purchases
at will call branch locations, make payment for those items and have those items included in the
reporting.
NASPO ValuePoint Members may call ahead for purchases which will be ready at the branch will-call counter.
The order will be ready when the Member arrives for pick up. The packing list/receipt will be attached to the
order for review. Grainger accepts payment using open account billing, cash, check, or credit card for
purchases at our will call branch locations.
Additionally, Grainger branch locations have kiosks throughout their showrooms where an authorized purchaser
can work with a branch team Member to search, select, and place an order for contracted items.
Grainger’s reporting to NASPO ValuePoint Members and the State of Oregon will include all sales via ship,
counter, and will call. All orders placed will be identified by the Member’s unique 9 digit account number to
ensure the correct NASPO ValuePoint contract pricing and discounts are applied. All purchasing entities will
have a unique account number assigned to a state track code. This allows Grainger to capture for reporting
purposes the entire spend covered by a Member.

6.6.11 Growth Incentives
6.6.11.1 Describe in detail any contract growth incentives, e.g. larger revenue, different levels of
discounts for large orders that may be offered to the Participating States/purchasing agency.
Grainger offers various Growth Incentives for Member States during their Participating Addendum affiliation
process. These growth incentives will enable Members to obtain additional cost savings above and beyond
market basket and category discounts while also providing Members the flexibility to drive desired procurement
behaviors.
Annual Incremental Sales Growth Incentive: One growth incentive option for NASPO ValuePoint Member
States is Grainger’s Annual Incremental Sales Growth incentive. This incentive compares a participating State’s
prior calendar year’s purchases (baseline) and if overall current calendar year sales meets or exceeds an
established growth threshold, then an incentive is paid on the incremental purchases. During the first quarter of
each calendar year, Grainger will calculate the baseline of annual sales and offer an incentive based on growth
over previous year’s purchases. This incentive will be paid annually during the first quarter of the following
calendar year and paid directly to the Participating State.
The Annual Incremental Sales Growth Incentive can vary in range from 0.5% to 6% of Incremental Sales
Growth depending on factors such as: contract commitment and utilization, consolidation opportunities,
Grainger’s single verses multiple award status, and other relevant market factors. The selection of this incentive
will be finalized during the Participating Addendum process.
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Annual Incremental Green Product Growth Incentive: NASPO ValuePoint Member States that are focused
on meeting sustainability objectives may benefit from an additional incentive opportunity that rewards green
product purchases. This incentive compares a participating State’s prior calendar year green product purchases
(baseline), and if overall purchases meet or exceed an established green product growth threshold, then an
incentive is paid on the incremental green product purchases over previous year’s baseline. During the first
quarter of each calendar year, Grainger will calculate the baseline of annual green product sales and offer an
incentive based on green product purchases over previous year’s purchases. This incentive will be paid
annually during the first quarter of the following calendar year and paid directly to the Participating State.
The Annual Incremental Green Product Growth Incentive can vary in range up to 4% of Incremental Green
Product Sales Growth, depending on factors such as: contract commitment; consolidation opportunities;
Grainger’s single verses multiple award status; and other relevant market factors. The selection of this incentive
and the incentive amount will be finalized during the Participating Addendum process.
Annual Grainger Choice (Private Label) Product Growth Incentive: NASPO ValuePoint Member States that
recognize the cost savings and quality associated with Grainger Choice items can benefit from an additional
incentive tied to Grainger Private Label purchases. This incentive compares a participating State’s prior
calendar year Grainger Choice product purchases (baseline), and if overall Grainger Choice purchases meet or
exceed an established Grainger Choice threshold, then an incentive is paid on the incremental Grainger Choice
product purchases over previous year’s baseline. During the first quarter of each calendar year, Grainger will
calculate the baseline of annual Grainger Choice sales and offer an incentive based on Grainger Choice
product purchases over previous year’s purchases. This incentive will be paid annually during the first quarter of
the following calendar year and paid directly to the Participating State.
The Annual Incremental Grainger Choice Product Growth Incentive can vary in range up to 4% of Incremental
Green Product Sales Growth, depending on factors such as: contract commitment; consolidation opportunities;
Grainger’s single verses multiple award status; and other relevant market factors.
The selection of this
incentive and amount will be finalized during the Participating Addendum process.
Growth Incentives extended to Local Agencies: To enhance the added value of our NASPO ValuePoint
contract offering as it applies to all purchasing entities, Grainger may provide additional growth incentives
(specified above in Section 6.6.11.1) to State agencies, participating local governments, educational institutions
and other political subdivisions. Local incentives implemented will not diminish those found in the overall State
agreement.
For all incentives, Grainger’s annual baseline calculation of product purchased will include incentive related
product purchased less freight, taxes, returned products and credits for the entire previous calendar year.
6.6.11.2 Describe in detail any incremental pricing incentives for on-line ordering verses fax or call in
ordering.
Annual eCommerce Growth Incentive: NASPO ValuePoint Member States that are focused on driving
eCommerce purchasing may benefit from an additional incentive aligned with digital platform efficiencies. This
incentive compares a participating State’s prior year eCommerce product purchases (baseline), and if overall
eCommerce sales meet or exceed an established eCommerce growth threshold, then an incentive is paid on
the incremental eCommerce product purchases over previous year’s baseline. During the first quarter of each
year, Grainger will calculate the baseline of annual eCommerce product sales and offer an incentive based on
eCommerce product purchases over previous year’s eCommerce purchases. This incentive will be paid
annually during the first quarter of the following calendar year and paid directly to the Participating State.
The Annual eCommerce Growth Incentive can vary in range up to 4% of eCommerce Product Sales Growth,
depending on factors such as: contract commitment, consolidation opportunities, Grainger’s single verses
multiple award status, and other relevant market factors. The selection of this incentive and the incentive
amount will be finalized during the Participating Addendum process.
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6.7 Additional Services
6.7.1 Training
6.7.1.1 Offeror shall
provide all training as
necessary at no additional
pricing to all Participating
States on all aspects of
ordering, online ordering,
product delivery, product
returns, EPP’s, and
customer service processes.
Grainger will provide all
training specific to contract
utilization, online ordering,
product
delivery,
product
returns, EPPs and customer
service processes at no
additional cost to NASPO
ValuePoint Members.
6.7.1.2 Describe in detail
the Offeror’s ability to offer
training that may be
required to ensure
purchasing entities have a thorough understanding of all ordering processes including any online
systems. No pricing for product training, safety training, or travel and per Diem.
Grainger offers training opportunities to Members to ensure the end user has a thorough understanding of all
order processes. Grainger will provide communication and reference material to drive awareness to this new
NASPO ValuePoint program. Training is also available on an ad hoc basis through our Advanced
Grainger.com team.
The following chart presents an overview of our order channel and other available training for NASPO
ValuePoint Members.
Order Channel
Toll Free:
• Phone
• Fax
• Email

•

eCommerce Grainger.com

•

eProcurement Integration
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Ordering Process Training
Inside sales representatives provide member support, training and
technical assistance as needed during the ordering process.
All NASPO ValuePoint Members will be provided dedicated phone, fax
and email.
Grainger offers a wide breadth of training tools and resources to ensure
members optimize the features and functionality of Grainger.com
including:
• Grainger.com User Guides
• On-Site Live Training Sessions
• The Grainger Help Desk Video Tutorials
Grainger.com training tools and resources cover topics including:
• Registration
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Order Channel

NASPO ValuePoint Ordering Channels
Ordering Process Training
• Account Overview
• Account Settings
• Order History
• Invoice History
• Customizing & viewing order history data
• Creating & managing lists
• Location based lists using Grainger Mobile
• Order management system capabilities
Government Account Managers and support personnel are available to
conduct live on-site training sessions for larger groups.

• KeepStock® Inventory
Management Solutions

•

Branch Location

•

Government Account
Managers

See screen shots following this chart and present online tutorial training.
KeepStock® Inventory Management Solutions streamline the ordering
process. Comprehensive training solutions are available.
Government Sales Managers, Account Managers, Onsite Service
Representatives and Branch Managers are available to discuss
KeepStock® solutions and tailor a training program.
Team Members are available to train NASPO ValuePoint Members on
the branch ordering and will-call process.
Government Account Managers are available to meet with NASPO
ValuePoint Members to discuss the ordering processes. Regularly
scheduled visits can be established with Members to review the contract
and answer questions.

Additionally, Grainger offers the following Grainger.com online tutorials:

❶

❷

Grainger has video tutorials available for our customers such as “Getting Started and Account
Administration that are available on Grainger.com, allowing customers to view these tutorials at their
convenience. Frequently asked questions ❶ are available in addition to a Grainger.com customer
guide. ❷
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Other available tutorials include “Where is my Order” which previews Order History, Invoice
History, Account Settings and Customizing your view and downloading data.
6.7.2 Disaster Recovery
Please describe your emergency management plan to aid states during an emergency or disaster
recovery. Be specific as to response time, supplies availability and other goods and services that
you offer.
Grainger’s emergency management plan assures immediate response and delivery of goods/services to
address emergencies, large and small. Our plan is drawn from many years of experience and supported by
unmatched inventory and supply chain resources and team Member expertise. Our supplier relationships and
supply chain capability assures that product is directed to where and when it is needed. In any emergency
situation, all products are provided at the NASPO ValuePoint contract pricing.
Grainger’s Crisis Management Team is the foundation of the effort to assist NASPO ValuePoint’s emergency
responders and their communities. The Crisis Response Team assists in planning and responding to weather
events and other forecasted circumstances. It assesses needs to position supplies, personnel and other
resources to locations prior to the incident so that distribution commences immediately. Much of the planning is
drawn from Grainger participation in local first responder preparation exercises.
Response Time: The local Grainger field representative will engage the Member to
address the circumstance within 60 minutes to understand the challenge and to
commence response. Grainger provides emergency response services, whether the
incident is small or large, at any time, to all NASPO ValuePoint Members. The Grainger
Call Center provides 24/7 service at our 1-800-GRAINGER service line. Upon receiving
a call, the Grainger representative contacts the Crisis Management Team leadership
and/or communicates with the local Branch representative to open the nearest branch
location.
Grainger commits to special services to NASPO ValuePoint Members and their
communities. Additional personnel are deployed to take orders, assist Members, load
trucks and distribute supplies.
Supply Availability: A pre-determined product list, coordinated with local emergency response agencies from
the planning, is used to move supplies to the affected area. Grainger moves products from its 249 branch
network and 13 regional Distribution Centers or directly from product suppliers. Depending on the type of
emergency, a tailored requirement and inventory assessment is pursued. If additional products are required, a
critical element in Grainger expeditious response is its breadth of inventory, capability to determine where
inventory is located, and its transportation proficiency, personnel with expertise and experience and long term
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relationships with state, county local and federal agencies.
In severe emergency situations, Grainger works with First Responders/First Receivers and government
agencies to make sure they have priority access whether from Grainger or the product manufacturer. The Crisis
Management Team and Grainger on-scene leadership works with emergency management agencies, local law
enforcement, first responders and first receivers and others to ensure appropriate and fair distribution.
Other Goods and Services Grainger Offers:
• Grainger’s Emergency Preparedness Landing Page highlights relevant product categories for a wide
range of emergency situations.
• Additional Product Solutions obtained to respond to the specific emergency
• Preparation of Product Needs and Requirements are provided and updated on our Emergency
Landing Page
• Custom Kitting packaged in response to specific NASPO ValuePoint Member’s needs
Summarized below are some recent examples of
Grainger’s disaster support capabilities:
Hurricane Harvey - August 2017: Hurricane Harvey
became the first major hurricane to make landfall in
the US since 2005 when it made landfall as a
category-4 hurricane near Rockport, Texas, in
August. As the storm tracked toward Texas, Grainger
activated the Crisis Management Team for briefings
every morning and afternoon. Supply chain teams
quickly repositioned critical supplies within the
Grainger distribution network of branches and
regional distribution centers (DC). Grainger field
representatives maintained a supporting presence
within the State Emergency Operations Center (EOC) as well as the Harris County-City of Houston EOC and
the Texas Department of Transportation EOC. Grainger’s Roanoke Distribution Center, located near Fort
Worth, played a central role in the distribution of supplies throughout response and recovery operations.
Grainger transportation managers expedited deliveries in coordination with State, County and Local emergency
offices. Grainger supplied ten truckloads of MRE's and several truckloads of bottled water to City of Houston
and Harris County facilities to support evacuation shelters.
Grainger supported evacuation shelter operations in Dallas, Austin, San Antonio and other jurisdictions
throughout Texas. Thousands of cots, blankets, sheets, sanitary and other supplies were delivered. Grainger
also supplied several incident command centers with cones, barriers, canopies and other products. Working
with the Texas Department of Public Safety and the Department of Emergency Management, Grainger
delivered water rescue suits, hard hats, gloves, respirator masks. Grainger supplied the Texas Department of
Transportation items including waders, rain boots, insect repellent, nets, respirators, and rain suits. Other items
prioritized for first-responders and first-receivers included thousands of generators, electric cords, fuses,
emergency lighting solutions and personal protective equipment.
Hurricane Irma – September 2017: While ongoing support from Hurricane Harvey continued in Texas,
Grainger responded with product and resources to support emergency response for Hurricane Irma in Florida.
Hurricane Irma first made landfall as a category-4 hurricane with maximum sustained winds at 130mph. In
preparation for Hurricane Irma, Governor Rick Scott declared a state of emergency for Florida. Grainger
deployed field representatives to the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in Tallahassee as well as local
EOC's across the state to maintain support to prepare, respond, and recover from the hurricane. Grainger
leveraged its supply chain and DC in Jacksonville, FL to provide products such as sandbags, batteries,
generators, and tarps.
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Grainger played a central role in working with the EOC's to support First Responders throughout the state by
providing supplies, equipment, and personal protective equipment. While Florida had the largest evacuation in
the state's history, many people remained and needed recovery from dangerous situations. The hurricane left
over 70% of the state without power putting generators in high demand. Working directly with the EOC's
Grainger was able to provide truckloads of generators, electrical cords, and batteries to state agencies as well
as local cities and counties. Many generators were provided to the
Department of Transportation (DOT) to keep traffic signals operational.
Grainger also provided chain saws, cones, barriers, signs, and other various
supplies to DOC and the Department of Public Safety Shelters were
established throughout the state and Grainger worked directly with the
Department of Health EOC and local cities / county’s EOCs to supply medical
equipment, lighting solutions, MRE's, water, paper products, tents,
wheelchairs, sanitary products, cots, etc.
Grainger aligned directly with the Department of Health to help prevent the
spread of disease (Zika) which was a major concern after the hurricane.
Grainger provided insect repellant, netting, mosquito dunks, and personal
protective equipment.
Northern and Southern California Wildfires - 2017: The Northern California wildfires, in October 2017,
stretched across Napa, Sonoma, Lake, Mendocino, Butte and Solano counties. The December 2017 Southern
California wildfires covered Ventura, Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Riverside and San Diego counties.
Engaging protocols established by the California Department of General Services (DGS), Office of Emergency
Services (OES) Cal Fire, City and County Fire and Emergency Medical departments and the Federal
Emergency Management Agency, agencies were assigned a Grainger team member as a single point of
contact to coordinate. Each team member coordinated product requirements, transportation and delivery to
facilities, staging areas and other mobile locations for various agencies. Team members were also assigned to
area hospitals and schools to support as needed. Team members worked and were on call 24/7 during the
height of each of these emergencies.
The Grainger Crisis Management Team from Lake Forest, Field Sales, local branches, DCs and other units
coordinated assistance and prioritization through twice-daily calls. Most items were same-day shipped from
Grainger’s Patterson, California DC and delivered to Fire Crews, supporting agencies such as Cal Trans, the
shelters established for citizen fleeing the fires, and area hospitals. Items included carbon filters, air purifiers,
N95 masks, gloves, cots, tents, and cleaning and sanitary products. Effort was also made to push product from
other Grainger DCs and branch facilities to the emergency areas.
Zika Virus - April 2016: A Zika Virus core team was established to identify supply requirements and to assess
product availability based upon the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidance. Grainger
quickly added additional product solutions to our product portfolio and distribution network. The Grainger
Technical Product Services team prepared and published the Zika Virus Quick Tip Bulletin to the Grainger.com
Info Library. A Mosquito-Borne Virus page was added to the Grainger.com/emergency landing page highlighting
the wide range of solutions offered to help customers mitigate the risk posed by this new threat.
Ebola - July 2014: During the Ebola emergency, the Crisis Management team and Grainger technical product
support team gained an understanding of the CDC Guidance for personal protection to respond to government
and healthcare customer inquiries. Working with suppliers, additional product was obtained to meet healthcare
and emergency management agency needs. Product prioritization procedures were activated to ensure that
critical supplies were distributed to first responders and first receivers – especially regional treatment centers
identified by the federal Department of Health and Human Services.
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6.7.3 Installation, if applicable
Grainger will support NASPO ValuePoint Members in working with manufacturers, suppliers and third party
installers (“Partner Network”) for equipment, manufacturer-certified set up, training, turnkey installation, postinstallation services and other maintenance services. We work closely with NASPO ValuePoint Members and
qualified, licensed and insured installers to identify and facilitate services and support.
Please describe Offeror’s ability to provide installation services of products or equipment that
Participating States may chose, if applicable to their States rules.
Grainger’s offerings of installation and support services of products or equipment include the following:
• Grainger’s network of installers provides turnkey and/or labor-only fixed fee installation and support
services.
• Turnkey offerings include all materials, labor, recycling, rebate administration and tax deduction
documentation, if applicable.
• Member billing options for labor and/or turnkey installation and service support will be tailored to satisfy
Member needs.
• Currently Grainger has identified 65 companies that have satisfied our rigorous vetting process. All
companies used by Grainger are licensed, insured, qualified and capable of performing in accordance
with Member requirements.

6.7.4 Value Added Solutions
For over 16 years, Grainger has partnered with NASPO ValuePoint Members to provide MRO product and
value added solutions. We remain committed to providing Members with the industry’s best-in-class service.
Offerors are encouraged to suggest value added solutions that may improve the states use of the
contracts and products offered. One such value-add is product sourcing.
Grainger leads the way with cutting edge initiatives, which include our expanded offering of MRO related
services and customized value added solutions. Grainger remains focused on providing NASPO ValuePoint
Members unsurpassed support. Presented below is Grainger’s core list of value added fee and non-fee MRO
related solutions.
(6.7.4.1) Sourced Products
(6.7.4.2) Vending Machines
Additional Value Added Solutions
A. KeepStock® Inventory Management Solutions
B. KeepStock Organize
C. Grainer Safety Footwear Program & Shoemobile
D. Safety Training & Assessments
E. Consulting Services
F. Managed MRO Solutions
G. Energy Services
H. Grainger’s Custom Product Center
6.7.4.1 Sourced Products
(1) Supplier sourced products is a product which is not currently listed in the suppliers contract
catalog or on-line ordering system at the time of order receipt but is capable of being supplied
through the Offeror.
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Grainger will leverage its buying power to provide NASPO ValuePoint Members a competitive market solution
addressing product line extensions, items infrequently ordered or not yet in our catalog, or discontinued product.
(2) If the Offeror is capable of supplying sourced products they must be direct line extension
products which have a similar item to an established product category and the Offeror must
already have a publically recognized business partnership with the “brand”.
Grainger's beyond-the-catalog solution is a direct line extension of product to an established product category.
Grainger obtains its sourced product and services similar to an item in an established product category. Items
are from publically recognized businesses that have established a supplier relationship with Grainger.
(3) The Offeror must list in their cost proposal Attachment D and D-1 their up charge for all invoices
as a separate item from the product charge.
Grainger does not apply or assess an “up charge” or “handling fee” as defined by NASPO ValuePoint for
sourced product or sourced product related service. Grainger sourced product and product related service are
competitively priced based on current market conditions. Please see Grainger’s
Sourcing Terms and Conditions* provided in the Appendix.
6.7.4.2 Vending Machines
KeepStock® is Grainger’s portfolio of inventory management solutions that help
NASPO ValuePoint Members better understand their inventory and reduce costs
associated with managing it. KeepStock® Secure is an ideal choice for NASPO
ValuePoint Members who need controlled access of consumable MRO inventory.
(1) Vending style machines that can dispense singular or multiple products
with control type methods.
Grainger offers a variety of KeepStock® Secure vending machines. Each
machine is customized and configured for your needs and supplies requirement:
1. Coil units are best for Members needing high security and consumption
control
2. Carousel units are best for Members needing high security and consumption control. The Carousel can
also provide check out-check in capability at point of use
3. Lockers can deliver medium to high security, depending on the quantity of items placed in each
section. This unit is designed for Members who need to manage durable, large consumable, or grouped
items
4. Cabinets provide a virtual mini-Grainger store, providing access to a variety of products of different
sizes and types, while still providing robust reporting on access and usage
5. Drawers deliver a solution in the form of the common tool cabinet configuration, but with the same
control and reporting capabilities as the other machines
Secure Employee Access: Employees can access machines by either swiping Member badge or entering a
code on the key pad.
Control Methods: Orders are scheduled to run based on the preset day(s) determined during implementation.
Restrictions by employee can be built into the program. Standard reports can be generated by date, time, item,
department, cost center, etc. Sample reports are available from your Grainger sales representative to help you
see the level of detail our programs can provide.
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Offerors are encouraged to list their vending solutions.
Grainger KeepStock Secure Vending Machines

Coil
• High security
• Easy-to-use familiar

Carousel
• High security
• Accommodates

style
• Dispense up to 60
unique items
• Dependable
dispensing

products of varying
sizes
• Check-out/check-in
option
• Dispense up to 560
unique items

Locker
• High to medium
security

• Check-out/check-in
capability
• Good for
consumables and
durables
• Adjustable to
accommodate larger
items

Cabinet
• Medium security
• Single door/shelf
access

• Requires little to no
product repackaging

• Flexible shelf
configurations to
accommodate items
of various sizes

Drawer
• Medium security
• Controllable drawer
access

• Assemble tools by
use for easy access

• Various drawer
configurations to
accommodate items
of different sizes

(Offerors are encouraged to suggest value added solutions that may improve the states use of the
contracts and products offered.)

Additional Value Added Services
A. KeepStock® Inventory Management Solutions
At Grainger, we believe inventory management cannot be applied in a cookie-cutter approach and work directly
with members to tailor one or more solutions that best suit the specific inventory management challenges and
provide the cost improvement results.
KeepStock® is Grainger’s custom portfolio of inventory management solutions that help government,
institutions better manage their inventory and reduce the costs associated with managing it. This portfolio
provides both customer-managed (CMI) and Grainger vendor-managed (VMI) inventory options, including
Vending. Solutions range from simple to complex serving your varying needs and can be combined within your
facility to provide a custom service.

These solutions can be fully integrated with a facility’s purchasing system or Grainger.com to streamline the
process and reduce total cost of ownership. KeepStock is a portfolio of services - both value-add, no-charge
solutions or fee-based solutions available to all NASPO ValuePoint Members.

VENDOR MANAGED INVENTORY (VMI) SOLUTIONS: In addition to KeepStock® Secure vending machines,
Grainger also has the following KeepStock® VMI inventory solutions:
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KeepStock® Onsite: Get valuable inventory management services right inside your facility, helping you save
time and money. This solution keeps you in control of your overall
inventory needs but offers inventory support from a dedicated
Grainger Inventory Management Specialist who will:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Identify Inventory Needing Replenishment
Cross-reference Grainger items from your approved
purchase requisitions and orders, and coordinates Grainger
resources to identify the best product solutions for your
needs.
Place Orders for You
Scan managed items and place spot buy orders, as
needed. All orders are submitted and managed according
to your workflow processes.
Provide Dedicated Member Service
Handle invoice inquiries, process product returns and
expedite orders.
Understand Your Inventory Needs. Put away Grainger
Knowledgeable Grainger professionals
shipments in your designated storage area (certain
will visit your locations to ensure your
guidelines for product handling and storage restrictions
inventory is effectively managed.
apply). Also, your Grainger Inventory Management
Specialist understands your product usage and will work with you to make product recommendations,
take spot buy orders, cross-reference new and additional items, all while providing valuable inventory
insight.

KeepStock® Store: This solution provides a fully stocked and staffed branch
right at your location—especially helpful for high-volume, high-traffic needs.
Grainger will work with the Member to determine which items to stock
•

•
•

Fast and Easy Access to a Helpful Grainger Resource. Get help with
product identification, ordering and customer service from a
knowledgeable Grainger Resource ready to help you with your inventory
needs.
Reduce Overhead Costs. With this solution, Grainger owns the
inventory so you only get invoiced for the items you purchase from the
branch.
Increase Productivity. Save time counting inventory, placing orders
and processing paperwork—your Grainger Resource manages the
inventory and stocking process at your branch location while you still
control the purchasing process.

Grainger Inventory Management Specialists provide valuable support by helping to keep inventory levels
wherever you set them, only replacing the products that have been used, as well as performing spot buys and
product put-away.
CUSTOMER-MANAGED INVENTORY (CMI) SOLUTIONS: Customer-Managed Inventory (CMI) lets you
manage your own inventory or Grainger can help manage it for you with Vendor-Managed Inventory (VMI)
solutions. Either way, we work with you to assess your inventory needs and together, choose the right solution
that can help you take costs out of your business.
KeepStock® Label: Here’s your solution to help you identify and organize your inventory. Best of all, no special
software or advanced technology is required, just sign-in online and get started. Labels include the product
image, SKU number, desired inventory levels and stocking location.
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KeepStock® Scan: Place orders for stocked Grainger items by scanning barcodes and save time and money
managing your inventory. Scan the Grainger-provided barcode labels to easily automate reordering of stocked
items for your tool crib, storeroom, closet, storage area or any point-of-use location.
With the smartphone app, you can quickly and easily place orders for additional items
that are not typically stocked. Just search the online Grainger catalog or Grainger.com
and get all the products you need from one convenient source.
KeepStock® Mobile: This turnkey solution provides easy scanning and ordering of
Grainger items from your smartphone, wherever you are. You can have your products
shipped to a specific address or pick them up at your local Grainger branch. Use the
barcode scanning technology to help you save time and money while managing your onthe-go inventory.
•
•
•
•

Scan the barcodes of the Grainger products you stock—add more as your needs
change.
Connect by using your smartphone app, or we’ll provide a scanner for you.
Review the order—you can also route the order through your workflow management as needed.
Submit your order wherever you are with the smartphone app.

B. KeepStock® Organize
As part of the KeepStock® portfolio, Grainger offers KeepStock® Organize. This service is a comprehensive
offering focused on inventory organization that includes storeroom layout, organization, fixture construction, and
content development for existing and new tool cribs. KeepStock® Organize consists of three (3) fee-based parts
or phases which can be deployed together or independently.
KeepStock® Layout: Comprehensive inventory management planning, virtual layout configuration, and project
planning. (There is a flat fee for this service. The fee is waived if racking and shelving is purchased from
Grainger).

KeepStock Organize/ Layout
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Sample Storeroom Layout Options

KeepStock® Cleanup: execution of the project plan including labor for teardown of current storage fixtures,
repositioning of retained fixtures, build of new fixtures, product movement and product positioning. (Quotes for
this service depend on the KeepStock® Layout assessment.)
KeepStock® Content: capture current inventory items, their attribute elements, providing the ability to upload
the data into a computerized materials management system. This may also include ongoing item database
management. (Quotes for this service are dependent on a defined scope-of-work.)

C. Grainger Safety Footwear Program & Shoemobile
Grainger carries over 200,000 pairs of safety footwear to help NASPO ValuePoint Members avoid toe, foot and
ankle injuries. Grainger’s managed footwear program allows Members to order shoes by three methods:
Customized Online Website, Grainger Footwear Center, or the Grainger Shoemobile. No matter which
order channel Members choose, our Benefit Management System consolidates purchases to manage and track
your footwear program.
A Custom Online Website, designed for each Entity, allows Members to purchase shoes 24/7 using online
tools such as:
• Online Selection Guide / Shoe
Configurator: simplifies the Member’s
shopping
process
and
allows
Members to filter by plain or steel toe
styles and toe type material in men’s
or women’s sizes, select a variety of
widths,
sole
slip
ratings
and
metatarsal guards and search by
brand name, color, price and other
attributes to narrow down choices.
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•
•
•

24/7 Shoe Benefit Inquiry to determine when the Member is eligible for their next pair
Review past purchases
Online Returns by visiting grainger.com/shoe-returns to process your request or call (800) 232SHOE and one of our customer care representatives will help you with the returns process

Safety Footwear Centers: Grainger’s Footwear Centers stock the most popular styles from the leading brand
names in safety footwear, Grainger Safety Footwear Centers allow Grainger members an opportunity to buy
safety footwear when visiting these select Grainger locations.
Shoemobile Onsite Service: Grainger operates a
Shoemobile fleet which is unsurpassed in the industry.
Operating and maintaining a growing fleet of 45’
tractor-trailers and 26’ trucks across the US, Grainger
brings safety shoes directly to employees.. Trained
service representatives measure Member’s shoe size
to ensure a proper fit and suggest styles that adhere to
their company’s footwear program guidelines.
Grainger can display up to 100 shoe styles and stock
2,000 Member-approved shoes on one Shoemobile. Grainger has a 96% fulfillment rate on our Shoemobile,
allowing Members to leave with their safety shoe purchase in hand. If a shoe is unable at time of purchase,
Grainger will ship the shoes AT NO CHARGE to the Member.
As a leader in Shoemobile Automation Technology, Grainger processes transactions in seconds using
computer-generated sales tickets & barcode technology, leaving more time for proper fitting and style selection.
Benefit Management System (BMS): Grainger’s BMS tracks Member purchases to provide customized
reporting and tracking for Members engaged in a company/entity footwear program, including reporting and
invoicing to meet the unique needs of each Member. Grainger’s BMS offers the following capabilities:




Sort information by Member name, company I.D. or department
Track payroll deductions and/or company contribution subsidies and maintain Member purchase history
Monitor footwear selection guidelines for designated Members or departments based on the work
environment

D. Safety Training & Assessments
Through our strategic suppliers, the following solutions are offered to NASPO ValuePoint Members:
Assessment
Job Hazard Assessment
Program
Safety Eyewear
Assessment
Hand Protection & Glove
Program Assessment
Head Protection
Assessment
Ergonomic Matting
Assessment
First Aid Assessment
January 5, 2018
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Description
Designed to assist with workplace hazard assessments, qualifying the
specific product solution. Samples may be provided to check proper fabric,
fit and application.
Designed to assist agencies and institutions with workplace eye protection
assessments, qualifying the specific product solution.
Evaluates glove programs to determine proper selection and use, and
identify cost savings. Samples are provided, allowing users to ensure
proper fit and application.
Designed to assist workplace head protection assessments, qualifying the
specific product solution
Evaluates your facility to recommend anti-fatigue matting to help reduce
back and lower leg fatigue for employees who stand while working.
Identifies the proper mat for use in areas with oils or chemicals and
provides 12" samples to stand on or test against chemicals.
Designed to assist agencies or institutions with establishing a first aid
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Assessment
Confined Space Analysis
STUD-E Safety Check
Program
Hazardous Liquid Handling
& Storage Assessment
Process Safety
Management
Lockout Program Needs
Survey
Safety Paint Assessment
Slips, Trips & Falls
Assessment
Floor Coating & Anti-Slip
Assessment

Description
program, understanding regulations and meeting ANSI fill requirements.
Site audit to determine potential confined space hazards.
Site Assessment evaluates concerns associated with storage, transfer, use
and disposal of hazardous liquids. Product suggestions promote using the
right equipment for the right job. Provides assistance with regulatory code
compliance to OSHA and EPA standards.
On-site audit of hazardous/flammable storage, use and handling.
Includes the assembling of required process hazard information, which
included field tracing piping and developing Piping & Instrumentation
Diagrams (P&IDs); reviewing and commenting on operating procedures
(startup, shutdown and emergency shutdown); and health, safety,
emergency response procedures and preventive maintenance practices.
On-site survey to assess current lockout/tagout practices and provide
suggestions to improve current LOTO program.
Conducts an on-site survey to determine the condition and location of
safety markings and recommend the proper safety coatings.
Provides a pedestrian safety site assessment that takes in facility
observations and gives back recommended products and solutions to help
Member’s facility become safer for employees and guests.

E. Managed MRO Solutions
Grainger’s Managed MRO Solution provides Members with daily onsite expert support services to help
maximize the value of their entire MRO inventory investment - both Grainger and non-Grainger product.
Common Features
• Supports ALL indirect inventory— both Grainger and non-Grainger product
• Full-time onsite presence (5 days x 8 hours)
• Configurable to meet Member-specific resource, process, and technology requirements
• Monthly fixed fee with a 1-year (renewable) contractual agreement
• Simple, pain-free transition plan / exit strategy
Common Benefits
• Rapid access to missing expertise and skills
• Avoidance of hiring / de-hiring costs
• Reclaim time of skilled trade employees and reallocate to higher value tasks
• Transparency of costs given simple fee structure
• Maintain control of procurement (i.e., supplier selection, price negotiation, contracting)

F. Grainger Consulting Services
A team of individuals with wide Maintenance Repair and Operations expertise brings the latest thinking to
facility professionals and help Members become more productive. All consultants are accredited in Lean Six
Sigma, Change Management and Sustainability.
Grainger consultants engage Members to evaluate their MRO Supply Chain. This evaluation employs a
strategic framework of identified cost drivers to benchmark and provide ideal and cost effective solutions. This
strategic framework of cost drivers focuses on:
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•

Process: Driving costs out of the processes can help Member productivity. Consultants help redesign
purchasing and inventory management processes to reduce complexity and cycle time while helping to
improve service levels. We offer Grainger solutions that can help streamline the purchasing process
and automate the inventory replenishment process to enhance productivity

•

Inventory: Inventory can be a critical, expensive component
of a company’s facilities maintenance operation. Consultants
provide expertise within inventory management to help
optimize inventory levels. We work with resources to
understand inventory demand and supply requirements,
identify obsolete stock, recommend proper on-hand
inventory levels and set effective reorder points for MRO
items

•

Supplier / Product: Supplier/product management strategies can greatly impact the ability to drive cost
savings and product standardization. Consultants helps segment, classify and analyze supplier/product
usage to identify opportunities for greater leverage and incremental value. Supplier management is an
area that continues to have opportunities for savings in indirect materials management

•

Technology: The procurement and management of MRO via electronic solutions impacts the Member.
Consultants assist with developing the right strategies and implementation plan to get the most out of
your electronic solution. Effectively integrating electronic solutions into the MRO procurement strategies
is the key to enable long-term success and cost savings

We engage Members using a proven methodology consisting of Analysis, Strategy Development, and
Implementation. Consultants also help identify opportunities for efficiency that are often forgotten as to indirect
materials management. Grainger’s industry’s research and experience enables Grainger to identify and monitor
industry standards as we work. This experience provides a starting point for cost drivers like reducing waste in
processing or demonstrating how a member can reduce its inventory. We learn Member’s processes,
recognize improvement opportunities and develop a strategic plan of solutions. This includes a comprehensive
data measurement package that can demonstrate how to measure progress and sustain results. Our
recommendations help service and efficiency.

G. Energy Services
The Grainger Energy Services team serves as your resource to help identify and implement a wide range of
efficient solutions for your agency through its network of qualified, insured and licensed service providers.
Working closely with you, our service providers can help identify and facilitate the installation of energy-saving
and water conservation measures with minimal disruption to your agency. Our service can help Members
secure applicable incentives and rebates for energy and water-saving projects.
Potential Benefits:
• Improved use of energy and water
• Reduced operating costs
• Upgraded infrastructure
• Warranties on new equipment
• Lowered operational risk
• Avoided maintenance expenses
• Reduced facility carbon footprint
Comprehensive Services*:
• Multiple energy- and water-saving solutions
• Audit and financial analysis
• Material, contractor and project management
January 5, 2018
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•
•
•

Installation by qualified, insured and licensed service partners
Administration of utility rebates
Disposal and recycling

* Provided by third party service providers and subject to Member eligibility.
Grainger’s Energy Services
Lighting Projects – Auditing, specifying, supplying, installing and commissioning/verifying energyefficient retrofit lighting projects. Typical Products – Lighting fixtures, lamps, ballasts, controls and other
lighting-related supplies.
HVAC Projects – Auditing, specifying, supplying, installing and commissioning/verifying energyefficient retrofit HVAC projects. Typical Products – Motors, controls, pumps, fans, sensors, variable
frequency drives, packaged terminal AC and heat pump units (PTAC/PTHP), filters and other HVACrelated supplies.
Motor and Pump Projects – Auditing, specifying, supplying, installing and commissioning/verifying
energy-efficient retrofit motor and pump projects. Typical Products – Motors, controls, pumps, fans,
sensors, variable frequency drives and other motor-and-pump-related supplies.
Compressed Air System Studies and Upgrade Projects – Auditing, specifying, optimizing, supplying,
installing and commissioning/verifying energy-efficient compressed air retrofit projects. Typical
Products – Air compressors, vacuum pumps, controls, sensors, variable frequency drives, valves and other
related supplies.
Dust Collection System Studies and Upgrade Projects – Auditing, specifying, optimizing, supplying,
installing and commissioning/verifying energy-efficient dust collection system projects. Typical Products
– Variable frequency drives, pneumatics, pumps, controls, sensors, duct and fitting pumps, and other
related supplies.
Electric Vehicle Charging Station Projects – Specifying, supplying, installing and commissioning
electric vehicle charging stations and accessories. Typical Products – Electric vehicle chargers and other
related supplies.
Steam Trap System Studies and Upgrade Projects – Auditing, specifying, optimizing, supplying,
installing and commissioning/verifying energy-efficient steam trap retrofit projects. Typical Products –
Steam traps and other related supplies.
Water Conservation Upgrade Projects – Auditing, specifying, optimizing, supplying, installing and
commissioning/verifying energy-efficient plumbing solutions.
Typical Products – Toilets, faucets, shower heads, aerators and other related supplies.

H. Custom Product Center
Grainger has the ability to customize products with the Member’s logo or message.
Customize products like filters or signs to meet your needs. Members decide the size,
configuration or message—Grainger will take care of the rest.

●●●
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Appendix
Please see the following information in the Appendix:
1. References
2. Grainger’s Sourcing Terms and Conditions
3. Grainger Branch and DC List
●●●

6.2.1. Experience in performance of comparable engagements/References;
6.2.1.1 ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE Programs;
6.2.1.2 Growth Incentives;
6.2.1.3 The quality and availability of recycling or other sustainability programs, including
products or services offered;
6.2.1.4 The quality and availability of recycling or other sustainability environmental conservation
programs, including products and/or services offered;
6.2.1.5 The number of available green environmentally preferable products that meet the
solicitation’s specifications available, showing a robust supply of green/sustainable
products;
1. References
Grainger presents the following references of comparable customers

A. Commonwealth of Virginia
B. Florida State University
C. Vizient

A. Commonwealth of Virginia
POC

Katherine Bosdell
Contract Administrator

804.786.2397
Katherine.bosdell@dgs.virginia.gov

RFP #

Description

6.2.1.1

ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE Programs;

6.2.1.2

Growth Incentives;

6.2.1.3

The quality and availability of recycling
or other sustainability programs,
including products or services offered;

6.2.1.4

The quality and availability of recycling
or other sustainability environmental

Response
The Commonwealth of Virginia is dedicated to supporting a
comprehensive Small, Women, and Minority owned businesses
program. Grainger supports the Commonwealth’s program’s initiatives
through its Distributor Alliance program. Grainger’s program enables
four Virginia based small, diverse businesses with growth and
mentorship opportunities. Access to Grainger’s large product offering
and its expertise assists the small business to serve effectively
Commonwealth agencies.
Virginia currently receives an administrative incentive based on spend
levels that contributes to funding e-commerce and contract
management costs.
Grainger works with individual agencies to better enable them to achieve
sustainability goals established by the Commonwealth. Recent examples
include changing from single stream recycling to multi-stream, reducing
rejection incidents. With the Commonwealth, Grainger assisted to realign
the current market basket to include more sustainable lighting options.
Grainger works closely with individual agencies to identify and implement
environmental conservation programs. Recent examples include lamp
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conservation programs, including
products and/or services offered;

6.2.1.5

recycling programs, LED lighting conversions, using aerators on faucets to
reduce water consumption, and Air Filter studies to reduce energy usage
on HVAC units.
Grainger currently offers 72,000 green products that are available to the
Commonwealth that meet the NASPO ValuePoint solicitation’s
specifications.

The number of available green
environmentally preferable products
that meet the solicitation’s
specifications available

B. Florida State University
POC

Dennis Bailey

RFP #

Description

850/644-8136
dbailey@fsu.edu

6.2.1.1

ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE Programs;

6.2.1.2

Growth Incentives;

6.2.1.3

The quality and availability of recycling
or other sustainability programs,
including products or services offered;

6.2.1.4

6.2.1.5

The quality and availability of recycling
or other sustainability environmental
conservation programs, including
products and/or services offered;
The number of available green
environmentally preferable products
that meet the solicitation’s
specifications available

Florida State University (FSU) is committed to the establishment,
preservation, and strengthening of Small, Minority, Veteran and Women
Owned Business Enterprises (SMV/WBE). To support this initiative
Grainger actively identifies items that are manufactured by minority,
woman, or disadvantaged business to provide to FSU. Diversity spend
with Grainger is reported during quarterly business reviews.
Growth incentives are tied to both FSU sales growth and eProcurement
growth.
Grainger provides products, programs, and services to FSU related to
energy management, waste reduction, indoor air quality, and water
conservation. Grainger actively works with the Office of Student
Sustainability, which is dedicated to representing the student voice on
sustainability issues.
Grainger works closely with the recycling department and sustainability
department to identify and implement environmental conservation
programs. Recent examples include refilling stations to reduce plastic
bottle waste, green product utilization, a lamp recycling program and LED
lighting installment.
Grainger currently offers 72,000 green products that are available to FSU
that meet the NASPO ValuePoint solicitation’s specifications.

C. Vizient
POC
RFP #
6.2.1.1

Austen Wood
Portfolio Executive
Description

(972 581-5473
austen.wood@vizientinc.com

ESB/MBE/WBE/DV & DBE Programs;
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C. Vizient
6.2.1.2

Growth Incentives;

6.2.1.3

The quality and availability of recycling
or other sustainability programs,
including products or services offered;

6.2.1.4

6.2.1.5

The quality and availability of recycling
or other sustainability environmental
conservation programs, including
products and/or services offered;
The number of available green
environmentally preferable products
that meet the solicitation’s
specifications available

access to Grainger suppliers during the quarterly business review process.
Vizient Membership has the opportunity to participate in three programs
with Grainger. One of which is a committed growth program that
provides rebates back to the Membership where growth has occurred.
The new Vizient agreement addresses all recycling and sustainability
options available within the Grainger catalog. Grainger will also assist
Vizient Membership for any specialized programs developed to improve in
the areas related to energy management, waste reduction, indoor air
quality, and water conservation.
The new Vizient agreement addresses all recycling and sustainability
options available within the Grainger catalog. Grainger will also assist
Vizient Membership for any specialized programs developed to improve in
the areas related to energy management, waste reduction, indoor air
quality, and water conservation.
Grainger currently offers 72,000 green products that are available to
Vizient that meet the NASPO ValuePoint solicitation’s specifications.

2. Grainger Sourcing Terms and Conditions
The following additional terms and conditions apply to Grainger’s sourcing offering:
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR SOURCED PRODUCTS AND PRODUCT RELATED SERVICES: Grainger will source products
and product related services not available through the Grainger General Catalog (“Sourced Products”). Grainger does not source the
following products or product related services: weapons, ammunition, explosives, aircraft products, products containing asbestos,
nuclear-related products, products with restricted distribution, product judged to be too great a liability risk by W.W. Grainger, Inc., or
product related services which Grainger by law or regulation is prohibited from sourcing.
The pricing model for Sourced Products is based on current market conditions and is competitive for spot buy situations on a per
order basis.
GRAINGER’S STANDARD WARRANTY DOES NOT APPLY TO SOURCED PRODUCTS. GRAINGER, TO THE FULLEST
EXTENT PERMITTED, PASSES THROUGH TO MEMBER ANY AND ALL MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER PRODUCT
WARRANTIES.
GRAINGER’S STANDARD WARRANTY DISCLAIMER AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY APPLY TO SOURCED PRODUCTS.
WARRANTY DISCLAIMER. GRAINGER SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY FOR, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTY OR
AFFIRMATION OF FACT, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OTHER THAN AS SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION (I) THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE; (II) ANY WARRANTY OR AFFIRMATION OF FACT RELATED TO MISUSE, IMPROPER SELECTION,
RECOMMENDATION, OR MISAPPLICATION OF ANY PRODUCT; AND (III) ANY WARRANTY OR AFFIRMATION OF FACT THAT
THE CATALOGS, LITERATURE AND WEBSITES IT PROVIDES ACCURATELY ILLUSTRATE AND DESCRIBE PRODUCTS.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. ANY LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY OR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES IS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. GRAINGER’S LIABILITY IN ALL EVENTS SHALL NOT EXCEED THE PURCHASE
PRICE PAID FOR THE PRODUCT THAT GIVES RISE TO ANY LIABILITY. GRAINGER’S PAYMENT OF SUCH AMOUNT SHALL
BE THE FINAL AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY IN THE EXHAUSTION OR UNAVAILABILITY OF ANY OTHER REMEDY SPECIFIED
HEREIN AND SHALL NOT BE CONSTRUED OR ALLEGED BY CUSTOMER TO HAVE FAILED OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.
In the event that Grainger agrees to stock an agreed upon quantity of Sourced Products for Member, upon expiration, cancellation or
termination of this Agreement, Member agrees to purchase all remaining stocked Sourced Product. Grainger will invoice Member for
such Sourced Product within thirty (30) days of expiration, cancellation or termination of this Agreement.
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3. Grainger US Branch Listing
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Attachments and Addendums
The following information is located in this section:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Attachment F – Affidavit of Trade Secret
Exhibit A – Explanation of Trade Secret
Exhibit 3 – Contractor Tax Certification
Addendum 1
Addendum 2
Addendum 3
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Exhibit A – Explanation of Trade Secret Information
Bold and highlighted sections are redacted.
3.5 Data Security
What measures does Offeror take to protect sensitive customer information?
Protection of customer data requires information security controls, processes and policies which align with an
established information security framework. Grainger manages its customer data in accordance with an
internationally accepted information security management framework, ISO/IEC 27001. The framework provides
direction for Grainger’s information security program and established information security policies and
procedures.

Grainger accepts credit cards as a payment method. We are required by the card brands (Visa, MasterCard
and American Express) to assess compliance against the PCI DSS standard. We perform that assessment
annually and report to the card brands through our acquiring banks, as required by the standard.
Grainger undergoes an annual Information Technology General Controls (ITGC) audit under Section 404 of the
US Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.

The resulting audit opinion is filed as an attachment to Grainger’s
annual report to the Securities and Exchange Commission.
6.5.5 E- Commerce and Web Catalog Capabilities
(7) Allow users to develop personal lists and profiles, and a secure means for storing
card information;
procurement
Procurement Card Information: Grainger.com has an easy and secure means to use the Personal Profile
feature allowing each individual NASPO ValuePoint Member to establish specific user-based profiles to view
and edit contact, default payment and delivery information:
Payment Information
• Select permanent payment method for individual account users
• Establish permanent method of payment (Purchase Order or Credit Card) for all account users
• Expedite check out by enabling express checkout (requires permanent default shipping and payment
options)
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6.5.6 Storage Of Electronic Data
6.5.6.1 Describe in detail how the electronic information for each Participating State shall be stored.
Grainger values and understands the importance of properly storing electronic information for each
Participating State. This information is critical to Grainger and NASPO Members for decision making and
auditing purposes. Grainger has implemented systems that protect, preserve, and maintain information
obtained from each Member.

Data protection is critical to Grainger. This requires creation and implementation of Information Security
controls, processes and policies which align with an established information security framework. Grainger
chose an internationally accepted information security management framework, ISO/IEC 27001. This
framework provides direction for the Grainger information security program and established information
security policies and procedures.

Grainger accepts credit cards as a payment method. We are required by P-card brands (Visa, MasterCard and
American Express) to assess compliance against the PCI DSS standard. We perform that assessment
annually and report to the card brands through our acquiring banks, as required by the standard.
Grainger undergoes an annual Information Technology General Controls (ITGC) audit under Section 404 of the
US Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.

The resulting audit opinion is filed as an attachment to Grainger’s
annual report to the Securities and Exchange Commission.
6.5.6.3 Provide a general description of security protocol including storage of data, ordering security
and data file security.
NASPO ValuePoint Members can rest assured that Grainger takes data security serious. To ensure the
appropriate protection of all Grainger data, both internet-facing and critical internal systems are protected by
next generation firewalls, which allow us to segment our environments as needed.

.
Grainger undergoes an annual Information Technology General Controls (ITGC) audit under Section 404 of the
U.S. Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. This assessment is in further support of Grainger’s security protocols
addressing data storage, ordering and data files.
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6.6.7 Reporting Capabilities
6.6.7.1 The Offeror shall provide information on all reports that are available without charge, to include
a brief description of the report and the frequency. If there are other reports available at additional
pricing, information on these reports is also required. Please note the reporting requirement in the
NASPO ValuePoint terms and conditions; in addition states may have additional reporting
requirements.
Grainger has the ability to offer various reporting tools which may be generated at different levels of NASPO
ValuePoint Member’s organizational structure. Reports are available to Members as values add. Grainger’s
integrated ERP platform is capable of providing reporting to meet Member’s requirements.
Grainger acknowledges the reporting requirements in the NASPO ValuePoint terms and conditions.
Reporting Capabilities
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EXHIBIT NO. 3 CONTRACTOR ● TAX CERTIFICATION
The individual signing on behalf of Contractor hereby certifies and swears under penalty of perjury to
the best of the individual’s knowledge that:

1. The number shown on this form is Contractor's correct taxpayer identification;
Federal Tax Number 36-1150280

_

Oregon Tax Number 017532190-72

_

_

1.

Contractor is not subject to backup withholding because:

(i)

Contractor is exempt from backup withholding,

(ii)

Contractor has not been notified by the IRS that Contractor is subject to
backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or dividends, or

(iii)

The IRS has notified Contractor that Contractor is no longer subject to backup
withholding.

2.

S/he is authorized to act on behalf of Contractor, s/he has authority and knowledge
regarding Contractor's payment of taxes,

3.

For a period of no fewer than six calendar years preceding the Effective Date
of this Addendum and any Contract, Contractor faithfully has complied with:

(i)

All tax laws of this State, including but not limited to ORS 305.620 and ORS
chapters 316, 317, and 318;

(ii)

Any tax provisions imposed by a political subdivision of this State that applied to
Contractor, to Contractor’s property, operations, receipts, or income, or to
Contractor’s performance of or compensation for any work performed by
Contractor;

(iii)

Any tax provisions imposed by a political subdivision of this State that applied to
Contractor, or to goods, services, or property, whether tangible or intangible,
provided by Contractor; and

(iv)

Any rules, regulations, charter provisions, or ordinances that implemented
or enforced any of the foregoing tax laws or provisions.

Contractor: W.W. Grainger, Inc.

_

_

Signature

_

_

Date_ January 5, 2018
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Department of Administrative Services
Enterprise Goods & Services-Procurement Services
1225 Ferry Street U140
Salem, Oregon 97301-4285
PHONE: 503-378-4642
FAX: 503-373-1626

Kate Brown, Governor

Request for Proposal (“RFP”) DASPS-2183-17
ADDENDUM No. 1
This Addendum No. 1 (“Addendum”) modifies the RFP which DAS PS published on ORPIN on November
15, 2017 as described herein. All RFP terms not specifically mentioned or affected by this Addendum
remain in full force. This Addendum is hereby added as a part of the RFP.
The following paragraphs or sections of the RFP are modified as described below. New language is
indicated by bold print and underline. Deleted language is indicated by strikethrough.
1. RFP, Cover Page:

The State of Oregon (“State”), acting by and through its
Department of Administrative Services, Procurement Services (“DAS PS”), for member states of the
NASPO ValuePoint Cooperative Purchasing Program (“NASPO ValuePoint”) and other Purchasing
Entities,
Request for Proposals
Oregon Solicitation Number DASPS-2183-17
FOR
NASPO ValuePoint Master Agreement(s) for Facilities Maintenance and Repair & Operations (MRO),
Industrial Supplies
Date of Issue: November 15, 2017 Closing Date and Time: December 29, 2017 January 5, 2018
2.

RFP, List of Attachments:

ATTACHMENT I – OS ADDITIONAL PARTICIPATING STATES TERMS AND CONDITIONS

3. RFP, Section 1.3 Schedule of events:
RFP Advertised

Pre-Proposal Conference

As stated on the cover page
November 29, 2017

Questions / Requests for Clarification Due

December 15, 2017 December 22, 2017

RFP Protest Period Ends

December 8, 2017 December 15, 2017

Answers / Clarification Issued (approx.)
Closing (Proposals Due)

DASPS-2183-17 Addendum No. 1

December 21, 2017 December 28, 2017
December 29, 2017 January 5, 2018 @ 2:00PM PT

Page 1

Evaluation Period (approx.)

January 5, 2018 thru February 17, 2018

Award Protest Period Ends

Seven calendar days after notice of intent

Notice of Intent to Award (approx.)

February 28, 2018

4. RFP, Section 2.18 Offeror exceptions to Terms and Conditions:

Offeror should identify or seek to clarify any problems with contract language or any other document
contained within this RFP through its written inquiries about the RFP using the process in Section 2.1 2.3.
5. RFP, Section 1.6 Participating States.
In addition to the Lead State conducting this Solicitation, the following Participating States have requested to
be named in this RFP as potential users of the resulting Master Agreement(s): Alaska, Arkansas, Connecticut,
Hawaii, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, North Dakota, Oregon, Rhode Island,
Utah, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Louisiana, Maryland, New Hampshire, South Dakota, Virginia,
Illinois, Ohio, and Washington. Other entities may become Participating Entities after award of the Master
Agreement by entering into a Participating Addendum with the Contractor in a form substantially similar to
the one attached hereto as Attachment B, Exhibit A, subject to State Specific Terms and Conditions. The
State of Oregon intends to enter into a Participating Addendum under one or more of the resulting Master
Agreement(s) in a form substantially similar to the terms and conditions of the State of Oregon’s Participating
Addendum attached hereto as (Attachment G) and subject to the requirements and selection criteria set forth
therein. Additional State-specific terms and conditions that will govern each state’s Participating Addendum
are included in Attachments I – O S, or may be incorporated into the Participating Addendum after award.
6. RFP, Section 3.3 Participating State Terms and Conditions.
Some Participating State specific Terms and Conditions are provided in Attachments I – O S to this
Solicitation.
7. RFP, Section 4.1 Cost Proposal (40 Points):
PLEASE NOTE: In the event Offeror fails to obtain a score of 80 90 points, as required under Section 5.4 of
RFP for the All Categories category, if Offeror submits an alternative Proposal, Offeror could potentially
obtain an award on one or more of the individual Categories. Therefore, Offeror may wish to submit an
alternative Proposal on one or more of the individual categories listed in Tabs 2-16, as well.
8. RFP, Section 5.4 Award of Master Agreement(s):
The Lead State intents to award a Master Agreement(s) on both a National level or a Regional level, to
each Proposer with a combined total score in excess of 80 90 points in either the National level (i.e. the
Proposer will receive an award for a National Master Agreement) or on a Regional level (i.e. the
Proposer will receive an award on a Regional level).
9. RFP, DASPS-2183-17Attachment D-1_Market Basket Final 11-15-17 Instructions TAB:
Tab 1 - All Categories: This spreadsheet is for those Offerors that are submitting a Proposal for ALL
categories and can supply these products to all 50 States. If Offeror cannot submit a Proposal on the
products in all categories, Offeror will submit an offer on the categories within the spreadsheets labeled
as independent categories. If Offeror is submitting Offer on the All Categories spreadsheet, Offeror
may submit Offer on the individual category spreadsheets as well. But if Offeror does not obtain a score
of 80 90 per section 5.4 of RFP for the All Categories Tab 1 they could potentially obtain an award on
individual Categories therefore Offeror may want to submit Offer on both Tab 1 and Tab's 2- 16 as
well.
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10. RFP, DASPS-2183-17_Addendum No. 1, Attachment A revised 11-2017 is incorporated as part of
the RFP, as attached hereto.
11. RFP, DASPS-2183-17_Addendum No. 1, Attachment L, P, Q, R, and S revised Montana,
Maryland, Virginia, Ohio, and Illinois State specific terms and conditions are added as part of the RFP,
as attached hereto.
12. Questions and Answers.
Question 1: Are quasi-government (such as water or sewer boards or council of governments)
political subdivisions eligible to sign a PA?
Answer 1: Each State’s rules are applicable to their state entities.
Question 2: Page 5 Schedule of Events. The questions are to be submitted by 12/15 with
answers/responses due back to 12/21 and the bid submitted on 12/29. This is a very compressed
time frame and does not allow for questions or clarifications on the answers given by 12/21 before
RFP submission. Can consideration be given to extend the due date to January to ensure the
questions from all bidders have been answered and it is clear what needs to be submitted and the
desired format?
Answer 2: Schedule has been changed via addendum No. 1.
Question 3: Page 2 of the RFP announcement states the payment terms are net 45 but the
Attachment B NASPO ValuePoint Master Agreement, page 53, clause 17 states “Payment after
acceptance is normally made within 30 days”. Is the payment terms net 45 or net 30?
Answer 3: The ORPIN announcement is not part of the RFP it is a notice only. RFP Attachment B
Section 17 clearly states “Payment after Acceptance is normally made within 30 days following
the date the entire order is delivered or the date a correct invoice is received, whichever is later.
After 45 days the Contractor may assess overdue account charges up to the highest rate permitted
by law per month on the outstanding balance, unless a different late payment amount is specified
in a Participating Addendum, Order, or otherwise prescribed by applicable law. Payments will be
remitted by mail. Payments may be made via a State or political subdivision “Purchasing Card”
with no additional charge.”
Question 4: Page 11: 2.13 The proposal is limited to 100 pages, excluding excel spreadsheets. If
the proposal pages are double-sided, would each side be counted as a page or would each sheet of
paper be counted as a page?
Answer 4: 100 pages are to be submitted one page, one side. Not double sided.
Question 5: Page 12: 2.14 paragraph 5. Offer shall submit Market Basket Cost proposal in a
separate, sealed envelope, labeled accordingly and placed in sealed carton(s). Can the Market
Basket Cost proposal be submitted in the same box as the remaining bid documents if the Market
Basket Cost Proposal package is sealed and marked clearly “MARKET COST PROPOSAL”?
Answer 5: Yes.
Question 6: Page 19: paragraph 2. If offeror submits an alternative Proposal offer for one category
and could potentially obtain an award on that one category/market basket. Will alternate proposals
be compared and scored to other alternative proposals in the same market basket?
DASPS-2183-17 Addendum No. 1
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Answer 6: See Evaluation Process Section 5.2.
Question 7: Page 29 section 6.5.7. If products are available to be viewed online is a paper catalog
required?
Answer 7: No.
Question 8: Page 31 section 6.5.5 (11). If you bid a market basket and also the categories that
include the remainder of a suppliers MRO products would there be a requirement to block items
from online purchases by a participating entity?
Answer 8: Each State may block certain products from being purchased.
Question 9: Page 20–21. Will the evaluation criteria be based on “Group 1” compared to “Group
1” and “Group 2” to “Group 2”, in other words the bidders are being compared to similar size
bidders?
Answer 9: See Evaluation Process section 5.2.
Question 10: Page 25 section 6.2.1.2. Growth Incentives; What is the criteria to be evaluated in the
Growth Incentive category
Answer 10: See Attachment A section 6.6.11.
Question 11: Page 27 section 6.3.2. Cumulative Ordering Volume Discount; does the ordering
volume discount include all NASPO States with PA’s or is it measured by individual State sales?
Answer 11: By individual State.
Question 12: Page 27 section 6.5.1. If a vendor is awarded a market basket (D-1) and bids other
categories by a discount off list (D), will the awarded supplier be able to sell all of its products in
the selected categories to PA contract members?
Answer 12: Only awarded categories will be purchased by States.
Question 13: Page 24 section 6.1 – UNSPSC codes - Can the bidders get a list of the UNSPSC
codes that would be in each of the 15 categories (not just what shows in the market baskets) so we
can be sure what categories products should be in as full catalogs are bid? For example, Strut and
connectors start with 3116 which could be under “Fasteners” or “Material Handling” and firestop
products start with 4619 which show up under “Safety”.
Answer 13: No.
Question 14: Page 37-38 under 6.6.8 Sustainability/Environmental Practices there is a #1, #2, (page
37) and #4, #5 (page 38) but no #3. Is there this a numbering error or is a portion of the RFP
missing?
Answer 14: Yes number error and it has been corrected in this addendum. Proposer to submit the
revised Attachment A when submitting proposal.
DASPS-2183-17 Addendum No. 1
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Question 15: Page 39 there appears to be a numbering or sequencing error starting with 6.6.9.2. It
looks like the next six points should be sub set of 6.6.9.2 and would be numbered 6.6.9.2.1 (starting
with Describe in detail how the Offeror will work with the registered companies…) … through
6.6.9.2.6 (Community Rehabilitation program). This would make Retail Store Purchases/Will Call
would be 6.6.10. Would this be correct?
Answer 15: Yes numbering error and it has been corrected in this addendum. Proposer to submit
the revised Attachment A when submitting proposal.
Question 16: Page 78 Attachment E: Offer informationa. Is the State tax#; is it the sales tax payment number?
b. Is the Secretary of State Corporations Division Registration #; is it the number assigned
when we registered with our state of Incorporation?
Answer 16: (a) Yes, if applicable. (b) Yes.
Question 17: Should exceptions to the FOB Destination terms for non-stocked items delivered to
Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico be stated as exceptions within section 6.5.2 of the technical
proposal as instructed or should exceptions to freight terms be submitted as a Protest to the RFP?
Answer 17: See section 2.18 of RFP regarding exceptions.
===========================================================================
Proposers must acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the space provided on the bottom of this page
and return this page along with Proposal documents. Failure to do so may result in rejection of a Proposal.
The purpose of this Addendum is to answer questions, clarify information in the RFP, and make
modifications to the RFP.
Any prospective Proposer who feels they have been adversely affected by these modifications must submit
a written protest of this Addendum to the Single Point of Contact identified in RFP DASPS-2183-17 by
5:00 pm (Pacific time) on December 11, 2017 or protest will not be considered. DAS PS will not consider
requests or protests of matters not added to or modified by this Addendum.
*I hereby acknowledge having received this Addendum.
Authorized Signature: ____________________________________________________________
Print name of signer: ____________________________
Chris Porter
Date: ___________________
January 5, 2018
Company Name of proposer:
________________________________________________________________________
W.W. Grainger, Inc.
(Please Print)
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Department of Administrative Services
Kate Brown, Governor

Enterprise Goods & Services-Procurement Services
1225 Ferry Street U140
Salem, Oregon 97301-4285
PHONE: 503-378-4642
FAX: 503-373-1626

Request for Proposal (“RFP”) DASPS-2183-17
ADDENDUM No. 2
This Addendum No. 2 (“Addendum”) modifies the RFP which DAS PS published on ORPIN on November
15, 2017 as described herein. All RFP terms not specifically mentioned or affected by this Addendum
remain in full force. This Addendum is hereby added as a part of the RFP.
The following paragraphs or sections of the RFP are modified as described below. New language is
indicated by bold print and underline. Deleted language is indicated by strikethrough.
1. RFP, Attachment E, Offeror Information and Certification Sheet, is revised as follows:
Section 5 (h):
h. Participating Entity Only: While the primary purpose of this RFP is to select one or more
contractor(s) who can offer the Parks and Recreation Equipment and Related Services Facilities
Maintenance and Repair & Operations (MRO), Industrial Supplies for all Participating
States, Offerors are permitted to submit a Proposal for one or more State(s). However, if a
Offeror elects to submit a Proposal for one or more State(s), then the Offeror must be willing
to supply the entire State and will not be allowed to add additional States following award or
at any time during the term of the Master Agreement(s) resulting from this RFP, including all
optional renewals. Offerors must propose to all RFP Mandatory Requirements.
2.

RFP, DASPS-2183-17_Addendum No. 2, Attachment E revised 12-2017 is incorporated as part
of the RFP, as attached hereto, and replaces Attachment E.

3.

RFP, DASPS-2183-17_Addendum No. 2, Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017 is incorporated as part
of the RFP, as attached hereto, and replaces Attachment D-1.

4. RFP, DASPS-2183-17_Addendum No. 2, Attachment U, Energy Policy and Conservation Pub. L.
94163 (Informational Only) is incorporated as part of the RFP, as attached hereto.
5. Questions and Answers.
Question 1: There are no forms for remitting reference contact information or the survey to
references. Are the forms missing by mistake?
Answer 1: No there is no form.
Question 2: Does the page limit include attachments and exhibits? Is the 100 pages counted as
single sided, or double sided (front & back)? Requirement on 6.6.2 Distribution Points: would this
be included in the 100 page limit? (Our branch listing alone is 38 pages)
Answer 2: 100 pages are to be submitted one page, one side. Not double sided.
Question 3: Page 2 of the RFP announcement states the payment terms are net 45 but the
Attachment B NASPO ValuePoint Master Agreement, page 53, clause 17 states “Payment after
acceptance is normally made within 30 days”. Is the payment terms net 45 or net 30?
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Answer 3: The ORPIN announcement is not part of the RFP it is a notice only. RFP Attachment B
Section 17 clearly states “Payment after Acceptance is normally made within 30 days following
the date the entire order is delivered or the date a correct invoice is received, whichever is later.
After 45 days the Contractor may assess overdue account charges up to the highest rate permitted
by law per month on the outstanding balance, unless a different late payment amount is specified
in a Participating Addendum, Order, or otherwise prescribed by applicable law. Payments will be
remitted by mail. Payments may be made via a State or political subdivision “Purchasing Card”
with no additional charge.”
Question 4: UNSPSC# Requirement - If we cannot obtain a UNSPC # and supplier states they do
have one, what other options do we have?
Answer 4: There is a UNSPSC for every line item in the market basket. If proposing an alternative
item, it’s still going to be the same UNSPSC code. Offeror can search for the code at
https://www.unspsc.org/search-code.
Question 5: For items that are exclusive to a particular supplier, can we offer a same form, fit,
function as exact or does it need to be a sub?
Answer 5: See Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017, Instruction Tab line number 13, “Columns P-AD:
If Offeror is choosing alternative line items, then Offeror will fill out these columns accordingly.
Every effort must be made to come up with an item that is exact in product description and
packaging. This means that if column H says 1 gallon, then the alternative item should be 1 gallon.”
Question 6: Item # 28 in Janitorial, the UOM in the description calls out a pack of 24 boxes of
Toilet Seat covers, but the UOM column references 20 packs. For that item, Kimberly Clark's case
quantity is 24. Do you want this item quoted per 20 boxes or 24?
Answer 6: Changed to 24 in the Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 7: Is the estimated annual usage reflective of the UOM column. For example, if a case
quantity is listed in the UOM, is the usage reflective of the case quantity or per piece.
Answer 7: The estimated annual quantity, column B, reflects the Unit of Measure, column I.
Question 8: Order 13A on Sanitation Cleaning Chemicals: The MFG information does not match
the description given. How would you like us to quote this type of discrepancy? Skin Cleanser,1
gal. Bottle Bostitch 105577 (not a skin cleanser number)
Answer 8: The manufacturer should be GOJO Industries, MFG #1807-04, UNSPC #53131627.
Changed in Attachment D-1, revised 12-2017.
Question 9: Can we bid on a per tab basis only, i.e., Tab 16, Safety, or do we have to bid all or
nothing?
Answer 9: Offeror can propose on a tab basis. See section 5.2.
Question 10: I have attached the 8 items in the security tab that we consider public safety and
request to eliminate from the RFP, if possible?
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Transport Hood,White/Black,Universal
Belt Keeper,Standard,Black,2-1/4 In.,PK4
Pepper Spray,Crossfire Stream,16 Shot
Pepper Spray Case,L,Black,Nylon
Penetrant,Aerosol Can,12 oz.
Tactical Rifle Case,41 In.,Black
Bag,Bail Out,8-1/2x12x4-1/2 In,6 Pkt
Handcuff Case,Standard,Black,Nylon
Answer 10: No.
Question 11: Are 7 USBs/copies of D and D-1 required along with the 7 USBs/copies of the
Technical proposal?
Answer 11: See section 2.14 of RFP.
Question 12: Are PDF copies of signed documents acceptable since the RFP states Word for the
Technical proposal?
Answer 12: Yes.
Question 13: The D-1 market basket instructions state: “If bidder can match the exact
manufacturer’s item as described in columns A-N, then it is expected that Offeror will submit
pricing on these items even if they have an alternative line item.” If alternate items are quoted along
with the exact match item, which one is included in the total cost of the spreadsheet for price
evaluation?
Answer 13: The exact match item will be scored, but the alternative item will be taken into
consideration if it is deemed to be exact in specifications (size, fit, form, and function) and different
in manufacturer only.
Question 14: For D-1, is there an evaluation credit for sourcing alternate items from small
businesses since small business participation questions are included in the Technical proposal?
Answer 14: No.
Question 15: For D-1, if alternate items are quoted at a lower price than the exact match items, is
the manufacturing quality of the alternate item taken into consideration?
Answer 15: Yes, but the specifications for the alternate item must meet (size, fit, form, and
function).
Question 16: Since the RFP due date will not be change, would you consider moving up the
answers/clarifications date? If the last answers are not issued until December 21st, that leaves most
companies with only one business day to implement changes into their proposals. Many companies
like ours are closed Dec. 25th and 26th due to the holidays. We would need to ship the proposal
no later than Dec. 27th in order to provide a one day shipping allowance for weather or other
possible shipping delays.
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Answer 16: See addendum 1 change to schedule.
Question 17: Is it possible for a company to be issued an award for all states for some tabs of the
market basket and a region/state for different tabs?
Answer 17: See Section 5.2 and 5.4 of RFP.
Question 18: Attachment D – Due to the complexity of pricing in the Janitorial Supplies category
with drastic variations in an offerors ability to discount different types of products may the
Janitorial Supplies category be broken down into subcategories in order to afford the State a better
set of prices and a clear expectation of the minimum discount for any sub-category.
Answer 18: No sub categories.
Question 19: Attachment D and D-1 Are the discounts expressed in Attachment D absolute or the
minimum category discount.
Answer 19: Attachment D does not show any discounts. Offerors are to supply the percentage off
list discount per category. Revised Attachment D-1 discounts is absolute.
Question 20: Step two will be based upon the responses on Attachment D-1. The Lead State will
compare the total extended total offer price for all items in each category. The lowest cost will
receive the maximum 35 points. All other Offerors will receive points as determined by the ratio*
of their costs to the lowest cost. Final cost scores will be calculated based on the following:
How will the state evaluate alternative products? Since Attachment D contains a very high number
of proprietary brands, what criteria will the state use to determine if an alternate is in fact equal?
38% of the Janitorial Supply items as an example are proprietary.
The following line items are proprietary products which may not be able to be matched by any
company other than the distributor currently providing the product.
Janitorial Equipment and Supplies Line items 23 through 27B, line items 29A through 31A, line
items 32A and 32B.
Sanitation Cleaning Chemicals line items 11B, 12A, 12C, 13B through 15B, 17A, 19B, 20, and 21.
Answer 20: Exact match is scored, but the alternative items will be taken into consideration if
DASPS deems the alternative to be exact in specifications (size, fit, form, and function). DASPS’
decision is final.
Question 21: Section 6.2.5 Pricing shall be firm for the first year and may be changed with thirty
(30) day notice after initial term.
May pricing be changed prior to the end of a contract period if the initial price offered was at a
better discount percentage than was offered for a contract category?
Answer 21: See Section 4.2 of RFP.
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Question 22: “Products may be changed with thirty (30) day notice every six (6) months after initial
term.” This restriction may present significant operational problems for state agencies wishing to
make changes to their cleaning and maintenance programs due to more favorable pricing and
product efficiency for products entering the marketplace. Will awarded contractors be able to
petition the state to allow for the addition of products on a more immediate basis? Can this
provision be negotiated state by state through the participating addendum process?
Answer 22: Offerors may submit request to Lead State for consideration during negotiations, if
awarded a Master Agreement and subsequently, if awarded a Participating Addendum.
Question 23: May products be added to the contract as long as they are within the scope of the
applicable product category and priced at or better than the product category minimum discount?
Answer 23: Yes, see section 6.2.5 of RFP.
Question 24: Considering the complexity of this RFP and that the RFP was released during a
holiday season when it is much more difficult to obtain manufacturers pricing please consider
extending the due date to January 12, 2018.
Answer 24: See addendum 1 change to schedule.
Question 25: The URL http://www.naspo.org/WNCPO/Calculator.aspx returns this message.
Please provide a working link.
Server Error in '/' Application.
Answer 25: The correct URL is http://calculator.naspovaluepoint.org

Question 26: Attachment D-1 There is a duplicate item on the Janitorial Equipment and Supplies
Tab item 6B and Sanitation Cleaning Chemicals item 8B. Items are identical.
Answer 26: Removed 6B from Janitorial Equipment & Supplies see Attachment D-1 revised 122017.
Question 27: Please provide a PDF version of Oregon’s energy conservation plan referenced at
Exhibit C to NASPO ValuePoint Master Agreement, PROVISIONS REQUIRED BY FEDERAL
LAW, Section 3. Energy Efficiency where contractor is mandated to “…comply with applicable
mandatory standards and policies relating to energy efficiency that are contained in the Oregon
energy conservation plan issued in compliance with the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (Pub.
L. 94163).”
Answer 27: Please see the State of Oregon’s Energy Policy and Conservation Pub. L. 94163
(Informational Only) incorporated as part of the RFP and attached hereto as Attachment U.
Question 28: Please also confirm whether or not Oregon’s Energy Efficiency plan and associated
contractor mandates referenced in the master agreement at Exhibit C, Section 3 will flow down via
the master agreement to other states that affiliate with this contract thus imposing Oregon state
standards on contractor operations in other affiliated states?
Answer 28: This is only applicable to Oregon.
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Question 29: If an award is made to a supplier for a single state, will the supplier then be able to
solicit business from that state’s agencies, or will there have to be a contract subsequently issued
by the state before the supplier can do business with that state?
Answer 29: If awarded a Master Agreement then that Offeror will have to be awarded a state
participating addendum before doing business with agencies.
Question 30: If the state needs to issue its own contract, we need to find out the intent of
Massachusetts regarding their plans to contract with single state suppliers vs. national suppliers. I
put the question directly the Massachusetts state agency that manages the supplier contracts and
was told that all questions had to go through NASPO. Could you inquire directly of them whether
their intention is to utilize local suppliers who may only be awarded one-state or regional contracts,
or do they intend to utilize only national suppliers?
Answer 30: The Commonwealth of Massachusetts intends to contract with a proposer(s) that is
(are) awarded Master Agreements by the Lead State on a Regional and National level.
Question 31: Are freight charges acceptable to non-continuous states or territories?
Answer 31: DASPS acknowledges and accepts that Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico may require
an additional shipping charge for products not In-Stock at local store or not In-Stock at primary
Distribution Center of the Participating State.
Question 32: Is the requirement in section c.(2). of the eMarket Center Appendix for Contractor’s
catalog to be limited to the awarded contract offering satisfied if items not authorized under the
resulting contract are visible in the punch out catalog but identified through messaging such as “out
of scope” or “restricted” and said items can not to be placed in shopping cart and cannot be
purchased via the punch out?
Answer 32: Yes.
Question 33: Do the following pages count towards the 100 page limit: Future addendums;
Attachments E, F, H; Exhibit 3-Contractor Tax Certification?
Answer 33: Addendums, attachments E, F, H, and Exhibit 3 are not included within the 100 pages.
Question 34: MFG information does not match description: Rust-oleum Part# 2391300 –
Description Marking Paint, White, Water-based, 1 Gal (Complies With South Coast Air Quality
Management District VOC Limit of 100 g/l)
Answer 34: The requirements has been changed from 1 gallon to 5 gallon. See Attachment D-1
revised 12-2017.
Question 35: The RFP requests products that are listed on the market basket or their exact
equivalents. If minor deviations occur, e.g., an 18 oz. container instead of a 17oz. container, how
will that effect scoring? If a blank results in a loss of one point, would there be partial points or
would there be a pass/ fail type arrangement where minor differences are waived? Additionally
how will the state determine what is equal?
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Answer 35: The Evaluation Team will score the exact match item, but the alternative item will be
taken into consideration only DASPS deems it to be exact in specifications (size, fit, form, and
function). DASPS’ decision is final.
Question 36: Must a state sign a participating addendum before any of its political subdivisions can
use the contract, for example, if a city wishes to use the contract must the state join the contract
before the city can act?
Answer 36: Yes.
Question 37: For many vendors, subcategories would benefit the state as they are able to give
deeper discounts to GOM (Goods of Manufacture) than goods offered as a dealer. Will the state
accept discounts broken into subcategories?
Answer 37: No.
Question 38: If a state has additional conditions that are not acceptable onerous to the vendor, does
the vendor have the right to refuse the requesting state?
Answer 38: The terms and conditions can be negotiated for each state during the PA process. If
the Contractor and state cannot reach an agreement, then the negotiations will be terminated.
Question 39: Per Page 20 of 109 Section 5.2 There are four groups,
1.) all categories throughout the country
2.) one category throughout the country
3.) all categories on a statewide basis
4.) one of more categories on a regional basis
Will the price sheets be compared within the groups or will all price sheets compete or a
combination of these? If the best price (awarded 40 points) is only available in one state or region,
it does not help every state, e.g., a good price in Massachusetts doesn't help agencies in Oregon if
the products are not available.
Answer 39: See section 5.2 of RFP. The Proposals will be evaluated by appropriate group.
Question 40: Are the Preventative Maintenance and Repair Activities for compressors provided
under this solicitation notice?
Answer 40: See Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 41: Page 47; Section 7 (e): remove the phrase, “ownership of the media containing the
reports”.
Page 51; Section 14 (b): remove, “Inside deliveries refers to a delivery to other than a loading dock,
front lobby or reception area.”
Page 53; Section 18: remove, “(b) the product is suitable for the ordinary purposes for with such
product is used (c) the Product is suitable for any special purposes identified in the solicitation or
for which the Purchasing Entity has relied on the Contractor’s skill or judgement (d) the product is
designed and manufactured in a commercially reasonable manner.
Page 53; Section 18 (e): after the statement the product is free of defects add, “as determined by
the manufacturer.”
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Page 53; Section 18 (e) Line 4 remove, “repaired and”
Page 53; Section 18 remove final statement of, “The rights and remedies of the parties under this
warranty are in addition to any other rights and remedies of the parties provided by law or equity,
including, without limitation, actual damages, and, as applicable and awarded under law, to a
prevailing party , reasonable attorney’s fees and costs.”
Answer 41: No. DASPS rejects the above requested changes.
Question 42: Page 53: Section 19; Remove entire section.
Page 54: Section 20; Remove entire section.
Page 54; Section 21(a) end of first paragraph add: “Contractor may fulfil these requirements
through self insurance, blanket coverage or a combination of the two.”
Page 54, Section 21(d): remove entire section.
Page 55: Section 21(e) start the paragraph with/add: “prior to performing any work” and substitute
“upon request.”
Answer 42: No. DASPS rejects the above requested changes.
Question 43: Page 55: Section 22(a): remove entire section
Page 55: Section 22(b): remove entire section
Page 58: Section 29: Line 1: add (except for payment obligations) after shall be held responsible.
Page 59: Section 30(c): remove sections 4, 5, and 6.
Page 59: Section: 32: Line 1 remove, “nor its principals”
Page 60: Section 34: remove entire section
Page 61: Section 36: remove entire section.
Answer 43: No. DASPS rejects the above requested changes.
Question 44: Format for response is Microsoft Word 2010 or higher, but RFP docs are in PDF. Can
we send PDF docs back or does it need to be converted to a word doc?
Answer 44: PDF is fine, except Attachment D and D-1 are to be submitted electronic in excel.
Question 45: Exhibit B is blank. Do we need to provide anything for this section?
Answer 45: No, once awarded.
Question 46: Exhibit A & G are samples. Do this need to be filled out or once awarded?
Answer 46: No, once awarded.
Question 47: Multiple documents ask for Oregon Tax numbers. Do we need an Oregon Tax
number?
Answer 47: Not unless you are awarded an Oregon Participated Addendum.
Question 48: Is it possible to see current contract pricing/volume discounts? Can we access a copy
of an old proposal?
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Answer 48: Any Proposer/Offeror who wishes to review the current contract pricing/volume
discounts must submit a public records request to Nevada.
Question 49: Will an Addendum be posted before 12/21/17?
Answer 49: Yes.
Question 50: Page 12, “An Offeror shall also submit on a CD ROM or USB flash drive seven (7)
electronic copies of its Proposal in MS Word 2010 or higher format.” Please confirm you require
seven electronic copies on one CD ROM or USB flash drive or should it be seven CD ROMs or
USB flash drives with one copy on each?
Answer 50: Yes.
Question 51: Page 1, Due Date December 29, 2017. Given the holiday season, please consider
extending the due date by 2 weeks.
Answer 51: See addendum 1 change to schedule.
Question 52: Section 4.1. Page 19. Cost Proposal. Is there a method of informing the Administrator
that an alternative proposal(s) are being submitted other than completing one or more of the
individual category spreadsheets?
Answer 52: No. Proposers/Offerors must fill out Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 53: Phase 3. Page 21. How is the 5 points (Step 1) for Cost Proposal Attachment D
evaluated and awarded to each responder?
Answer 53: See section 4.1 of RFP.
Question 54: Section 5.3. Page 22. Please clarify how the 35 points on the RFP Evaluation
Scoresheet for Cost (Step 2) are calculated. Based on the formulas on Page 21, it appears the Cost
Score (page 21) would be the same as Points (page 22)? Please confirm or clarify.
Answer 54: See section 4.1 of RFP.
Question 55: We would like to understand what expectations are for all Vendors to bid product. As
stated at the meeting, we quote to product spec that is provided in the market basket descriptions
however, some Vendors quote these to lesser quality and lesser spec’d product to give a lower price
and have the bid look as if they are the lowest priced Vendor. Are all Vendors required to quote
true spec in the product description and not a lesser quality spec description item?
Answer 55: Must be exact match item, but the alternative item will be taken into consideration if
DASPS deems it to be exact in specifications (size, fit, form, and function). DASPS’ decision is
final.
Question 56: In the market basket we have a question on UOM and for an items within the Category
Tab. For the below within the Battery Category is the Estimated Annual Quantity based on the
UOM (column I) and #/UOM (column H), or individual units within the UOM? It appears you are
looking for an EA price but them it states UOM is 24 (or a case). As this will dramatically impact
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price, is the State looking for a case of 24 and the 1 UOM price, or, are we to price this with an
each price?
Example: which is the correct understanding of Estimated Annual Quantity?
220,032 x 24 units = 5,280,768 individual batteries
220,032 x 1 unit = 220,032 individual batteries, packaged per 24.

Answer 56: Changed UOM to PK see Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 57: On Page18 and Page 19 of the RFP under “Section 4: Market Basket Cost Proposal”.
It states you want a hard copy of the copy proposal to score overall Category Discounts however,
I thought I heard at the meeting you only wanted the Cost Proposal on 7 UBS Drives. Could you
clarify if you are looking for the Cost Proposal to be submitted only on UBS Drive (so we would
need to include the overall Category Discounts on that file as well), or, do you want hard copies
for the overall Category Discount Structure on Hard Copy and the Market Basket only on UBS
Drives.
Answer 57: Attachment D and D-1 are to be electronic in excel format on a USB or CD, not hard
copy. See section 2.14 of RFP.
Question 58: We are working on getting permission from our franchisor to use the 3rd party website,
however we need to get some questions answered. Can you validate that the alternative website
referenced in the document would only be visible to Participants in the state that we would be
looking to get a master agreement for and only to NASPO entities? Basically that it would not be
visible nationwide and to all NASPO entities if we were only looking for a one state agreement?
Answer 58: The catalog is only visible to a state and the eligible entities within that state who have
a fully executed Participating Addendum and also utilize the eMarket Center.
Question 59: Attachment D-1 instruction line 11 instructs offerors as follows “Column N – Net
Price of Unit of Measure after discount: This will be (Column J) X (Column L).” Column J calls
for “Container size” or a non-numeric value that cannot be multiplied. Should this be column K
(list price of UOM) x column M (Discount percentage off)?
Answer 59: Changed to (Column K) x (Column M) see Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 60: Some items in the D-1 cost sheet are exclusively available to only certain
offerors. Operating in good faith to quote exact items where possible, some offerors will be unable
to quote exact items on some of the requested items. How will items that are alternatives to the
exact match items be scored relative to the exact item?
Answer 60: The alternative item will be taken into consideration if DASPS deems it to be exact
in specifications (size, fit, form, and function). DASPS’ decision is final.
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Question 61: Where do we find the product listing of current products that you are using under each
category?
Answer 61: Have to submit a public records request to Nevada for current products.
Question 62: With respect to RFP 2183-17 Attached D-1, Market Basket, Offeror Instructions,
columns P through AD, please answer the following questions:
a. The offeror is told that “…Every effort must be made to come up with an item that is exact in
product description and packaging.” If the offeror does not have an item that is exact in product
description and packaging and offers an alternative item, will the offeror be penalized or receive
fewer evaluation points had the offeror provided an item that was exact in product description
and packaging?
b. If the offeror provides an item that is exact in product description and packaging AND also an
alternative item for the same product and these two products are priced differently, what
product net price will be used to evaluate the offeror’s cost score to the cost proposal? In other
words, will the lowest priced product offered be used to evaluate the offeror’s cost score to the
cost proposal or will the item that is exact in product description and packaging be used?
Answer 62: The exact match item will be scored, but the alternative item will be taken into
consideration if DASPS deems it to be exact in specifications (size, fit, form, and function) and
different in manufacturer only. DASPS’ decision is final.
Question 63: With respect to RFP 2183-17 Section 5.3 Sample Evaluation Score Sheet, what
criteria within an offeror’s proposal will be evaluated when assigning scores (Score of 0-5) to Cost
Step One and Step Two lines? Additionally, how does an offeror achieve a score of “5 = Superior”
in the Cost evaluation process?
Answer 63: See section 5 of RFP Evaluation and Award.
Question 64: I noticed in section 6.6.2 of the bid documents that it states “desirable” that the vendor
have inside and outside sales reps as well as distribution facilities in each of the states that will be
on the contract. We are based out of Maryland but ship all over the county. Would that completely
disqualify us should we place a bid?
Answer 64: No.
Question 65: Within Addendum #1, #7. RFP, Section 4.1 Cost Proposal - it seems this scoring
system has changed from a required 80 points to now 90 points. Can you please provide a rational
of the change and a full breakout of all the points as they seem to have changed with no detail.
Answer 65: The changes are in the best interest of the States.
Question 66: Will solar panels and associated products may fall under any of these categories, and
if not, whether it would be prudent to add to our value added services section?
Answer 66: If appropriate Proposer/Offeror can put in Attachment A section 6.7.4 value added
solutions.
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Question 67: If a state is not mentioned amongst the list included in the RFP, can we still mention
that state as a place we would be interested in utilizing the contract?
Answer 67: Yes.
Question 68: If the State’s do not turn in their intent to patriciate until a day before the due date
how can the vendor certify reading the state’s PA terms?
Answer 68: Some states may not require extra terms outside of this RFP.
Question 69: Can we offer products not listed on the bid or do we have to bid exactly what is on
the RFP? Can we add products to this list?
Answer 69: Only products listed in Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017 will be evaluated.
Question 70: If we only quote on two tabs on Attachment D-1, do we still need to provide a discount
off list for ALL categories listed on Attachment D or just for the matching categories we quoted?
Answer 70: The matching categories.
Question 71: On the item detail listed on Attachment D-1, do we have to follow the discount off
list format or can we offer a deeper discount to these items that have been deemed high use?
For example; on sanitation Janitorial Equipment and Supplies, we quote a discount of 20% off list
but I have a deeper discount on Kimberly-Clark items and can quote these exact items with an
average of 30% off list but I cannot do the same for Georgia-Pacific.
Answer 71: Percentage off list per category not sub categories.
Question 72: Item number 33, in the Power Source Category, has two different Estimated Annual
Quantities (“EAQ”). In the Exact section the EAQ is 31,739. In the Alternate section, the EAQ is
6,800.
Answer 72: Changed from 31,739 to 6,800 see Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 73: Can we include the answers to Attachment A after the questions on the same
page?
Answer 73: Yes.
Question 74: Do we have to submit seven actual copies of USB's/CD's?
Answer 74: Yes.
Question 75: Is cost proposal Attachment D-1 to be submitted electronically?
Answer 75: Yes.
Question 76: Cost proposal doesn't need to be a hard copy, correct?
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Answer 76: Correct.
Question 77 Is there a limit on how many awards will be given?
Answer 77: See section 5.4 of RFP, revised in addendum 1.
Question 78: Regarding awards - Does NASPO ValuePoint prioritize?
Answer 78: No.
Question 79: How many states are participating?
Answer 79: See section 1.6 of RFP, revised in addendum 1. States can still participate
even if not named under this section.
Question 80: Can we see the ranking - who scored the highest?
Answer 80: Oregon will post the score sheet on the ORPIN system.
Question 81: Is there a Small business credit?
Answer 81: No, but see Attachment A regarding disadvantaged businesses.
Question 82: Attachment "D" – Percentage off list per Category. - List price is set by the
manufacturer. One price doesn't really make sense. Can we create our own percentage off
list price?
Answer 82: No modification to Attachment D by adding sub categories.
Question 83: Would it be appropriate to go in and make sub-categories in the Market Basket
Attachment D-1?
Answer 83: No.
Question 84: Are there exceptions to the Master Contract?
Answer 84: See section 2.18 of RFP regarding exceptions.
===========================================================================
Proposers must acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the space provided on the bottom of this page
and return this page along with Proposal documents. Failure to do so may result in rejection of a Proposal.
The purpose of this Addendum is to answer questions, clarify information in the RFP, and make
modifications to the RFP.
Any prospective Proposer who feels they have been adversely affected by these modifications must submit
a written protest of this Addendum to the Single Point of Contact identified in RFP DASPS-2183-17 by
5:00 pm (Pacific time) on December 22, 2017 or protest will not be considered. DAS PS will not consider
requests or protests of matters not added to or modified by this Addendum.
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*I hereby acknowledge having received this Addendum.
Authorized Signature: ____________________________________________________________
Print name of signer: ____________________________
Chris Porter
Date: ___________________
01/05/2018
Company Name of proposer:
________________________________________________________________________
W.W. Grainger, Inc.
(Please Print)
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Department of Administrative Services
Kate Brown, Governor

Enterprise Goods & Services-Procurement Services
1225 Ferry Street U140
Salem, Oregon 97301-4285
PHONE: 503-378-4642
FAX: 503-373-1626

Request for Proposal (“RFP”) DASPS-2183-17
ADDENDUM No. 3
This Addendum No. 3 (“Addendum”) modifies the RFP which DAS PS published on ORPIN on November
15, 2017 as described herein. All RFP terms not specifically mentioned or affected by this Addendum
remain in full force. This Addendum is hereby added as a part of the RFP.
The following paragraphs or sections of the RFP are modified as described below. New language is
indicated by bold print and underline. Deleted language is indicated by strikethrough.
1. RFP, Section 1.6 Participating States.
In addition to the Lead State conducting this Solicitation, the following Participating States have requested to
be named in this RFP as potential users of the resulting Master Agreement(s): Alaska, Arkansas, Connecticut,
Hawaii, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, North Dakota, Oregon, Rhode Island,
Utah, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Louisiana, Maryland, New Hampshire, South Dakota, Virginia, Illinois,
Ohio, New Jersey, and Washington. Other entities may become Participating Entities after award of the
Master Agreement by entering into a Participating Addendum with the Contractor in a form substantially
similar to the one attached hereto as Attachment B, Exhibit A, subject to State Specific Terms and Conditions.
The State of Oregon intends to enter into a Participating Addendum under one or more of the resulting Master
Agreement(s) in a form substantially similar to the terms and conditions of the State of Oregon’s Participating
Addendum attached hereto as (Attachment G) and subject to the requirements and selection criteria set forth
therein. Additional State-specific terms and conditions that will govern each state’s Participating Addendum
are included in Attachments I – O T, or may be incorporated into the Participating Addendum after award.
2. RFP, Section 3.3 Participating State Terms and Conditions.
Some Participating State specific Terms and Conditions are provided in Attachments I – O T to this
Solicitation.
3. RFP, DASPS-2183-17, Addendum No. 3, Attachment T, New Jersey State specific terms and
conditions are added as part of the RFP, as attached hereto.
4. Questions and Answers.
Question 1: Where there is an A & B on the market basket, for example 6A and 6B (Janitorial
Equipment and Supply) – can we only answer one without getting dinged or do we have to answer
both?
Answer 1: The items highlighted in green within Attachment D-1 will not be scored under Cost but
will be evaluated under the technical part of Attachment A. Offeror’s score on the technical
requirements set forth in Attachment A may be impacted by a failure to respond without
explanation.
Question 2: On the category Janitorial Equipment and Supplies, we need to know the gauges
(thickness) on the 38X58 and last item 40X46. Also color is missing on some of the can liners. Can
you provide color as well for all can liners?
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Answer 2: See Addendum No. 2, Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 3: On the category, Sanitation Cleaning Chemicals, on the item below, this product is
packed 12 each per case. Does “PKG” mean case? If so, then the estimated usage is 9,199 cases.
Sanitation
9,199 Cleaning
Chemicals

Toilet Bowl Cleaner,
Disinfecting, 24 oz.
Lysol
Bottle
(Hydrogen
Peroxide or Citric Only)

REC
85020

47131829

12

Answer 3: See Addendum No. 2, Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 4: Ecommerce Platform: What are the options if any, for company's like BAF that do not
have capabilities to provide and internally host a dedicated e-commerce platform for ValuePoint
customers? The complexity of our product and the required tailored approach to each customer's
application prevents a wide ranging amount of Off-the-Shelf products suitable for purchasing via
an e-commerce platform. Can certain vendors be except from meeting the e-commerce
requirement?
Answer 4: The awarded contractor may utilize the Ordering Instruction option within the eMarket
Center. This will be an informative/contact directly option within the eMarket Center, no orders
will be placed via the eMarket Center.
Question 5: Lead times (Ordering & Delivery): Big Ass Fans requests more information on the
nature of the delivery requirement outlined in the RFP. As a specialty manufacturer headquartered
in Kentucky that does not have a nationwide network of suppliers, the ability to guarantee 48hr
nationwide delivery is cost prohibitive and a logistic impossibility. Due to the complexity of our
product and our build to suit process, is there the possibility to relax this requirement or the ability
to create an exemption for manufacturers like Big Ass Fans?
Answer 5: No DAS PS cannot provide an exemption.
Question 6: Attachment D-1 provides the respondents with the Estimated Annual Quantity as well
as the #UOM and the UOM. Is the Estimated Annual Quantity provided in Attachment D-1 the
individual pieces ordered in total or is it the estimated total # of packages (as identified by the
#UOM and UOM columns)?
For example: Line item 9 in the Fastener category (Mfg: Intercorp; Description: #6-9 x 1-5/8"
Philli; Mfg part#: 615C) lists the Estimated Annual Usage for this product at 136,018 with a #UOM
of 5000 pieces per package. Is the Estimated Annual Usage of 136,018 referring to 136,018
packages of 5000 each equating to a total of 680,090,000 pieces, or is reference to 136,018 the total
number of pieces estimated which when divided by 5000 pieces per package equates to 27
packages?
Other examples:
Line item 2 in the Safety category (Lrg NS40856 Glove, AMMEX CORPORATION 1047469A,
46181504) lists the Estimated Annual Usage for this product at 199,904 with a #UOM of 100 pieces
per package. Is the Estimated Annual Usage of 199,904 referring to 199,904 packages of 100
DASPS-2183-17 Addendum No. 3
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equating to a total of 19,990,400 pieces, or is reference to 199,904 the total number of pieces
estimated which when divided by 100 pieces per package equates to 1999 packages?
Line item 3 in the Safety category (L 6mil PF Ntrl Glv, AMMEX CORPORATION, 1050135A,
46181504) lists the Estimated Annual Usage for this product at 165,706 with a #UOM of 100 pieces
per package. Is the Estimated Annual Usage of 165,706 referring to 165,706 packages of 100
equating to a total of 16,570,600 pieces, or is reference to 16,570,600 the total number of pieces
estimated which when divided by 100 pieces per package equates to 1657 packages?
Line item 4 in the Safety category (DISP. FOAM EAR PLUGS, HONEYWELL SAFETY
PRODUCTS USA, MAX-1, 46181901) lists the Estimated Annual Usage for this product at
159,482 with a #UOM of 200 pieces per package. Is the Estimated Annual Usage of 159,482
referring to 159,482 packages of 200 equating to a total of 31,896,400 pieces, or is reference to
159,482 the total number of pieces estimated which when divided by 200 pieces per package
equates to 797 packages?
Line item 3 in the Power Source category (Standard Battery, AA Alkaline,PK24, DURACELL
DISTRIBUTING INC, PC1500BKD, 26111702) lists the Estimated Annual Usage for this product
at 200,000 with a #UOM of 24 pieces per package. Is the Estimated Annual Usage of 200,000
referring to 200,000 packages of 24 equating to a total of 4,800,000 pieces, or is reference to
200,000 the total number of pieces estimated which when divided by 24 pieces per package equates
to 8,333 packages?
Answer 6: See Addendum No. 2, Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 7: (a) How do we address different discounts within a section? For example, section 12
– Power Tools. Our discounts are different for item 1 (DeWalt batteries) and for item 2 (carbide
drill bits). (b) Can we include a spreadsheet with the full breakdown as a part of attachment D
(page 77)?
Answer 7: (a) See Instructions Tab of Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017. (b) No.
Question 8: Region/State: We have multiple retail stores in several states. Our store count per state
ranges from 10 stores down to an average of 2-4 stores per state. In both California and Texas we
operate with just one retail location. In Washington, we have multiple locations but they are all in
Eastern Washington. Would you recommend that we omit the states with only one retail location,
select every state where we have stores or should we limit our potential offering to the states where
we have widespread footprints/geographic coverage?
Answer 8: Offeror must decide how to propose.
Question 9: Attachment D-1: Will respondents be “penalized” for offering alternate products, but
equivalent in form, shape and function, in lieu of those called for in columns ‘E’ and ‘F’?
Answer 9: No.
Question 10: Attachment D-1: How are alternate products weighted vs. items called for in the RFQ
when performing your bid review?
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Answer 10: The exact match item will be scored, but the alternative item will be taken into
consideration if it is deemed to be exact in specifications (size, fit, form, and function) and different
in manufacturer only.
Question 11: Attachment D-1: There appears to be some inconsistency on the response spreadsheet
between columns H and I. For example, tab 7, item 1 call for batteries. Column H says there is 24
per UOM, but column I is for each. Doesn’t make sense, how can there be any value other than 1
when the UOM is each?
Answer 11: Changed to Package “PK”.
Question 12: Attachment D-1: Please clarify what type of response you expect or will accept for
column J, Size of each Container, when the product is not measured or defined by either weight or
size (e.g., batteries – what “size” is a battery?).
Answer 12: Leave it blank if not applicable.
Question 13: Attachment D-1: Tab2 Line 28 there is a discrepancy between the number in unit of
measure in column H, and the number per pack in the description 20 vs 24 column D.
Answer 13: Changed in Addendum No. 2, Attachment D-1 revised document.
Question 14: Attachment D-1: Tab 3 Line 10 Item is highlighted as a green but shows disinfectant
language. Is it the states intent to have alternates that are green, third party verified, or a disinfectant
that is not?
Answer 14: The intent is to have an environmentally preferable disinfectant equivalent to hydrogen
peroxide. Because there are no third party certifications for disinfectants, refer to the active
ingredients listed in the EPA’s DfE Antimicrobial Pesticide Pilot Project: Moving Toward the
Green End of the Pesticide Spectrum https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-labels/design-environmentantimicrobial-pesticide-pilot-project-moving-toward-green-end.
Question 15: If we are not claiming trade secrets or confidential information do we have to state
that? In 2.17.1 it states to include Attachment F if you are claiming trade secrets but if we are not
do we have to make a statement for clarity – “We are not claiming trade secrets or confidential
information”?
Answer 15: Yes.
Question 16: On Attachment A 6.3 Volume Discount. Instead of a cumulative dollar volume as
target can a target be set for number of states with PA? For example, when 20 states are
participating the discount would increase by .5% (from 25% to 25.5%) and when 30 states are
participating the discount would increase by another .5% (from 25.5 to 26%). Would this type of
discount be considered if offered?
Answer 16: Offeror is to propose what it will provide.
Question 17: Section 6.2 Experience & Capabilities. There are 5 subsections listed here. We have
detailed responses for each of these points, however, it appears that the majority of these details are
covered in 6.5 and 6.6. This leads me to believe that in Section 6.2, the offeror is confirming that
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we understand each of these points and confirm that we are capable of conforming with the needs
of the agencies on each of these topics. More of a broad statement rather than how we are to
specifically meet these requirements?
Answer 17: Offeror must determine how to meet the criteria in Attachment A and what to provide.
Question 18: Section 6.2.1. References are mentioned here. We welcome the opportunity to share
contact information for our valued customers in the public sector. I did not see any required
number of references or format for the account name and contact information. It does not appear
that you want that information listed here?
Answer 18: Offeror must determine how to meet the criteria in Attachment A and what to provide.
Question 19: Evaluation Criteria shows 20 possible points for section 6.2 Experience &
Capabilities. The sub points 6.2.1-6.2.5 are included in other sections throughout Attachment A.
Should these responses be included in both areas where they are listed, given there are evaluation
points for each section? (Example: 6.2.2.1 Return Policy is also listed and scored in Administration
& Marketing section 6.6.1)
Answer 19: Offeror must determine how to meet the criteria in Attachment A and what to provide.
Question 20: Our issue is with the insurance. We do use blankets and umbrellas. Why are they not
acceptable?
Answer 20: Requirements are set under section 21 of Attachment B if a Master Agreement is
awarded. If an Oregon Participating Addendum is awarded, Exhibit 2 to the Oregon Participating
Addendum applies.
Question 21: With the recent revised market basket that was posted, and our company holiday
schedule, we are asking for your consideration to postpone the RFP deadline until January 12th.
Answer 21: No.
Question 22: What buying position will the awarded suppliers be in?
a. Will it be mandatory or optional for state agencies to purchase off of the awarded contracts?
b. Will this contract be optional to buyers who can also buy off of plumbing contract# 02910
or will they be required to purchase off of the 02910 plumbing contract?
c. Would this contract award be in first position (first priority) to other preceding contracts or
would this contract serve as an alternative option?
Answer 22: (a) It is up to each State. (b) It is up to each State. (c) Not prioritized.
Question 23: (a) Would a supplier be at a disadvantage if they applied for less than the 15 categories
listed? (b) Is the point system per category or per total offering?
Answer 23: (a) No. (b) See section 5.2 of RFP.
Question 24: How would a regional contract be broken out? Would a regional contract be broken
out by states within the same coast (i.e., east coast vs. west coast)?
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Answer 24: See section 5.4 of RFP.
Question 25: For the state of Alaska deliveries, would an upcharge to cover the shipping costs be
allowed?
Answer 25: See Addendum No.1, Question & Answer #17.
Question 26: Would you accept manufacturer substitutes for products in all categories?
Answer 26: See Instruction Tab of Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 27: The D-1 instructions, line 15 states “If Offering on exact match item(s), all cells that
are labelled "Vendor Input" must be filled in with the correct information.” Also, line 16 states “If
Offering an alternative item(s), all cells that are labelled "Vendor Input" must be filled in with the
correct information.”
Though apparent, I cannot see that D-1 tabs 2-16, columns A through O are master titled as “Exact
Match” items, nor that columns P through AD are master titled as “Alternative” items. Is it correct
to conclude accordingly?
Answer 27: Columns J through O in tabs 2 through 16, where it says vendor input, are to be filled
in by vendor if offering pricing on the exact match item as described in columns D through I.
Columns S through AD in tabs 2 through 16, where it says vendor input, are to be filled in by
vendor if offering pricing of an alternative item, that has the same form, fit, and function, as
described in columns D through I. If Offeror can supply both the exact item and an alternative
item, then it is expected to fill in all vendor input cells for both the exact match and alternative item
for each of those line items that this applies.
Question 28: For “Exact Match” item, the instructions say “all cells that are labelled “vendor Input”
must be filled in.” Is it correct to conclude that “all cells” means only (D-1 tabs 2-16) columns J
through O, and that it is not to be interpreted as also filling in columns S through AD?
Answer 28: Yes. Columns J through O in tabs 2 through 16, where it says vendor input, are to be
filled in by vendor if offering pricing on the exact match item as described in columns D through
I. Columns S through AD in tabs 2 through 16, where it says vendor input, are to be filled in by
vendor if offering pricing of an alternative item, that has the same form, fit, and function, as
described in columns D through I. If Offeror can supply both the exact item and an alternative
item, then it is expected to fill in all vendor input cells for both the exact match and alternative
item for each of those line items that this applies.
Question 29: For “Alternative” item, the instructions say “all cells that are labelled “vendor Input”
must be filled in.” Is it correct to conclude that “all cells” means only (D-1 tabs 2-16), columns S
through AD, and that it is not to be interpreted as also filling in columns J through O?
Answer 29: Yes. Columns J through O in tabs 2 through 16, where it says vendor input, are to be
filled in by vendor if offering pricing on the exact match item as described in columns D through
I. Columns S through AD in tabs 2 through 16, where it says vendor input, are to be filled in by
vendor if offering pricing of an alternative item, that has the same form, fit, and function, as
described in columns D through I. If Offeror can supply both the exact item and an alternative
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item, then it is expected to fill in all vendor input cells for both the exact match and alternative item
for each of those line items that this applies.
Question 30: In reference to Pg. 62, Attachment B-Signature page-Is it necessary to return a signed
signature page with proposal?
Answer 30: Attachment B is signed when an award is given to an Offeror.
Question 31: Attachment E revised- Do we put in our State Tax # for the state we are incorporated
in or State Tax # for the State of Oregon?
Answer 31: Offeror should insert its Federal Tax ID and the identification number it uses to do
business in the State of Oregon.
Question 32: Attachment E revised- Do we put in our "Secretary of the State Corporation Division
Registration #" for the state we are incorporated in or "Secretary of the State Corporation Division
Registration #" for the State of Oregon?
Answer 32: Offeror should insert the number it uses to do business in the State of Oregon.
Question 33: Do you want a complete price sheet for all products we intend to sell to the State? Or
do you want just the market basket on the spread sheet D-1?
Answer 33: Must submit Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017
Question 34: The following item (MFG# 9651-24) says the UOM is 6 per case – the actually
description of that manufacture part number is 24 bottles per case – which one do we use?

Item
Number

Estimated
Annual
Quantity

Category
Description

Product
Description

Manufacturer
Name

Manufacturer
Part Number

3

7302

Sanitation
Cleaning
Chemicals

4ozInstHndS
anit

GOJO
INDUSTRIES

9651-24

UNSPSC
Number

#/UOM
(e.g. # of
bottles per
case)

Unit of
Measure
(UOM,
e.g.,
CASE)

53131608

6

CS

Answer 34: See Addendum No. 2, Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 35: In the below items, the pack quantities are different that Each UOM – which one do
we use to calculate? For example the first line item says that the pack qty is 12 but UOM says
EACH - do we use our net price to represent the pack of 12 and then multiply or do we multiply
our each net price by 12 and them multiply by purchase qty of 5000 - (is the 5000 purchase qty
representing each or pack)
CATEGORY

ITEM #

ITEM DESC.

UNSPSC
Number

Pack
Qty/UOM

UoM
Description

MFG
NAME

MFG.
PART #

QUANTITY
PURCHASED

HVAC

3

24"x24"x2" Elite SC

40161505

12

EA

FILTRATION GROUP

PF521146

50000

Paint

1

IC WB WHITE 17oz

31211513

12

EA

RUST-OLEUM CORP

203039

28467

HVAC

5

20x20 M8 Std WB Fltr

40161505

12

EA

FILTRATION GROUP

PF510388

15000

HVAC

4

20x25x2 StdWBFltr

40161505

12

EA

FILTRATION GROUP

PF510390

25000
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Paint

3

HVAC

6

Paint

7

Paint
Material
Handling
Paint

IC WB CAUTN BLU
17oz
Evaporator
Cleaner,Aerosol,18 fl oz

31211513

12

EA

RUST-OLEUM CORP

203031

15671

47131805

6

EA

NU-CALGON

4171-75

4105

31211513

12

EA

RUST-OLEUM CORP

203032

12023

11

IC WB FLO GRN 17oz
IC WB FLO ORANG
17oz

31211513

12

EA

RUST-OLEUM CORP

203036

10088

1

3"x3"x7" WhiteMailer

24112404

50

EA

BOX PARTNERS

M733

56400

16

17ozAthFldStrip Wht

31211513

12

EA

206043

6482

Outdoor Garden

4

Stndrd Grd LHSQ Shvl

27112004

2

EA

RUST-OLEUM CORP
TANGSHAN
CHANGZHI
AGRICULTURAL TOOLS

204515

2100

Paint

20

31211513

12

EA

RUST-OLEUM CORP

1861838

5525

Paint

22

IC WB FLO PINK 17oz
PREC
BLU
INV
MKG17oz

31211513

12

EA

203022

5121

Outdoor Garden

7

Prem Grd LHRD Shovel

27112004

2

EA

204518

1200

Outdoor Garden

11

27112008

2

EA

CGH001L

700

HVAC

11

12163902

12

EA

NU-CALGON

4207-47

921

HVAC

15B

48"Steel Cntrctr Hoe
Ice Machine Cleaner,8
oz.,Clear
Drain cleaner, gallon
4PK (Safer Choice
certified)

RUST-OLEUM CORP
TANGSHAN
CHANGZHI
AGRICULTURAL TOOLS
TANGSHAN
CHANGZHI
AGRICULTURAL TOOLS

47101607

4

EA

CLR/Jelmar

GRT-4 PRO

405

HVAC

12

Leak Detector,1 qt.,Blue

41111932

12

EA

NU-CALGON

4182-24

725

Electrical

1

L-14-120-0-C Cbl Tie

39121703

100

EA

THOMAS & BETTS

L-14-120-0-C

64900

Electrical

2

11x1/5" BlkCableTie

39121703

100

EA

TY5253MX

20100

Outdoor Garden
Material
Handling

19

27112004

2

EA

204519

193

5

Sq PT D-Hndl Shovel
ALUM. SLEEVE 1/16
HG

31162812

10

EA

43380

24106

Paint

14

1" Foam Brush

31211904

12

EA

10410

8915

Paint
Material
Handling

21

2" Foam Brush

31211904

12

EA

THOMAS & BETTS
TANGSHAN
CHANGZHI
AGRICULTURAL TOOLS
QINGDAO
H-QUALITY
INDUSTRIES
PREMIER PAINT ROLLER
LLC
PREMIER PAINT ROLLER
LLC

10420

5310

24

24112404

50

EA

BOX PARTNERS

M1186

2700

Electrical

5

8.75x6x11.125 Mailer
WIRE-NUT
73B
ORANGE

39121445

10000

EA

IDEAL INDUSTRIES, INC.

30-673

14776

Electrical

3

WT3OrangeWireTwist

39121445

25

EA

IDEAL INDUSTRIES, INC.

773316

16206

Electrical
Material
Handling
Material
Handling

4

WT2BlueWireTwist

39121445

25

EA

IDEAL INDUSTRIES, INC.

773315

15600

12

1/2 SNAP-ON SEAL

31162406

250

EA

SIGNODE ACME

1304105

10218

22

SJ-5007.10"X.41"Blk

24141600

3000

EA

3M PRODUCTS

00021200627286

3000

Answer 35: See Addendum No. 2, Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 36: If we bid an exact match and an alternate item that is functionally equivalent for the
same line item then which item, the exact match or the alternate will you evaluate?
Answer 36: See Addendum No. 2, Question & Answer #13.
Question 37: If we bid an exact match and an alternate for the same item, what item price will be
used to calculate the bidder’s bid sheet total for the category, the exact match or alternate?
Answer 37: See Addendum No. 2, Question & Answer #13.
Question 38: If we provide an exact match and an alternate for a product, will the evaluators use
both product prices in calculating the bid sheet total? If one or the other item price will be used,
which one will it be? The exact match? The alternate? Or the item bid with the lowest price?
Answer 38: See answer to Question #1 above.
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Question 39: In Attachment D-1, in Column K we are asked to provide “List Price of Unit of
Measure from Column I”, then in Column L we are asked to provide “List Price of Each Individual
Item in the Unit of Measure”. Given that we are asked to provide list price for both the UOM (i.e.,
CS, BX, PK) in Column K and the list piece price in Column L, should there be another column
for us to submit our Net piece Price next to Column N, which asks for Net Price of UOM (which
is Column I)?
Answer 39: See Addendum No. 2, Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 40: Line 6 in Cleaning is the same as Line 8A in Sanitation, will the duplication be
removed?
Answer 40: See Addendum No. 2 Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 41: Pg. 19 of revised Attachment A
6.7.4.1 Sourced Products (3) “The offeror must list in their cost proposal Attachment D and D-1
their up charge for all sourced products. Up charges must be detailed on invoices as a separate item
from the product charge” Attachment D and D-1 do not include a column or space to include
upcharge…will these attachments be revised to include an area for this? If not, please provide
direction on where Offeror should list upcharge for sourced products.
Answer 41: Offeror needs to respond in Attachment A.
Question 42: Are freight charges acceptable to non-contiguous states or territories (Alaska, Hawaii,
Guam, Puerto Rico)?
Answer 42: See Addendum No. 2 Question & Answer #31.
Question 43: There are no forms for remitting reference contact information or the survey to
references. There is a mention of references in the technical proposal narrative but last time there
was an attachment of the reference contact / contract information and a survey that was sent to the
reference and remitted directly by the reference to the State. Are the forms missing by mistake?
Answer 43: No.
Question 44: Item # 28 in Janitorial, the UOM in the description calls out a pack of 24 boxes of
Toilet Seat covers, but the UOM column references 20 packs. For that item, Kimberly Clark's case
quantity is 24. Do you want this item quoted per 20 boxes or 24?
Answer 44: See Addendum No. 2, Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 45: Is the estimated annual usage reflective of the UOM column? For example, if a case
quantity is listed in the UOM, is the usage reflective of the case quantity or per piece?
Answer 45: See Addendum No. 2, Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
Question 46: Order 13A on Sanitation Cleaning Chemicals: The MFG information does not match
the description given. How would you like us to quote this type of discrepancy?
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Skin Cleanser, 1 gal. Bottle Bostitch 105577 (not a skin cleanser number).
Answer 46: See Addendum No. 2, Attachment D-1 revised 12-2017.
===========================================================================
Proposer/Offerors must acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the space provided on the bottom of this
page and return this page along with Proposal documents. Failure to do so may result in rejection of a
Proposal.
The purpose of this Addendum is to answer questions, clarify information in the RFP, and make
modifications to the RFP.
Any prospective Proposer/Offeror who feels it has been adversely affected by these modifications must
submit a written protest of this Addendum No. 3 to the Single Point of Contact identified in RFP DASPS2183-17 by 5:00 pm (Pacific time) on December 29, 2017 or protest will not be considered. DAS PS will
not consider requests or protests of matters not added to or modified by this Addendum.
*I hereby acknowledge having received this Addendum No. 3
Authorized Signature: ____________________________________________________________
Print name of signer: ____________________________
Chris Porter, Sr. Government Sales Manager
Date: ___________________
January 5, 2017
Company Name of Proposer/Offeror:
________________________________________________________________________
W.W. Grainger, Inc.
(Please Print)
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